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THE COMMISSIONER: Mr Bentley.
MR BENTLEY: Commissioner.
THE COMMISSIONER: You wish to take an oath, I gather?
MR BENTLEY: Sure.

10

THE COMMISSIONER: Please stand and take the Bible and listen to the
associate.
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<ZACH BENTLEY, sworn

[10.10am]

THE COMMISSIONER: Please be seated. There’s some water there, if
you wish.---Thank you.

10

20

The scope and scope and purpose of this compulsory examination is, A, that
between 2012 and August 2018, Mr Daryl Maguire MP engaged in conduct
that involved a breach of public trust by using his public office, involving
his duties as a member of the New South Wales Parliament and the use of
parliamentary resources, to improperly gain a benefit for himself and/or
entities close to him, including G8way International, G8way International
Pty Ltd and associated persons. B, whether between 2013 and 2018 the
Honourable Gladys Berejiklian MP engaged in conduct that constituted or
involved (a) a breach of public trust by exercising public functions in
circumstances where she was in a position of conflict between her public
duties and her private interest as a person who was in a personal relationship
with Mr Daryl Maguire and/or the partial or dishonest exercise of any of her
official functions in connection with grant funding promised and/or awarded
to the Australian Clay Target Association Inc in 2016/2017. Mr Robertson,
you appear with Mr Brown to assist the Commission?
MR ROBERTSON: Yes, I do, if the Commission pleases.
THE COMMISSIONER: Thank you.
MS DAVID: If the commission pleases, my name is David, initial P. I seek
leave to appear for Mr Bentley.

30

THE COMMISSIONER: Yes. Thank you, Ms David. You have that leave.
MS DAVID: And I also seek from the Commissioner, a declaration
pursuant to (not transcribable)

40

THE COMMISSIONER: Very well. Thank you. Mr Bentley, I’m going to
make a number of directions. If you just listen very carefully as I do. If you
want me to pause at any stage to make sure you understand them, then do
please feel free to do so. The first direction is that the following persons
may be present at this compulsory examination: Commission officers,
including transcription staff; Mr Bentley and Ms David. I now propose to
make a direction under section 112 of the Independent Commission Against
Corruption Act restricting the publication of information with respect of this
compulsory examination. Mr Bentley, this direction will prevent those
present today, other than Commission officers, from publishing or
communicating information relevant to this compulsory examination. It
will permit Commission officers to publish or communicate information for
statutory purposes or pursuant to any further order made by the
Commission. The direction may be varied or lifted by the Commission
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without notification if the Commission is satisfied that it is necessary or
desirable to do so in the public interest. It is a criminal offence for any
person to contravene a section 112 direction.

10

20

30

40

Being satisfied that it is necessary and desirable to do so in the public
interest, I direct pursuant to section 112 of the Independent Commission
Against Corruption Act that the evidence given by this witness, the contents
of any exhibits tendered, the contents of any documents shown to the
witness, any information that might enable the witness to be identified, and
the fact that the witness has given evidence today shall not be published or
otherwise communicated to anyone except by Commission officers for
statutory purposes or pursuant to further order of the Commission.

SUPPRESSION ORDER: BEING SATISFIED THAT IT IS
NECESSARY AND DESIRABLE TO DO SO IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST, I DIRECT PURSUANT TO SECTION 112 OF THE
INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION ACT
THAT THE EVIDENCE GIVEN BY THIS WITNESS, THE
CONTENTS OF ANY EXHIBITS TENDERED, THE CONTENTS OF
ANY DOCUMENTS SHOWN TO THE WITNESS, ANY
INFORMATION THAT MIGHT ENABLE THE WITNESS TO BE
IDENTIFIED, AND THE FACT THAT THE WITNESS HAS GIVEN
EVIDENCE TODAY SHALL NOT BE PUBLISHED OR
OTHERWISE COMMUNICATED TO ANYONE EXCEPT BY
COMMISSION OFFICERS FOR STATUTORY PURPOSES OR
PURSUANT TO FURTHER ORDER OF THE COMMISSION.

THE COMMISSIONER: Do you understand that direction, Mr Bentley?---I
do, Commissioner.
Thank you. Very well. I’ll next explain the declaration which Ms David
said you wish me to make. As a witness you must answer all questions
truthfully and produce any item described in your summons or required by
me to be produced. You may object to answering a question or producing
an item. The effect of any objection is that although you must still answer
the question or produce the item, your answer or the item produced cannot
be used against you in any civil proceedings or, subject to two exceptions, in
any criminal or disciplinary proceedings.
The first exception is that this protection does not prevent your evidence
from being used against you in a prosecution for an offence under the
Independent Commission Against Corruption Act, including an offence of
giving false or misleading evidence, for which the penalty can be
imprisonment for up to five years. The second exception only applies to
New South Wales public officials, and I - - -?---I’m currently not, no,
Commissioner.
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Very well. I don’t need to explain that. I can make a declaration that all the
answers given by you and all the items produced by you will be regarded as
having been given or produced on objection. This means you do not have to
object in respect of each answer or production of each item. I gather you
wish me to make that declaration?---Yes, please.

10

20

Very well. Pursuant to section 38 of the Independent Commission Against
Corruption Act, I declare that all answers given by this witness and all
documents and things produced by him during the course of his evidence at
this compulsory examination are to be regarded as having been given or
produced on objection and there is no need for him to make objection in
respect of any particular answer given or document or thing produced.

DIRECTION AS TO OBJECTIONS BY WITNESS: PURSUANT TO
SECTION 38 OF THE INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST
CORRUPTION ACT, I DECLARE THAT ALL ANSWERS GIVEN
BY THIS WITNESS AND ALL DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
PRODUCED BY HIM DURING THE COURSE OF HIS EVIDENCE
AT THIS COMPULSORY EXAMINATION ARE TO BE
REGARDED AS HAVING BEEN GIVEN OR PRODUCED ON
OBJECTION AND THERE IS NO NEED FOR HIM TO MAKE
OBJECTION IN RESPECT OF ANY PARTICULAR ANSWER
GIVEN OR DOCUMENT OR THING PRODUCED.

THE COMMISSIONER: Do you understand that, Mr Bentley?---I do,
Commissioner.
30
Very well. Yes, Mr Robertson.
MR ROBERTSON: Can you state your full name, please.---Zacharia
Douglas Bentley.
Can I just ask you to get a little bit closer to the microphone - - -?---Yes.

40

- - - that’s closest to me just near the screen there. You don’t need to be
right next to it, but if you just put your face in the general direction of that
microphone.---All right. Sorry.
You were formerly a strategy adviser within the office of the Honourable
Gladys Berejiklian. Is that right?---Temporarily, that would depend on what
– yes, that’s correct, during her time as Premier.
And so you’re no longer employed in her office. Is that right?---No. I
ceased my employment with the Premier I believe shortly after the election.
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Shortly after the most recent election. Is that right?---The most recent
election, sorry.
And you now work for who, if anyone?---I recently resigned from my
position at John Holland.

10

And was that the immediate job that you had after ceasing to work for Ms
Berejiklian?---No, I had longstanding desires, given that I’d spent, you
know, all of my professional life in government, to, I guess make the most
of my twenties, so I spent the past year travelling, or sorry, the period after
the election to the end of 2019 travelling.
And would when you - - THE COMMISSIONER: It was a good year to pick, Mr Bentley.---Pardon?
A good year to pick.---Yeah, it was, Commissioner.
Pre-COVID.---Yeah, I know.

20
MR ROBERTSON: So post Ms Berejiklian there was some time travelling,
there was some time at John Holland, and you’re now looking for your next
experience, as it were. Is that right?---Yeah, that’s suffice to say.
And so then working backwards in time, at the time that you resigned from
Ms Berejiklian’s office, what was your title within that office?---So if we – I
mean should we do this in terms, okay, walking backwards, counting - - -

30

I’m happy to work forwards, I’m happy to work backwards.---Okay, that’s
fine. Let’s – maybe it’s possible if we commence at the, if we start at the
commencement of my employment with Ms Berejiklian I believe in 2014,
my title would have been parliamentary liaison officer and adviser, then my
period with Premier Baird, my title would have been adviser to the
Parliamentary Liaison Office.
THE COMMISSIONER: What period did you work in Mr Baird’s office?
---For Premier Baird, that would have been, that would have been 2015.

40

And what role did you have there?---It was a, it was the, sorry, I was the
inaugural, I guess the first adviser placed in the Parliamentary Liaison
Office.
MR ROBERTSON: For then Premier Baird. Is that right?---For then
Premier Baird. That was the establishment at that particular office which I
guess I played some part in establishing that particular unit.
And then after that?---After that I returned to the Premier – sorry, to the then
Treasurer Berejiklian’s office as an adviser.
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Do you remember approximately when that was?---That would have been I
believe sometime early 2016.
And did you continue to have that title?---I believe at that point in time my
title would have been something to the effect of strategy and policy adviser.
And did you retain that title throughout the point in time in which Ms
Berejiklian was the Treasurer?---Was Treasurer, yes, sir.
10
And did you continue with Ms Berejiklian when she became Premier?
---Correct.
And what title did you have?---But then I think at that point in time my title
had become strategy adviser.

20

30

And in your time working for Ms Berejiklian as either strategy adviser or
another title with the word strategy, can you just explain in general terms
what that involved?---Yeah, sure. So to contextualise it, there is a Director
of Strategy within the Premier’s Office. The Premier’s Office effectively
works on tiers of seniority. There are senior staff who are provided with a
title of director, then they have an immediate subordinate to them who are I
guess the middle level of Premier’s Office in terms of seniority. That would
include policy advisers, although there is a hierarchy even within that
tranche, and then there are the PLO, there’s the PLO then administration
staff. So my position was I reported directly to the Director of Strategy. In
the Premier’s Office we would primarily be responsible for things such as
Question Time, non-legislative parliamentary business - - So for example preparing briefs for the Premier in relation to questions that
might arise during Question Time. Is that right?---Yes, the House and
whatnot, Opposition research which, you know, it’s in normal course of a
parliamentary office or political office in terms of Opposition research
insofar as it would be attack points for the Opposition in Question Time and
whatnot, general strategic input on matters of political importance as to, you
know, wherever you could potentially wedge the Opposition on any given
day, politically media advice, it would effectively look to synergise both the
policy portfolio and the media portfolio and develop messaging and
whatnot.

40
And so when we hear the word “strategy” we principally mean what I might
call political strategy. Is that fair?---Yes. Well, political strategy insofar as
also including I guess ensuring that the policy team’s positions and
propositions are in line with the general philosophy of the government at
any one point in time.
And with a view to advocating those policy positions in a way that is most
likely to be consistent with the political objectives of the government. Is
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that fair?---Political objectives of the government insofar as – sorry, can we
delineate between electoral objectives of the government or political
objectives of the government? Because I think there are two distinct
categories there.

10

20

And would you regard the strategy role as encompassing both of them or
only one of those?---Primarily, primarily the, I guess the macro of political
objectives of the government. Less so the electoral objectives of the
government, although that is a consideration, but though, you know, support
for members of parliament. Not even, not always members of parliament of
the, of the government, but also at times the Opposition and crossbench is
generally dealt with by the PLO team.
And so is it right to say that strategy has a fairly broad connotation to it but
it doesn’t necessarily involve the work in preparing policy but it may well
involve aspects of ensuring that the policy or attempting to ensure that the
policies are being advocated in a way that is most likely to support, most
likely to ensure that the policies are viewed as positively by the electorate?
---Yes. The general electorate, Mr Robertson. I wouldn’t, I stress that, you
know, electoral considerations are dealt with by the PLO.
THE COMMISSIONER: Mr Bentley, do you have tertiary qualifications?
---I do, Your Honour.
What (not transcribable)?---Sorry. I did just a general Bachelor of Arts and
then I have never completed my law degree.
Thank you.

30

MR ROBERTSON: And so we might go back in time just to help us get the
context.---Sure.
So you go to university, get the Bachelor of Arts degree.---Whilst - - Do I assume majoring in politics?---Yes, international affairs. So I should
just note at that point in time I, I interned for Mr Maguire whilst at
university.

40

And do you recall approximately when you graduated with the BA?---It
would have been 2013/2014, around there.
And what whilst you were still studying the undergraduate degree you
interned for Mr Maguire. Is that right?---I interned for Mr Maguire and then
he offered me – sorry, Rebecca Cartwright offered me a position as an
additional temporary staff on occasion.
Now, was that when Mr Maguire was the whip or was that before then?
---That’s when Mr Maguire is the whip.
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And the intern position, was the intern position while he was the whip or
was that before he was the whip?---While he was whip, sir.

10

Can you remember when it was that you graduated with a BA just to give us
a sense of timing?---Around about 2014 I believe but I actually, I believe
that I still had one subject outstanding when I commenced with
Ms Berejiklian so I think my final graduation, of which I didn’t actually
attend the ceremony due to I think a key (not transcribable) with
Ms Berejiklian, would have been June 2014.
And so in terms of the political career as it were, we start with interning on I
take it an unpaid basis within Mr Maguire’s office?---Yeah, Mr Maguire, I
mean for context, Mr Robertson, I, I grew up in Wagga Wagga and
Mr Maguire was my local member of parliament. I, I boarded for high
school so I didn’t know Mr Maguire at all but my, my next door, my
mother’s best friend is the next-door neighbour of Mr Maguire. And I say
the next-door neighbour in a very loose sense. It’s the property, the farm
next to Mr Maguire’s, yes.

20
THE COMMISSIONER: Probably lots of acres, yes, in between.---Yes.
MR ROBERTSON: Next-door neighbour in the - - -?---The regional sense,
yes.
- - - regional New South Wales sense rather than - - -

30

THE COMMISSIONER: Rather than the inner city - - -?---Yeah, yeah, I
think that’s an important context because it’s not as if they’re, you know,
wining and dining every evening.
MR ROBERTSON: I suspect my next-door neighbour is a little closer than
the next-door neighbour that you’re talking about.---Indeed. Indeed.
And was that first intern position, was that based in the electorate office or
was that based in Parliament House?---No, it was my, all of my I guess
contact with Mr Maguire either as an intern and then an ATS staffer was
based at Parliament House in Sydney.

40

When you say ATS, you mean additional temporary staff.---Additional
temporary staff.
Is that right?---Yes, correct.
And so as an intern I take it that that was an unpaid position. Is that right?
---It was an unpaid position.
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But as an ATS, as additional temporary staff, you were a paid staff member
for a certain number of hours from time to time within the whip’s office?
---Yeah. Haphazardly but then they, I, I must stress, they kind of bled into
one another. Like, sometimes I would be called in as, “We can’t pay you as
an ATS, can you please come in and do some interning hours, then when we
have, you know, when we have capacity on our ledger, we’ll allow you to
do some paid work.”

10

And in relation to Mr Maguire, was it only ever as an intern and as an ATS
or did you have some other roles within his office or within the whip’s
office?---No, it was just, just the two.
And as an ATS for Mr Maguire, what sort of functions did you perform?
---They were the same as what I was doing effectively interning. So a lot of
it would have been just like photocopying, filing.

20

Occasionally, oh sorry, on a
parliamentary, I must stress that when I was an ATS staffer, with the
exception of only a handful of days, in recollection, I only ever worked on
parliamentary sitting days and that would have been primarily to oversee the
leave, which is, you know, at, at any one point in time, and obviously the
government had a, a far larger majority back then than it does now, you
would have to ensure that the government had sufficient numbers in the
House at any one point in time and there is a pairing arrangement with the
Opposition, as I’m sure that you’re aware. So, it would be to ensure that,
yeah, there would be, there were adequate numbers for a bill or a motion to
pass at any one point in time.

30
THE COMMISSIONER: What was the expression you used? Oversight
the what?---The, sorry, the leave register. So members of parliament will
have to - - Oh, so who could be absent from parliament?---Correct, Your Honour. It
would be typically, you know, members of parliament will have to make an
application to the whip. That’s the – the whip’s primary job is to ensure that
there are sufficient numbers of members in the House and he approves their
leave.
40
MR ROBERTSON: And so there’s at least two aspects of the kind of
numbers roll you’re talking about. One is to ensure that there’s a sufficient
number of people available, in particular when there’s a quorum call. Is that
right?---Quorum is part, yes, yeah.
But another aspect you’re talking about is to make sure the pairs are
organised in such a way, and as any division reflects the state of affairs in
the House, as opposed to the fact that someone might not have turned up to
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a division or might be on leave, something along those lines. Is that what
you mean?---Correct, yep.
And part of the pair arrangement is that there’s an agreement between both
sides of the House, that if someone is properly away from the House, for
example they’re on leave, that will ensure that one of their members doesn’t
turn up to vote so the ultimate result of the vote, and the majority of the
vote, is consistent with what it would be if everyone turned up. Is that the
idea?---That’s correct.
10
In relation to the role as intern with Mr Maguire, do you recall whether you
received any training, induction, or anything along those lines in coming
into that role?---No. And I, I, I, I have pre-empted you possibly asking this
question. Even when I was an intern and then latter, a parliamentary staffer,
insofar as being an additional temporary staffer during my employment with
parliament, at no time did I ever receive any form of training or was it ever
put to me in terms of, you know, a code of conduct or whatnot.

20

30

Well, were you at least given a copy of the code of conduct for members of
staff before you were employed?---I don’t recall having received that but it
was a long time ago.
There may have been a couple of documents that you might have had to
sign as part of becoming a paid staff member, rather than unpaid staff
member, is that right?---Correct. but I don’t know whether that would have
been applicable because it wasn’t, I wasn’t actually formally a, I guess, an
employee of the parliament per se, it was just a, it’s a very, from my
recollection of it, it was a very laissez faire employment arrangement as an
ATS staffer. It think the, the, I don’t believe so that that position exists
anymore but it was very much a stricture that was almost there to
supplement an MPs office with university students really, or members of
political parties.
And so is it fair to say you’re pretty sure that there wasn’t anything in terms
of formal training induction et cetera?---There was no, I, I, I can’t say with
confidence, I don’t recall as a member, sorry, as an ATS staffer, or an
intern, having received any form of induction. I don’t recall as to whether
there was documentation, yeah, documentation put to me in terms of code of
conduct.

40
Did you have a sense whether through formal means, or perhaps informal
means, as to where you might raise any issues in the event that you saw
issues in the whip’s office that led to questions, perhaps questions of
conduct or some other questions, what you would do, who you would report
it to or what steps you should take?---No.
You started to explain some of your roles as ATS and also as intern. Did
you only ever assist Mr Maguire with issues of the kind, keeping the whip’s
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office and the whip’s responsibilities up and running, or did you assist Mr
Maguire in relation to any personal matters?---So subsequent to obviously
what, I mean, I should say, noting what evidence was adduced in the
hearing, the public hearing on this particular matter, I believe that Mr
Elliott, who I’m actually not particularly familiar with at all, noted that I
allegedly dropped visas on Mr Maguire’s behalf to the Chinese Consulate. I
must state that I don’t have any recollection of doing so, but if I did so, it
would have been a menial task which I was given, such as – I must, like, I
can’t stress enough, often I would be asked to type documentation up or
deliver, you know, post to the post office, pick up Mr Maguire’s drycleaning and things of that, to that effect.
Were you ever asked to do anything, though, where it was clear to you that
this was associated not with any parliamentary activities of parliamentary
functions but rather with business activities for the benefit of Mr Maguire?
---Yeah, so, obviously sort of again going back and considering things that
have come to light subsequent to this inquiry, at the time I did not view
anything that Daryl had asked me to do as being indistinguishable between
his parliamentary obligations and his private obligations, because everything
was put – well, one, I didn’t really understand the environment that I was
operating in, like, coming in there haphazardly.
And I take it as a pretty junior staff member in the scheme of things - - -?
---Yeah, yeah - - -

30

- - - perhaps the most junior staff member of those that Mr Maguire had.
---Well, indeed. And, you know, for the, for the, the majority of the time
that I dealt with Mr Maguire, I wasn’t even a staff member per se. What
was explained to me by Ms Cartwright was that Daryl chaired this, you
know, ominous parliamentary friendship group, and he had obligations and
responsibilities to promote trade for, you know, on behalf of New South
Wales. Now, in hindsight, you know, subsequently becoming a ministerial
staffer, that, that descriptor seems a little odd. But - - You’re referring now to the Asia Pacific Parliamentary Friendship Group.
---Pacific Friendship, yeah, correct.

40

And you’re saying it was Ms Cartwright that explained to you what she said
Mr Maguire’s responsibilities and duties were as chairperson of that
friendship group?---Yeah, if it wasn’t explicitly said, it was often implied
that, you know, Daryl often meets with Chinese personnel or, or people to
promote bilateral trade between the two, between the jurisdiction and China.
And at that time, is this right, there was nothing that led you to think, “Well,
that seems a little bit strange”? But now with the benefit of hindsight,
including with your now experience in working in ministers’ offices,
Treasurer’s Office and the Premier’s Office, that now does strike you as a
strange thing that Mr Maguire was working on and that you were being
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asked to do things with respect to, is that fair?---With the benefit of
hindsight, subsequent to this particular inquiry, yes. And I say that in terms
of what you’ve litigated publicly to date.

10

So the hindsight is not so much working in ministers’ officers, the Treasurer
and the Premier’s, it’s the benefit of you seeing some of the material that
was deployed in the public inquiry before this Commission, is that right?
---Yes, that’s correct. I should just note, though, that, you know, obviously,
you know, when you’re a university student and then subsequently going
from university or, to – and I say university insofar as, like, you know, when
I worked for Ms Berejiklian it was only one course, so I effectively had
completed university. I didn’t really turn my mind to thinking about my
time with Mr Maguire in any real effect.
But having now had the benefit of the material that was deployed public in
the public inquiry, which – as I understand your evidence – you followed
relatively closely when it was coming out.---Somewhat closely at times.
I think you might have been stuck in lockdown in Melbourne.---Melbourne.

20
And was watching it with - - -?---Mr Robertson, you’re - - Nothing else that one can do when one’s locked down, is that right?---Yeah.
Mr Robertson, Wagga’s a very small town, and you had invited, you know,
you know, half of the Chamber of Commerce, as it were, basically, to this
particular inquiry. So I think people in Wagga or had connection to Wagga
were quite interested in your proceedings.

30

But with the benefit of that material, do you now look back on your time in
Mr Maguire’s office and say to yourself, “Well, look, I was asked to do this
and I saw these things. It seemed completely fine to me at the time, but
with the benefit of that material, I’m now somewhat suspicious as to what
was going on”?---Yes.
What in particular do you have in mind in that kind of category?---There
were often people who came into the office.

40

THE COMMISSIONER: Is this the office in Macquarie Street?---Yeah, the
office in Parliament House, who, again, this is where I’m unable to actually
delineate clearly in my own mind as to what was legitimate and what wasn’t
legitimate, because Daryl would host, I think there was a representative
often, the person who would come into the office most often would be a
representative from the Solomon Islands, the honorary consulate, Sir
Trevor, from recollection, I only recall his name because he received a
knighthood which I thought was quite strange, but - - MR ROBERTSON: Was that Sir Trevor Garling?---I believe so, yeah.
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Garland I think actually, G-a-r-l-a-n-d.---Yes, I think that may have been
right. I only, the only reason that really springs to mind is because I thought
it was strange that he didn’t have a, he had an imperial knighthood, not
received through the Order of Australia or whatnot, and he professed to call
himself Sir. That kind of, you know, as a person who did IR that, that sort
of I found a little odd. He was possibly the most frequent visit, he was the
most, possibly the most frequent visit into the office, but there were often at
times people of Chinese heritage who appeared to be Chinese nationals who
would come into the office and I was always asked to excuse myself from
the office at that time.
Asked by who?---Mr Maguire.
Not Ms Cartwright, always Mr Maguire?---No, Mr, Mr Maguire. I would
then go out literally and sit next to Ms – there was a spare chair and sit next
to Ms Cartwright until such a time that Mr Maguire would then typically
come out and ask me to make tea and then deliver the tea into the room and
excuse myself again.

20

30

And I think you said Ms Cartwright was one to try and sort of keep you
away from some of the paperwork and the like in the office. Is that right?
---It wouldn’t necessarily just be paperwork, it was always very much a
need-to-know basis and I didn’t need to know anything. But that extended
to what I would consider general government business as well. I think that
was more – if I take what you’re implying, Counsel, I think Ms Cartwright
was more of the kind in terms of her personality

And so you don’t look back on that particular aspect of Ms Cartwright,
including with the benefit of hindsight, and go, well, look, she might have
been trying to hide something, rather that’s more in the nature of her
personality about how she seeks to run her affairs and her responsibilities.
---Yeah, I think it’s more, more, having dealt with Ms Cartwright in terms
of the Premier’s Office and the whip’s office and needing a close
relationship when, you know, obviously matters relating to the chamber, in
a subsequent setting when I worked for say Gladys or even Baird, it was
very much her personality to, to be very tight on things

40
Other than the examples you’ve already given of people like Sir Trevor
attending and people of apparent Chinese nationality attending and you
being ushered out of the room, are there any other things that you now look
back on, with the benefit of hindsight, and go, well, that looked suspicious
to me in light of what I’ve now found out?---Yeah, yeah. So with the
benefit of hindsight, I believe at one point in time there was a document left
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on my desk which I had to – Mr Maguire I should say is quite the Luddite
and - - He’s not good with technology, is that what you mean?---Yes, sorry, of
course, yes.
THE COMMISSIONER: But not too bad at destroying it.---No. Well - - -

10

That’s what Luddites really did tend to get up to.---Sorry, apologies, I
maybe have bastardised the word.
No, no, not at all. I didn’t mean that was part of their activity, not wanting
to engage with modernity.---So his technological nous wasn’t great and he’d
often ask me to, not often, but on that, on an occasion of what I recall to be
milk powder, he asked me to, there was a prospectus to tidy it up and send it
back to him, if I can recall.
A prospectus about milk powder?---I think so.

20

30

MR ROBERTSON: And are you saying at the time you had no particular
reason to think that that was a bit strange, that you were being asked to do it,
but now with the benefit of hindsight it looks like that must have had
something to do with private business activities rather than any of his
parliamentary responsibilities.---What I would say, Mr – I understand what
you’re saying, but what I would say is that, with the benefit of hindsight, it,
well, yes, if, if you are of the belief that that particular – I don’t know what
the milk powder is still in reference to. I don’t think that was adduced
during what I saw of your evidence previously. But if it is the matter, that
that is somehow a form of the enterprise that you are investigating Mr
Maguire as being party to, then, with the benefit of hindsight, yes.
THE COMMISSIONER: Well, can you recall the contents of this
prospectus?---No, I can’t, Commissioner. I, I can, all I can recall of it is
that, if I can recall correctly, it had a blue cover, like a, the front of it was
blue. The documentation.

40

For example, doing the best you can, was it promoting milk powder per se
or was it a sort of a selling document of a kind?---I, I wouldn’t be able to
accurately recall as to what it was about, but it, it was a prospectus. It struck
me as being a prospectus insofar as, yes, for promotional purposes, I guess.
Now, I, I, I just want to add the caveat to that is that, again, at all times, this
is where, you know, it’s not as, it’s more nuanced in terms of what my
perceptions of things would have been at the time, because Mr Maguire
would often have what appear now to be legitimate trade delegations come
into the office. You know, I think Ms Cartwright asked me to greet a trade
delegation on her or Mr Maguire’s behalf and then send them up to Mr
Piccoli at the time, and they seemed to be a legitimate trade delegation, even
with the benefit of hindsight, so - - -
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MR ROBERTSON: And who was the person you just referred to?---Ms
Cartwright.
No, no - - THE COMMISSIONER: Mr Piccoli.--- Mr Piccoli. I, I believe they were
maybe a Chinese delegation for, an educational Chinese trade delegation,
and Mr Piccoli was the Education Minister at the time.
10

20

MR ROBERTSON: And so in short, is this right, there were various things
that you were asked to do at the time that you had no reason to think were
anything outside Mr Maguire’s responsibilities? But now, with the benefit
of hindsight, including with the benefit of what you’ve seen and read in
connection with the public inquiry, you’re concerned that there may have
been circumstances in which you were asked to do things associated with
Mr Maguire’s personal interests rather than his parliamentary
responsibilities. Is that fair?---Yes. But again I would add the caveat is
temporally I wouldn’t be able to distinguish in my mind as to whether I was
a resource of the parliament at that present point in time or whether I was an
intern.
But as intern ATS or whatever, at the time you didn’t see in your mind as
Mr Maguire going outside his parliamentary duties?---No, because - - You had no reason to come to that view?---No.

30
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But you’re now concerned, in light of information you’ve later found out,
including through the public inquiry, that you may well have been asked to
do something that was associated with his personal interests rather than his
parliamentary duties, be that when you were as an intern or as an ATS staff
member?---Yes, that would be correct. And I, I would just add, you know,
unknowingly, and I would stress that it would have been unknowingly. And
I only say that, Mr Robertson, because of somewhat of my frustration being
that when I was, I guess, mentioned in dispatches at the commencement of
this inquiry, the media, for their own purposes, I guess the reference was
quite opaque as to my involvement in delivering visas. And given I worked
for Ms Berejiklian, I think the media have got very close to defaming me by
somehow insinuating that I had knowingly participated in the enterprise
that this inquiry’s investigating. That I found to be quite distressing.
And so in relation to visas, is this right, you don’t recall being asked to
assist in relation to visas - - -?---No, I would have - - - - - but it’s possible that you did?---Well, Mr Elliott’s evidence, from what
I’ve read, has suggested that I take visas. I do recall going to a building,
which I think is in close proximity to here, at the end of Elizabeth Street, on
one occasion, and delivering a parcel. Again, I can’t stress enough, I would
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have thought that was all just within Mr Maguire’s, you know, at the time
would have thought that’s in Mr Maguire’s purview as the chair of the
parliamentary friendship group. You know, with the benefit of hindsight,
that sounds, seems reasonably farcical.
I’m just going to put a document up on the screen that’s just in front of you.
---Sure.
That might just help your recollection on the visas question.---Yep.
10
We’ll go to volume 10, page 191.---Ah hmm.
We’re going to go way back to 2014. 5 March, 2014. So at that point in
time you were an ATS staff member for Mr Maguire?---March 2014?
March of 2014.---I thought I may have worked for Mr Coure at that point.

20

If you just have a look at this email, 5 March, 2014, from you to Ms Hatton,
look at the second paragraph, “Daryl has me organising two constituents’
visas for China. I noticed that the two gentlemen wrote the purpose of the
visa was business. Daryl seems to think this may be a problem. I thought
you might be the best person to ask rather than going to line up at the
Chinese Government visa centre.” Do you see that there?---Yeah, I do.
Does that refresh your memory that you were asked to play at least some
role in organising visas for China for, what you there describe as,
constituents?---No, I, I don’t recall the email and I would have thought in
March 2014 I was no longer – I think was, at that point in time, working for
Mr Coure.

30
THE COMMISSIONER: How do you spell that?---Pardon?
MR ROBERTSON: C-o-u-r-e.
THE COMMISSIONER: Oh, yes. Thank you.
THE WITNESS: But I don’t recall this email.

40

MR ROBERTSON: Is it right then that even after you ceased to work for
Mr Maguire you did give him some assistance from time to time?
---Assistance how, Mr Robertson, sorry?
Well, one example might be assisting in organising constituent visas.---No, I
don’t believe so. I think, like, I honestly have no recollection of the visas
other than dripping them off up here and I think Nicole would have – so, I, I
should explain. I, my position working for Daryl was when Ms Hatton I
think briefly went off to work for another MP. I kind of filled in for that
year and I think she would have been chasing me so say, “Do you know
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anything about this,” to that effect. But I, I don’t have any, I honestly say,
genuinely, I have no recollection really of visas.
And you were at university at this, is that right?---Yeah, that’s correct.
And so you were effectively a casual staff member from time to time when
the need arises?---Yeah, correct.
Sometimes paid and sometimes not paid?---Correct.
10

20

30

And so you were asked when working for Mr Maguire, either as intern or as
ATS, to perform various tasks from time to time but at least at the time there
was nothing that struck you as saying, well look, this looks a bit out of the
ordinary, me being asked to perform these roles?---No. No, not particularly.
I mean, I, I, I, I can’t stress enough that until Mr Maguire was, I found out
that Mr Maguire was called before another investigation at this particular
committee – oh, Commission, sorry – that I never suspected Mr Maguire of
being corrupt, if I can use that word. You know, one of the things that I
vividly recall doing for Mr Maguire, because the whip’s office is an office
that is meant to ensure order and discipline, is writing a letter to this
particular Commission asking that this Commission investigate a, another
independent member of parliament, or maybe an Opposition member. So, I
never at any point in time would have Mr Maguire’s dealings struck me as
being corrupt. He always had a veneer of being, you know, this very
sensible, you know, elder statesman within the government who wasn’t
possibly up to the calibre of making a minister but was a respected person
within the party room.
And other than what you’ve explained so far, you’ve given examples of Sir
Trevor, for example, attending people who appeared to be Chinese
nationals, things of that kind. Is there any other categories of things that
you saw as an intern or as an ATS staff member which now, with the benefit
of hindsight - - -?---Yeah, sure.
- - - and the benefit of what you’ve seen and read, you now go, well that
looks a little bit suspicious to me?---In terms of his, my experience with Mr
Maguire as whip, or during this - - -

40

Yes. Well, any experience you had with Mr Maguire.---Well, well, I’m
assuming we’re going to go temporally go further through my employment,
so in terms of my employment with him as whip, there was – I, I, I did find
it strange, it struck, strikes me as strange that I was always asked to excuse
the room on occasions when other members of parliament would be in the
room and I would know that from, you know, just on a general matter of
policy, if something was wrong, and I would even object to it. I would turn
around and say something to object or correct the two MPs discussing it, Mr
Maguire would always be, you know, would stress that, you know, “Boy,”
he would often, you know, at time refer to me as boy, you know, “You, you
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should be, you know, seen and not heard.” So it was quite a dismissive
relationship. But Daryl was very kind but I, I’m sure if you present certain
things and they spring to my recollection - - Commissioner, I should just record the last email I showed is also Exhibit
130 in the public inquiry. That was volume 10, page 190.---I must stress,
Mr Robertson, I don’t have any genuine recollection of that email.

10

I’m sorry, Mr Brown has corrected me. Volume 10, page 190 is Exhibit 130
and I think I may have shown the witness volume 10, page 191, and that
isn’t going to matter for present purposes. Now, is it right that after
finishing with Mr Maguire as an ATS staff member is it then you went to
work for Mr Coure?---Briefly. I think I went to work for Mr Coure for
four weeks.
And in what capacity was that?---It would have been his electorate officer.
And after the
four weeks is that when you then moved to work
with Ms Berejiklian?---Ms Berejiklian.

20
And at that point in time, was she Treasurer at that point in time?---She was
the Minister for Transport.
So you were with her as Minister for Transport, Treasurer and as Premier.
Is that right?---Correct, yeah.
THE COMMISSIONER: And why did you leave Mr Maguire’s employ?
And I put that in inverted commas - - -?---Sure. Yeah.
30

40

- - - because I understand from what you’ve said it wasn’t really the nature
of employment and even if it was it was probably for the parliament.
---Yeah.
And first go to Mr Coure and then how did you get the position with
Ms Berejiklian?---So from my recollection there was a transfer between
Daryl becoming whip to a parliamentary secretary. I don’t recall who he’s
parliamentary secretary for. And I, I believe Mr Rowell, who is the then
Member for Wollondilly, became whip and that was sprung on me when I
read it in the newspaper that that had transpired, and then Daryl
subsequently basically said that as he was no longer whip he really didn’t
have an ATS position for me because my ATS position was primarily to do,
to assist Rebecca on the operation and function of the House on a sitting day
and so there just really wasn’t any (not transcribable)
So your position vanished in effect.---Yeah, in effect. And so I was nearing
the very end of my university and Mr Coure offered, I think offered me a
position in his office and I took it, but as I was nearing the end of my
position I didn’t really want to be in an electorate per se. I had aspirations
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to go into the ministry. I’d applied with Mr Constance and had been
knocked back

10

THE COMMISSIONER: And then did you apply for a position in
Ms Berejiklian’s office?---Ms Berejiklian’s PLO had resigned to go to a
different office I think and there was a position vacant so, yeah, I’ve applied
and had a few interviews with her chief of staff at the time.
MR ROBERTSON: Insofar as you’re aware did Mr Maguire put in a good
word for you with Ms Berejiklian?---I actually have no idea and I’ve been
wondering the same thing since the obviously things, this is obviously, your
inquiry has, has made me question as to whether, you know - - THE COMMISSIONER: But did you ask him for a specific reference with
him or?---No. No, I don’t believe so. I don’t think Daryl would have even
been that type of guy to do it.

20
MR ROBERTSON: The inquiry made you question what?---I said it in jest,
sorry, as in like, you know, how did I, you know (not transcribable) I said it
in jest, sorry, to - - Well, do you mean it’s led you to question the nature of the relationship
between Ms Berejiklian and Mr Maguire. Is that what you mean?---No. I
just meant it as in like, you know, did Daryl put in a good word for me but I
have no knowledge of him doing so.
30

And just to help you in terms of the timing, Mr Maguire ceased as whip on
25 February, 2014. So is it consistent with your recollection that - - -?
---Sorry, can you repeat that, Mr Robertson.
25 February, 2014 he ceased as Government Whip.---Yeah, okay. Yeah,
that sounds about right.

40

So is that consistent with your recollection that you worked for Mr Maguire
up to around about that time, then Mr Coure and then interview processes
and the like and ultimately ended up working for the then Minister for
Transport Ms Berejiklian.---Yeah, I think I, I commenced working for Ms
Berejiklian after the former Premier O’Farrell had his run in with this
organisation and subsequently resigned, and Ms Berejiklian became Deputy
Leader of the Liberal Party, and I think as such she was entitled to an
additional staffer. Sorry, a PLO, she was entitled to a - - So, to be clear, when she became Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party,
around about that point in time is when you first came to be employed in her
office?---Yeah, I think I commenced working with her about 10 days or so
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after she became deputy leader. But that would – I’m just guessing in terms
of temporal.
And you mentioned, I think, that connected with that appointment was the
fact that an existing PLO, parliamentary liaison officer, had retired? Retired
or resigned or moved elsewhere.---Ms Cimino had – yes, sorry, I didn’t
mean to cut you off, Mr Robertson. Ms Cimino, who was my predecessor,
she had gone elsewhere.
10

20

And that’s the position that you immediately took up, was it, as
parliamentary liaison officer?---Yep.
Now, in terms of the strategy-type roles that you held for Ms Berejiklian in
any of her portfolio areas, did you have any involvement in preparation of
submissions to Cabinet or committees of Cabinet?---So I, I did hold, during,
I guess, during her different, her different offices that she held, and the
different positions that Ms Berejiklian held, I did hold concurrent policy
roles, which is not unusual for a – I must say, I, I guess, this inquiry’s
obviously focusing on the strategy title. From recollection, that was, if
anything, I think, a creation of mine at some point in time, wanting a more
grandiose title than what had existed. You know, there’s a joke that titles
are somewhat free in government. I don’t think the position of strategy
really existed outside the Premier’s Office elsewhere, but it was a, a, an
elevated PLO, for want of a better term.
Which had both what might be described as strategic-type functions but also
policy-type functions, is that right?---Yeah, that’s right.

30

Was one of the functions associated with assisting in the preparation or
finalisation of submissions for Cabinet or committees of Cabinet?---Yes.
Yeah.
Did you ever assist in relation to preparation of submissions for, or the
submission of submissions for the Expenditure Review Committee of
Cabinet?---When Ms Berejiklian was Treasurer, yes.
When Ms Berejiklian was Treasurer, she was the chairperson of the
Expenditure Review Committee, is that right?---That’s correct.

40

And that’s, as it were, a subcommittee of Cabinet, is that right?---That’s
correct.
She was responsible for, amongst other things, setting the agenda for
committee meetings.---That’s correct.
In your experience, would Ms Berejiklian as Treasurer attend all or almost
all of the Expenditure Review Committee meetings?---No, I never attended
an Expenditure Review Committee.
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No, no, but so far as you’re aware, at least, I’m not suggesting you were in
the room, but so far as you’re aware, as a staff to Ms Berejiklian, was it the
practice for her to attend all of the meetings or was it common for her to
attend some of the meetings and not attend others?---No, Ms Berejiklian
would chair the committee.
She was the formal chair in the sense that she was the appointed chair but
she would also - - -?---She would - - 10
- - - attend, at least to your knowledge, each and every one of the meetings?
---I can’t recall Ms Berejiklian not attending an ERC. That doesn’t mean
she didn’t, but I have no recollection of that.
And I think you said she and her office was responsible for managing the
agenda for the ERC, is that right?---Her, Ms Berejiklian and her policy
director, to my knowledge, would have been responsible for the ERC
agenda, yes.
20

THE COMMISSIONER: Who was her policy director?---I, I say this in
earnestness, Commissioner. The Premier has gone through so many staff in
my time, it would, I would hazard a guess it would have been, oh God, Mr
Cox would have been chief of staff at the time, so - - This is when she was Treasurer.---Treasurer. Mr Cox would have been
chief of staff at that time, when I worked for her as Treasurer. Policy
director may have been, may have been Josh - - Milner?---Pardon?

30
MR ROBERTSON: Milner?---No, I don’t know a Josh Milner. His name
escapes me now. Josh Pearl.
THE COMMISSIONER: Pearl.
MR ROBERTSON: Pearl. P-e-r-l?---P-e-a-r-l.
P-e-a-r-l. That’s what I meant to say.
40

THE COMMISSIONER: As in the jewel?---Joshua Pearl. Yes, sorry.
Sorry.
MR ROBERTSON: And can you just assist us in the procedure that would
be adopted in relation to ERC submissions and agenda items at the time that
you were in Ms Berejiklian’s office as Treasurer?---Ah hmm.
So I take it that for each submission there would be a minister who will
propose a particular agenda item, is that right?---That’s correct.
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Ms Berejiklian, with the assistance of her office and perhaps with the
assistance of her department, NSW Treasury, would determine whether that
particular submission should appear on the agenda. Was that an aspect of
it?---That would be something I wouldn’t have been privy to. That would
have been something that would have been, the agenda would have worked
out between Ms Berejiklian’s chief of staff and Ms Berejiklian.

10

20

Were you ever involved in attempting to get things either on or off
agendas?---I wouldn’t say on or off the agenda, it was something that, those
conversations about, “Here are submissions” – how do I phrase this? There
are oftentimes ministerial officers are lobbying to have things on the
agenda. Those conversations would be raised in a weekly policy meeting
with the Premier, oh sorry, the then Treasurer, and say, “This is what we
currently have,” in terms of, you know, this is what the Roads Minister’s
office has proposed. You know, obviously her office would have proposals
as well, it would be some form of conversation in the, the finalisation from
my recollection, and I must stress it’s just my recollection, would, that, that,
that, that agenda would have been finalised between a conversation between
her and her chief of staff.
And in terms of finalising that, at least in your experience, the Treasurer
herself would always need to sign off on something being on the agenda or
not, it wasn’t something that as a matter of practice was just dealt with
administratively by a chief of staff or someone else within her office?---No,
Ms Berejiklian is often across things but again, in my experience, I didn’t
have line of sight into that so I honestly couldn’t, I can speculate but I
couldn’t honestly comment as to what the finalisation of that agenda looked
like.

30
Now, you heard this morning, the Commissioner explained that one of the
things that the Commission is investigating is grant funding that was
promised and/or awarded to the Australian Clay Target Association Inc in
2016 to 2017. Do you remember the Commissioner explaining that earlier
this morning?---Yep.

40

Did you become aware that the Australian Clay Target Association was
seeking, was promised or was awarded funding in or about 2016 or 2017?
---I, I believe I became aware, became aware of that through, either through
Mr Maguire or through, yeah, I believe it would have been Mr Maguire.
So doing the best you can, how did you become aware of that through Mr
Maguire? Was that a direct communication between you and Mr Maguire
or was it done indirectly in some other fashion or what’s your best
recollection?---I don’t have any recollection as to how it would have come
to my knowledge but I would have – so, you know, on any given day I
would speak to any amount of MPs as to what funding or what proposals
they had in their electorate or they wanted for their electorate. So I don’t
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recall Mr Maguire, when he approached me about that, but I do recall we
had conversations about him thinking that was a necessity for his electorate.

10

20

And when you say “necessity”, why, as you understood it, did Mr Maguire
think, or at least say that it was a necessity for his electorate?---I guess, so in
terms of my, my relationship with Daryl, having been from Wagga, he
would often try to then, you know, say, or comment, “Do you understand
what this particular, why this is important for the community?” And the
Clay Target Association in Wagga, whilst I have never obviously been there
or operated a firearm in my life, that doesn’t really appeal to me, but they,
they are a large sporting organisation in Wagga, which hosts, you know, a
very large meet every year. I think it’s the National Clay Target meet every
year, which attracts a lot of people to Wagga and he stressed that the
facilities needed to be upgraded in order for them to, from recollection,
retain that particular meet. But - - And is it right that as part of your role in Ms Berejiklian’s office, you would
have fairly regular contact with members of parliament who were seeking,
as it were, to lobby the Treasurer’s officer with a view to getting the
Treasurer’s buy-in on particular projects?---Yeah. I, I don’t mean to
obfuscate from any questions, Mr Robertson, but to that very point it would
be like hourly or, so that’s what I mean by innumerable conversations. So if
I don’t remember the specific details of something, it’s because it would
have been one of, you know, five or six MPs lobbying on any particular day.
Because in a practical sense, the Treasurer holds the purse strings and so it’s
a very good idea to try and put things forward with the Treasurer’s office, is
that right?---Correct.

30

And so whilst you don’t have a specific recollection of how the
conversation with Mr Maguire arose, one possibility, in fact one likely
possibility, is Mr Maguire either picked up the phone to you or bumped into
you in the corridors of Parliament House with a view to speaking to you
about this particular project. Is that right?---That’s more than possible. It, it
could have also arose through a process of what we would deem to be an
MP wish list, which is a register of projects that members of parliament
have identified as being, you know, desirable for their community. You
know, anything from a new hospital upgrade to a bridge or whatnot, or to a
new school.

40
And I take it that, in your experience, there are very long wish lists, but very
few at least of the total number of projects ultimately get funded.---I think
members of parliament have become adept to being able to identify projects
that they have a realistic shot of getting funded. And, you know.
But it’s right to say, isn’t it, that, at least in your experience, one of the
regular functions of a Treasurer is to have to say no?---Yes, absolutely.
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Because there’s always more proposals put forward than the available
money in the budget to fund them, is that right?---Of course. The, the, but
the Treasurer was gifted a button at one point in time that literally just said
“no”.
THE COMMISSIONER: It’s better than one that says diet coke.
THE WITNESS: You’re referring to - - 10

MR ROBERTSON: I think I have one that says “coffee”, Commissioner.
THE COMMISSIONER: Mmm?
MR ROBERTSON: I think I have one that says “coffee”, Commissioner.
So Mr Maguire, in one way or another, is, as it were, lobbying the office of
the Treasurer, including through you, in around 2016. Have I got that
right?---That would be right, yeah, correct.

20

30

40

Do you happen to know what view Ms Berejiklian, as Treasurer, had in
relation to the ACTA proposal, Australian Clay Target Association
proposal, that Mr Maguire was seeking to lobby for, including through
you?---I believe the Treasurer was amenable to it.
And why were you of the view that she was amenable to it? How do you
draw that inference?---So in terms of the processing and determining the
Treasurer’s view on any one particular topic, and for, and rightfully so for
probity purposes, the Treasurer’s Office and then Treasury runs through
quite a formalised process of having everything, you know, i’s dotted per se.
So the office, in terms of whether a policy adviser, which is a concurrent
role with mine at the time, would make a prima facie submission to your
Director of Policy or chief of staff about something that’s come up at any
one point in time as a proposal from, either it’s an MP or a department or a
minister in office or any stakeholder. There’d be some conversations
internally between the policy adviser or either the Director of Policy and the
chief of staff. When the Director of Policy or the chief of staff felt that it
was at a point that it needed the Treasurer’s view, it was then typically put
to her for her view, and then obviously there’s often debate and different, a
range of views within government as to the merits of any one policy at any
one point in time and to the cost and benefit ratio or whatnot. That was then
hashed out in preparation with the department, where senior members of
Treasury would then come to a weekly ERC pre-brief, which was always
dreaded by advisers, policy advisers, because the Treasurer would chair that
particular meeting and it was quite ruthless in if you didn’t make, advocate
for that particular policy, or she would, she would have read the submission
the night before, so your brief to her the night before, and then she would
only give you, you know, a few seconds or a minute to explain as to the
merits or the deficiencies of that, and it was quite, quite heated and back and
forward. And then Treasury would often, at times, have a different view to
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the office, and that’s, or the office would have a different view to Treasury.
And that’s the regular course of business. I mean, you’re never going to - THE COMMISSIONER: So this is about a week before the formal ERC
meeting?---Days, typically.

10

It’s almost a dress rehearsal.---Yes, correct. So that the Treasurer
appreciates the deficiencies or the merits of any argument. Because
obviously ERC, you know, that process is replicated with principals, and
those principals will have that, that conversation themselves.
MR ROBERTSON: And so just to be clear, who were the attendees at these
ERC pre-briefs? Obviously the Treasurer herself.---The Treasurer herself,
senior members and the relevant members of, of the department, the
Treasury, and then the relevant policy advisers. It would be in the
boardroom. It was such that the advisers weren’t invited to that boardroom
unless their agenda item was to be presented, and then they would excuse
themselves once their agenda item had been discussed.

20
And when you’re talking about advisers here, are you just talking about
advisers to the Treasurer - - -?---Mr, yeah, no, sorry.
- - - or are you talking about advisers to other ministers such as proponent
ministers?---No, just, this is the Treasurer’s direct policy advisers.

30

So just to take an example of where the proponent of a proposal is not the
Treasurer, it’s some other minister in some other portfolio area, let’s call it
Minister for Industry just as an example, an aspect of the process involves
uploading an ERC submission to the eCabinet system. Is that right?
---That’s correct.
And - - -?---In draft format, yeah.
In a draft format such that it’s available for, amongst other people, the
Treasurer’s Office and the Treasury to be able to look at. Is that right?
---That’s correct, yeah.

40

And is it right to say that at least as a matter of practice there will be an
advice prepared by the Treasury in relation to each and every one of the
ERC proposals that find their way onto the agenda. Is that your experience?
---Typically ERC would, so typically, by and large, I can’t recall if there
were occasions where there wasn’t advice provided by Treasury, but there
may have been on occasion.
Well, at least usually there’s a written advice provided by Treasury to the
Treasurer in relation to all the ERC submissions that have found their way
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onto an ERC committee agenda.---Unless it was a last minute submission,
yeah.
If there’s a special case where it’s so urgent that it can’t be prepared,
something like that maybe not, but at least in your experience always or
almost always is a written advice from New South Wales Treasury. Is that
right?---Not always, but regularly, yes, by and large, yes.

10

And that advice obviously enough is made available to the Treasurer. Is
that right?---Yes.
Made available to people within the Treasurer’s Office.---Yes.
Is it made available more broadly, for example to the proponent minister or
to other ministers who are on the ERC, do you recall?---So, and again I’ve
been out of government for some – and I - - -

20

30

I’m just talking about the practice at the time that you were in government.
---Yes, and I’m, I’m – this is the last I dealt with, with, sorry, with ERC
submissions would have been 2016, so I’m just stretching my memory, but
my recollection, Treasury would often provide the advice in terms of it
would be – so a document will be uploaded, agencies of government and
their representatives will then make comment on that submission and then
some form of litigation and discussion on that particular submission, then
once it’s finalised, Treasury will provide, from recollection, an independent
advice to the Treasurer as to what their advice to her is on, or to him as well,
on any one submission.
As a matter of practice does that advice just go to the Treasurer or is it
shared more broadly perhaps to the members of the ERC or the proponent
minister or - - -?---The, the, yeah, so the written advice I honestly couldn’t
recall as to who’s privy to that written advice. There would then be oral
advice given to, in the form of a pre-brief with the secretary, the secretary
will then – and at times, I must stress, like, you know, it’s not unusual for
members of the Treasury to dissent from the advice orally then what’s on
the, on the minute. The minute often reflects the advice of the analyst
within Treasury and certain, and often, you know, I think, I do believe that
the Secretary of the Treasury has to sign off on that advice, but there may be
dissent when it gets to the point of an ERC pre-brief.

40
THE COMMISSIONER: Dissent even from the personnel from the
Treasury who attended?---Yeah, there’s, there’s often, it’s quite an informal
environment, you know, there’s views shared and arguments are thrashed
out and whatnot, you know, the secretary may form a different view.
MR ROBERTSON: So there might be a written advice that says the formal
position of Treasury is reject this proposal, but in the course of the
discussion exercise you’re talking about, the secretary or someone else will
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say, well, we’ve given that formal advice but here are actually some
arguments in favour of this particular proposal.---That’s correct.
Is that the kind of thing you’re talking about?---Yeah, yeah.
And so I take it then in advance of these pre-briefing meetings, these ERC
pre-briefing meetings, at least as a general proposition, the Treasurer has
access to both the submission that’s been uploaded to eCabinet - - -?---Ah
hmm.
10
- - - and at least usually some advice from Treasury in relation to the
particular minute. Is that right?---Yes, that would be correct. And the
minute that would be submitted to via, via the Cabinet team within
Treasury, the minute that would be submitted for uploading would have, in
the normal course of business, been viewed by the Premier with track
changes by the adviser in track, so - - -

20

30

Are you talking about the Premier here or the Treasurer?---So sorry, I
should – pardon me, the Treasurer. The Treasurer would typically review
the submission. So in terms of the process, you know, the adviser is
provided with a submission, a draft submission by the agency. The adviser
would make track changes to that submission. Submit them to the Treasurer
for her review. She would then often accept or reject those track changes or
comments on the submission and then that, her, her views were then
incorporated into that document as to what she was comfortable with and
that would then be submitted back to the department to be uploaded in their
Cabinet.
So we might just go through that again just so that I’ve got it clear in my
mind. Let’s take an example of where there’s a proponent minister who is
not the Treasurer and is not on the ERC. So a member of the ministry but
not someone who is on the ERC. In the ordinary course they will develop a
submission in conjunction with their department and their office to say for
example we think the ERC should sign off on funding in relation to a
particular issue or this is the particular resolution that we would like the
ERC to approve. That’s how these things at least start.---Yeah.
Is that right as a general proposition?---Ah hmm.

40

There will usually be a form of informal communication in particular with
NSW Treasury with a view to preparing a submission in a form that
hopefully will be seen as a strong submission if and when it’s ultimately
uploaded. Is that a common aspect?---Yeah. So I’d say the, the genesis
could be anything such as, you know, and it doesn’t need to be the
Treasurer’s Office it could be the Premier’s Office, which often at times it is
the Premier’s Office that asks for these things to be investigated by the
relevant minister’s office, that, you know, there’s, there’s a high level
conversation between advisers as to this is something that government
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should look into. You know, you kind of workshop basically what as a
policy broad outlines as to what this would look like then delegate the
relevant authority within government, what minister that would be. Ask that
particular agency to look into the merits of the proposal or, you know, so the
policy advisers basically sketch a high level as to, you know, this is a
proposition that the government should consider. The agency prepares
advice then there’s some to and fro as to a submission. There’s some draft
submissions that are bandied about, phones are picked up, conversations had
--10
Just pausing on the draft submissions being bandied about. Is that before it
gets uploaded as a draft submission into the eCabinet system or is that as
part of that exercise?---I believe it’s part of the exercise but I’m again
stretching my memory, Mr Robertson, and I don’t mean to obfuscate. I just,
it’s been four or five years since I dealt with that system.
But one way or the other there is at least as a general proposition some interagency consultation on submissions.---Inter-agency and inter-ministerial
conversation, yeah.
20
And then at some point in time the submission gets uploaded in draft form
to the eCabinet system. Is that right?---That’s correct.
And as a matter of practice in your experience does one need to have
already got it on the agenda for a particular meeting at the time that it’s
uploaded or does one upload it and then try and get it on a meeting agenda?
---It can work both ways.

30

But that’s in the gift of the chairperson of - - -?---That is - - - - - Cabinet for example, the Premier or the chairperson of the particular
subcommittee.---That is true, yeah.
40
And so for the ERC it’s only within the gift of the Treasurer and no one else
to do something like that.---That is true but – so I should stress – no, sorry, I
should add yes and no as the minister is still, sorry, as the Treasurer is still
subordinate to the Premier, the consultation end with the Premier’s Office
would have to be sought for that to be had and the Premier’s Office would
have to be aware that that was going to take place and they’re amenable,
somewhat amenable to it.
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THE COMMISSIONER: You wouldn’t want the Premier to be caught by
surprise.---No, absolutely not. So consultation would have to be had with
the Premier’s Office prior to that happening.

10

MR ROBERTSON: And in the practical sense if the Premier is opposed to
a particular proposal the likelihood of it getting approved by anywhere
within government is fairly low. Is that right?---Yes, because often there,
there may be disagreement between, I mean the Treasurer’s Office is often
and at times, you know, is predisposed to being at odds with the Premier’s
Office on nearly every proposition really.
THE COMMISSIONER: Sorry, the Premier’s Office is at odds?---The
Treasurer’s Office is often at odds with the Premier’s Office on the – I
mean, by its very nature it’s going to be more conservative on expenditure
than the Premier’s Office.
MR ROBERTSON: And by that you mean the Treasury and Treasurers are
more likely to be inclined to say no because part of their role is the purse
strings function referred to before?---Sure. Sure.

20
And then we have a draft ERC submission that’s uploaded to eCabinet in
advance of the ERC meeting, and that’s available to the Treasurer to view,
is that right?---The draft ERC submission?
Yes.---Yes.
And you were explaining before that often ends up being the subject of
some mark-up or comments or things of that kind.---Correct.
30

40

And are you talking about by the Treasurer herself or himself directly?
---Yes. And then obviously then during the, Ms Berejiklian’s tenure as
Treasurer, she would obviously then, there were so many procedural stages
to get to that point in time. It’s gone through the, the draft submission has
gone through from the policy adviser to the Director of Policy to the chief of
staff to the Treasurer and then spat back out with her views as to the
changes of the draft, and then the policy’s then considered by ERC prebrief.
And these mark-ups, is that done in a printout document and physical
handwriting or is that all done through the eCabinet electronic system, at
least insofar as you’re aware when Ms Berejiklian was Treasurer?---I, I
would hazard a guess it’s typically done printout, it’s a Word document with
track, my recollection.
And it sounds like, from what you’re saying, that Ms Berejiklian, in your
experience, was quite diligent on these proposals and would actually read
them, would actually come to a view, would actually mark them up, things
of that kind. Is that fair?---Yes. But it would again depend on, yes, Ms
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Berejiklian’s diligent on most proposals that are put to her and quite
studious and, I must stress, quite formal insofar as, again, there’s processes
in the office, in the office that conflicting advice is, is, there are processes
that the Premier or the Treasurer, or whatever office she was then holding,
was privy to conflicting advice within the office insofar as if there were, if a
policy adviser had put forward a proposition and the chief of staff or the, the
Head of Policy disagreed with that policy adviser, Ms Berejiklian could see
that.
10

And then once one’s gone through that process, a few days before the ERC
meeting there’s the pre-brief meeting that you’ve explained, is that right?
---Yeah, sorry, can I just go back, Mr Robertson? Ms Berejiklian was
obviously – and is, I’m assuming – incredibly diligent with the advice that
was put to her, but she would, you know, given the, often you would see,
you know, trends per se that, on the size of the envelope, the particular
funding proposal. You know, some were triaged more so than others. Like,
you know, I’m sure that her, you could, and you could tell typically by her
level of engagement with the proposal - - -

20

A billion-dollar project is going to be looked at much more closely than a $1
million project, for example.---Yeah, indeed.
In relation to these pre-brief meetings, the Treasurer has available to her the
ERC submission that she’s probably already seen because she’s looked at it
and given comments on it? Is that right?---Yes.
That’s one of the things she has in advance.---Yeah.

30

40

She has the advice from the Treasury, at least in the ordinary course, where
they’ve prepared written advice, is that right?---Typically, yes, yeah.
Does she have anything else available to her or is that dealt with orally in
the pre-brief meeting that you’re referring to?---I, sometimes I believe the
adviser would typically provide her with their view. Whether that was oral
or written, I don’t recall, but then the adviser – it would then, so in the form
of the pre-brief, and I only went to a handful of pre-briefs because, you
know, policy wasn’t my primary purview, but the, you know, the folder
would be turned over, the page would be turned over to that particular
agenda item, the policy adviser, ministerial policy adviser, was invited into
the room. The secretary, who I believe was Mr Rob Whitfield from
Westpac at the time, was there. And then the senior members of Treasury
were there on the opposing side of the table. The Treasurer was chairing.
Her policy adviser would sit next to her. Her chief of staff and Director of
Policy would also be there. The, the Treasurer would then turn her mind to
that particular piece of policy. They would go through the, go through, I
can’t recall as to whether it was Treasury’s view on that particular document
or not. It was some form of overview to the document, some form of spiel
given as to the merits of that particular policy and then it was then the
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adviser’s turn to then inform the Premier as to whether there had been,
verbally, were there dissenting views in government, whether there were
issues or what the, particularly what the Premier’s Office view on that
particular policy was.
And so just to be clear as to the general attendees at such a meeting,
Treasurer obviously always attends those meetings?---Correct.

10

Her senior staff, both in her office and in her department, is that right?
---Yes. And it’s now coming to me. I believe it may have been always
when – her chief of staff at the time, Mr Brett Cox, and I believe there was
always a director of ERC who would have been, who would be Arminé
Nalbandian.
THE COMMISSIONER: Is there a specific staff just for the ERC?---There,
there, yeah, I’ve just recalled, there is a, an adviser responsible for
overseeing the ERC process.

20

MR ROBERTSON: And is that a ministerial adviser or is that someone in a
department?---It’s a ministerial adviser. It would be, Arminé would have
chaired that process at that point in time.
THE COMMISSIONER: So, Arminé, is it Nalbandian?---Yeah, correct.
She’s the Premier’s current incumbent Director of Policy and deputy chief
of staff.
Still?---Still.

30

MR ROBERTSON: And senior people within NSW Treasury were
standard attendees, is that right?---The secretary, Mr Robert Whitfield,
would have been, and at one point in time when I briefly worked for the
Treasurer, prior to going to Mr Baird’s office, it would have been Mr Phil
Gaetjens, and then Sonia, and her name escapes me now, from Treasury.
THE COMMISSIONER: Chen?---Pardon?
Chen?---No, I don’t believe so, sorry, Your Honour.
Li?---Pardon?

40
Li, L-i?---No. Stewart maybe.
So it was a woman?---I think she, I think she may be at Crown Sols now. I
don’t know.
MR ROBERTSON: In addition to those categories, the policy adviser in
relation to the particular policy area for each ERC item, is that right?
---Comes in, yeah.
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Comes in just for that item?---Just for that item and is only really there if the
Treasury turns to that adviser to ask them, you know, “Have you checked
with the Premier’s Office as to, you know, their view on this.” And I should
note, the way, the way the government works, by and large, is that often,
and this is culturally an issue that, well, advisers often speak out of school
and say, “The Premier or the Treasurer wants this,” which is a cultural
problem which afflicts all governments. But, you know, you’ve got to
determine as to whether that adviser is actually speaking for, for their
particular view without having tested that with their principal.
And those are advisers within the Treasurer’s ministerial officer, advisers to
her or him not advisers to the proponent minister, for example?---The
people sitting in the ERC pre-brief, yeah, absolutely.
Sitting in the ERC pre-brief meeting.?---The pre-brief would exclude
anyone from another ministerial office.

20

30

Now, the way we got onto this decision was, I was asking you how you
were aware that Ms Berejiklian supported the ACTA proposal. Was that
because it was apparent to you through some of the processes that you and I
have discussed now or was it in some other way, as best you can recall?
---So, from my recollection I would have been sports adviser at that time, to
Ms Berejiklian, and I don’t recall as to whether Ms Berejiklian approached
me about this particular policy. Often the Treasurer would say, “I have
spoken to a colleague. Look into this, see if there’s, there’s merit in it or
whether, in the regular course of business, whether you, you, you know, are
approached by an MP and then you inform the Treasurer as to the MPs
desire on this particular issue. And then the Treasurer will say yea or nay as
to whether you should proceed further in trying to assist the member in
getting that particular policy funded.”
But one way or the other, she communicated to you that she supported this
particular project, is that right?---There is no way that an adviser can
advance a proposition without the endorsement of the principal.
THE COMMISSIONER: I don’t think that was Mr Robertson’s question,
Mr Bentley.---Sorry, sorry, Commissioner.

40

Just listen to Mr Robertson’s question very carefully.
MR ROBERTSON: Ms Berejiklian made it clear to you that she supported
this particular proposal?---It would have had to, Ms Berejiklian would have
had to have endorsed the proposal.
Well, were there occasions when you worked for her that she simply said,
“Well, I’ll allow it to go on the ERC agenda but I’m not going to take a
position as to whether I support it not support it”?---There would often be
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occasions where Ms Berejiklian would say or figure out, well, we’ll see how
the room, what, what the view of the room is at that point in time. That, that
wouldn’t be unusual, no.

10

But not in this case. It was clear to you that she supported this proposal as
opposed to dealing with the matter you identified. Let’s just let the room
sort it out.---I don’t recall as to whether she was okay with it going to the
room, but she certainly, after ERC had agreed to it, was of the view that she
needed to proceed with this particular funding proposal. I, I honestly don’t
recall as to what, whether she said let’s let the room figure it out or whether
she took a firm view on it.
But I understood you to say before – and I may have got it wrong – that it
was clear to you in advance of the ERC meeting that Ms Berejiklian
supported this particular proposal. Do I have that right?---I would have
meant supported going to ERC.

20

30

So it can’t get on the ERC agenda without at least the Treasurer agreeing for
it to get on the ERC agenda, is that right?---Yeah, yeah, that’s correct. I
mean, so just to clarify, the adviser’s job is to get it to the ERC agenda,
primarily, and then the principals make the determination. So when the
Premier supports the proposal, she’ll often say, “I support it insofar as I
support it going onto the ERC agenda,” and then on major projects, often
she’ll form a view as to the merit of that proposal.
THE COMMISSIONER: So one’s more an administrative and one’s a, the
other’s a substantive.---Yeah, it’s kind of haphazard. It’s all dependent
upon whatever particular proposal. Often, sometimes she’ll form a view
like a double affirmative, like she’ll form a view that it should go to ERC
and that she does support it. At times she’ll form a view that the matter
should go to ERC and then she’ll, with the, it’ll be determined as to what the
view of the room is. And, you know, she won’t have a strong, you know,
position either way, really.
MR ROBERTSON: But is one of the purposes of the pre-meeting, the preERC meeting, to assist the Treasurer in deciding whether she supports the
proposal in the sense of attending the meeting and telling her colleagues that
this particular proposal is a good idea?---Yes.

40

So it’s not just supporting in the sense of supporting it going on the agenda.
---No.
It’s about supporting about the merits of the proposal.---Correct. And the
adviser will make a recommendation to her as to whether the advice of the
office should be no. From recollection, it was a three-tiered process. It was
support – it was a traffic light process – support; don’t formalise a formal
view, or don’t have a view either way, kind of ambiguous; or decline.
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And do you recall whether Ms Berejiklian was green light, orange light or
red light on the ACTA proposal?---No, I don’t recall but I do recall Ms
Berejiklian – I don’t recall her having a view either way. I would be lying
to you if I did.

10

But to be clear about that, you’re not sure whether or not she had a view, is
that right?---I’m not, I’m, certainly I’m not clear as to how, or what her
view of that proposal was in hindsight, no. I know that she certainly, we
spoke about it maybe subsequent to ERC in terms of making an
announcement or who would fund it or – I, but I don’t even recall who
funded it, sorry.
So does that mean at least post the ERC meeting, as you understood it, she
personally supported the ACTA project or - - -?---No, I, I - - - - - you’re not sure?---I, I honestly am not sure what her position would be
in hindsight.

20

Now, you think you were the sports adviser at the time that the ACTA
proposal went before the ERC?---Yeah.
And so I take it from that that you would have been in the room at the time
of the pre-brief meeting as a relevant adviser?---That’s, that’s correct. I do,
I mean, I don’t know whether this is – I do recall that the, there was some to
and fro with the Premier’s Office as to, as to the merits of it, of that
particular proposal, but I don’t really recall what the Premier’s, then
Treasurer’s view was.

30

Is it right that at least, though, at least insofar as you recall, the ACTA
agenda item at the pre-ERC meeting was conducted just like all the other
ones that you’ve explained? There’s an item, there’s some discussion about
the item. You move on to the next one.---I think so. It would strike me as
by and large that would typically be the case. The Clay Target Association
would have come up on the ERC pre-brief but I don’t recall the meeting.
Ms Berejiklian didn’t say, for example, “Look, I’ve got an issue here. I
can’t take my usual role in relation to this item”?---I understand what you’re
implying but, no, she did not.

40

THE COMMISSIONER: So this is the pre-brief meeting. Did you ever
attend the actual ERC meetings?---No, no, the, the chief of staff would
attend ERC with the principal.
Is that a convenient time, Mr Robertson?
MR ROBERTSON: Thank you, Commissioner.
THE WITNESS: Sorry.
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THE COMMISSIONER: We’re going to take a 20-minute break, Mr
Bentley, now to get a cup of coffee, so - - -?---Okay, sorry, thank you.
And return about 10 to 11.00.---Sorry for being so underdressed,
Commissioner. I didn’t realise that this was going to be the setting. Sorry.
No worries at all, Mr Bentley.---Thank you.
10

We’ll now adjourn.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

[11.35am]

THE COMMISSIONER: You continue to be bound by your oath, Mr
Bentley.---Sure.

20

MR ROBERTSON: Mr Bentley, I just want to be clear on one matter we
discussed this morning. Is it your best recollection that Ms Berejiklian
supported the ACTA proposal in the sense of supporting the merits of it or
are you saying you’re just not sure one way or the other?---I’m not sure one
way or the other, sorry, Mr Robertson.
She at least supported it going on the agenda and she had to support it
otherwise it wouldn’t have been on the agenda. Is that right?---Correct.
That’s correct.

30

40

But if one raises within government the concept of the Treasurer supporting
the proposal, presumably that means supporting the merits of it rather than
just supporting it going on the agenda. Would you agree with that?---It
would depend on the context of the question. Often there are conversations
as to the merits of the, of the proposal going onto the agenda and then there
are times I guess that delineation isn’t apparent at all times, so it’s
contextual as to whether she’s supporting it going on the agenda or the
merits of the proposal, or sometimes it means both.
Do you happen to know whether Mr Maguire met with Ms Berejiklian
regarding the ACTA proposal before it had been dealt with by the ERC?
---No, I don’t recall him doing so, but the Premier, sorry, the Treasurer at
the time, subsequently as Premier, very much engaged with her colleagues
frequently so - - So it’s quite possible that they did, although you just don’t recall one way or
the other sitting there now. Is that right?---That’s correct, yeah.
And you mentioned this morning the possibility that in relation to ERC
submissions the Premier’s Office, at this point in time Premier Baird, might
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as it were weigh in or have comments and things of that kind. Do you recall
whether there was any comments, concerns, support et cetera from Premier
Baird’s office in relation to this proposal in advance of it being considered
and determined by the ERC?---I recall, yeah, so again by way of context,
you know, there are often debates within, between ministerial offices, the
Premier’s Office and the Treasurer’s Offices, to the merits of any proposal,
and those merits may just be the cost-benefit analysis or to the financial or
the economic merits of the argument of the proposal. It is, you know, it is
politics per se so there’s always conversations as to political merits of any
proposition, and there is often debate between advisers. I believe Mr
Blunden, who would have been the Premier, sorry, the then Premier Baird’s
Director of Strategy and Sports Adviser, queried why we were giving
funding to a clay target association in a safe, a relatively safe seat.
And do we take it from that that Mr – was it Mr Blunden, is that who you
referred to?---Mr Blunden, yeah, Mr Nigel Blunden.

20

Do we take it from that that at least as you understood it, Mr Blunden had
some concerns in relation to the ACTA project?---I don’t think it would
have been onto the merits of the proposal, Mr Blunden would have been
more concerned about the expenditure of moneys in a safe seat.
THE COMMISSIONER: Of a large amount of money.---Pardon?
Of a large amount of money.---I don’t recall what the funding envelope is.
Are you able to tell me or - - -

30

MR ROBERTSON: Well, we’ll come to some of that detail in a moment.
But are you saying that at least as you understood it, Mr Blunden was in
effect saying, well, if you’re going to spend some money, spend it on a
marginal seat rather than on a non-marginal seat?---Something to that effect,
or yeah, if, I mean, yeah, well, what, what purpose politically does this serve
for the government.
Now, we’ve talked about some of the advice that was provided as a matter
of practice to the Treasurer and it included Treasury advice, but would it
also include advice from within the Treasurer’s Office from the political
staff?---Yeah, the political staff would always give the Premier their view
on, sorry, the Treasurer their view on any particular matter.

40
In writing or orally or it’ll depend on the circumstances?---It would depend
on the circumstances.
Do you recall whether you gave any oral or written advice to Ms Berejiklian
in relation to the Clay Target Association matter?---I would have had to
have given advice to Ms Berejiklian which would have been, which would
have gone through my Directress of Policy or my chief of staff. So no
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policy adviser, as I stressed, can have, no one has direct access to the
Treasurer, you don’t knock on her door and have a conversation.
You might prepare a draft which then gets approved by your superiors and
then finds its way to the Treasurer. Is that right?---That would be correct,
yeah.

10

But are you saying so far as you can recall – I withdraw that. So as far as
you can recall was there a meeting at which you gave oral advice perhaps in
conjunction with the chief of staff to the Treasurer in relation to this project?
---Beyond ERC pre-brief, because obviously that meeting facilitates oral
advice, but there would be some form of mechanism to give her your view
before it ever getting to the ERC pre-brief, yeah.
And do you recall whether you gave some written advice or prepared some
written advice that found its way up to the chain and gets its way to the
Treasurer?---I don’t recall having done so, but that would have been
standard business if I did.

20

So let me help you recall in relation to this particular one.---Ah hmm.
Go to volume 26.12, page 11, and hopefully this will assist us getting a few
dates around some of the thing that you were working on by recollection
during the course of the morning.---Sure.
I’m going to show you a note that is dated 22 November, 2016, just to help
you with your bearings.---Ah hmm.

30

So is that like the format of a advice that you would provide to the Treasurer
on matters of relevance to the Treasurer’s Office?---Ah - - Is this the kind of structure and formatting that would be used for such a
document in your experience?---That would be a, that would be, sorry, that
would be a, a submission to the Treasurer that would be for the purposes of
excluding an ERC pre-brief.

40

THE COMMISSIONER: Excluding did you say?---Yeah. That wouldn’t
be the format in which advice would be given for ERC pre-brief. This
would have been in preparation in advance of the submission getting to
ERC pre-brief.
MR ROBERTSON: So this is advice, as it were, outside of the pre-brief
process, so that the Treasurer has some, as it were, advanced notice of
what’s going on. Is that - - -?---Sure. Do you mind if I just have a quick
read, Mr Robertson, sorry.
Of course. Of course.---Sorry, apologies, because I didn’t think this was - -
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You don’t need to apologise at all.
THE COMMISSIONER: No, no, don’t apologise at all, Mr Bentley. Just
read it carefully. It’s a while ago.---I didn’t bring my glasses that’s all.
MR ROBERTSON: If you need us to zoom in just say the word and - - -?
---That’s all right. Thank you.
10

- - - Mr Grainger will be sure to do so.--- Thank you.
THE COMMISSIONER: Can you just scroll up so we can see the bottom of
the document, Mr Grainger, so it doesn’t appear there are any other
comments under those two headings that provide the opportunity - - -?---I’m
assuming you’ve sourced this from my files on my computer so this would
be a soft copy I’m assuming. If that’s right, Mr Robertson, so you wouldn’t
see the chief of staff’s comments or the Treasurer’s comments because this
would have been printed and then submitted.

20

30

MR ROBERTSON: And so you’re saying this looks to you like a draft of a
document that you prepared with a view to it going up the chain through the
chief of staff and then through to the Treasurer.---Yeah. I’m not going to
ask you to identify the way in which you’ve sourced this particular
document but it looks like it’s an electronic version of a document which
would have then been printed. The, the chief of staff would have written
comments on it and then the Treasurer would have provided her view to that
particular document and it would have been returned to me.
But this looks like a document that you’ve prepared. Is that right?---Well,
evidently so, yeah.
And this is in the form of a document that you’d prepare to give advice
ultimately to the Treasurer herself. Is that right?---That would be correct.
Sorry, no. Yes and no. It’s my obligation to give it to my chief of staff who
then gives it.
Oh, quite. You don’t give it to her direct.---Absolutely.

40

And as we can see from the format it contemplates that it goes to the chief
of staff first for comments. Is that right?---Correct. I mean, and insofar as
the policy adviser is actually writing for two audiences because, you know,
often your chief of staff will, you need to get their, their assent really.
Well, the chief of staff might not like your draft and say start again for
example.---Correct.
Or the chief of staff might say I’m happy with the draft. I agree with it.
Let’s show it to the Treasurer.---Yeah. To give you an analogy you may be
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familiar with, it would be like an associate writing a brief for a partner or
whatnot. It may come back with changes, recommendations too.
And then if you have a look at the background section. “This issue came to
a head during a discussion I’ve had with Daryl last week prior to him
meeting with you.” Do you see that there?---Yes.

10

And so does that refresh your memory that within about a week or so of 22
November, 2016, Mr Maguire raised with you what I’m calling the ACTA
project?---No. I honestly have no recollection of him raising it but, you
know, again - - Well, I think you said this morning you had at least some recollection of
him raising it with you.---I have a recollection of their being conversations,
but I don’t have recall where they were, what the actual content of those
conversations with, other than Daryl would be quite, at times, abrupt and
call you to, you know, to the effect of “Mate, Stuart’s office is holding up”
whatever particular proposal. “Get the effing thing sorted. You know, I
really need this for my electorate.”

20
But would it be consistent with your recollection, now having seen this
document, that Mr Maguire made contact with you within, say a week or so
of the date of this document, 22 November, 2016?---Well, I have no
recollection of that, but if I wrote it in a document, it would be accurate.
Then it says, “Prior to him meeting with you.”---Ah hmm.
Now, this is writing addressed to the Treasurer herself, is that right?---That
would be correct.
30
And so what you’re communicating is a reference to a meeting between Mr
Maguire and Ms Berejiklian, correct?---That would be correct.
And what was that meeting, so far as you can recall it?---I don’t recall.
Often I’m not privy to meetings with, between MPs and - - -

40

That might be so, but you’re at least privy to one because you’re saying in
this note prior to him meeting with you. It must be something that you
knew something about at the time of this note of 22 November.---I would
often be privy to the fact that the Premier is scheduled to have – sorry, the
Treasurer was scheduled to have a meeting with an MP.
Well, it doesn’t quite say that. This seems to indicate that, on 22 November,
2016, you were aware of a meeting between Mr Maguire and Ms
Berejiklian.---Sorry, let me just read it again, if that’s all right, Mr
Robertson.
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Please.---No, the, again, I don’t recall there being that meeting, and I say
that in sincerity. I, it, it wouldn’t be accurate to say that I – I can’t recall
being in that meeting. And reading from that quite vague language, I mean,
a different construct of that could easily be interpreted as that I had
knowledge of, “prior to him meeting with you”.
Well, don’t worry about different constructs. I’m only asking you about
what you were meaning to communicate with your words, by “prior to him
meeting with you”.---Yeah, so - - 10
And I’m suggesting that you must have known, on 22 November, 2016, that
there was at least a meeting, whether or not you were present at that
meeting.---Oh, yes.
Do you agree?---That would be correct. I would have known that they were
going to meet.

20

Well, not just that they were going to meet but they in fact did meet. Do
you agree?---But I, sorry, temporally does that – I can only see so far on the
letter. Can you scroll up so I can look at the date again?
THE COMMISSIONER: 22 November.
MR ROBERTSON: 22 November, 2016.---22 November. I, and when was
the meeting held, do you know?
No, I’m asking you. Just have a look at the context. See what you’re saying
in the background? “This issue came to a head during a discussion I had
with Daryl last week.”---Yes.

30
So that must be a meeting that happened within about a week or so of 22
November.---“Prior to him meeting with you”. Yes - - And you - - -?---So they’ve, they have obviously met in relation, and this
matter has been raised in the course of that meeting.

40

And your meeting with Mr Maguire happened prior to the meeting with Ms
Berejiklian, at least as I read your words.---I would take issue with the, the
fact of that I’ve mainly, I’m just passing words “with a meeting”, like often
they suggest like an MP, this is literally the nature of parliament. You can
be walking back from the chamber to - - THE COMMISSIONER: So you might have just met Mr Maguire in a
corridor?---Yeah, or he picks up the phone and, you know, says something.
It’s not a formalised meeting. Like it’s - - But the reference in the last phrase of the sentence, the first bullet point
there, indicates what one would call a meeting in the meeting sense, can I
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put it that way, between the Premier and Mr Maguire.---Yes, but I, yeah, I
understand that. I guess what I’m trying to say is that I may not have been
sat in or been privy to that meeting. I’m I was flagging something that he’d
said in anticipation of their meeting.
MR ROBERTSON: I’m not asking about, at the moment, about whether
you’re in the meeting or not.---Yeah, sorry.

10

I just want you to confirm that I’m reading your words correctly, which is
there was a discussion within about a week or so prior to 22 November,
2016. A discussion between you and Mr Maguire.---Ah hmm.
That’s proposition one. And the second proposition is that after that
meeting there was, as you understood it, a meeting between Mr Maguire and
Ms Berejiklian - - -?---Yeah, I would agree.
- - - to which you’re drawing attention.---I would - - -

20

30

That’s what you’re trying to communicate or that’s what you’re noting by
way of background in this document. Is that right?---Yes, I would agree
that I had, that I’ve evidently had a conversation with Daryl where he is,
judging by this, this letter, sorry, this submission, this brief, that I, he’s had
a conversation with me. I would say, I would be careful to say a meeting if
I had a meeting, so it would have been a conversation. Whether that was in
person or not - - And then after that happened, so far as you were aware, on 22 November,
2016, there was a meeting that in fact occurred between Mr Maguire and Ms
Berejiklian, is that right?---Yeah. I would agree with that, I would agree
with that, Mr Robertson. Sorry, I’m not meaning to be argumentative for
the sake of it.
No, I just want to be quite precise about what your position is in relation the
questions, which is why I’m putting them in a particular form.---Yeah, sure.

40

If you don’t understand the questions at any point, just simply say so and I’ll
try and rephrase.---No, no, no. I’m just, I just, sorry, I’m just seeking to,
just, I don’t mean to be parsing language, it’s just, I just want to be clear
here, I, I would, if I had a meeting with Daryl, a formalised meeting, it
would have noted a meeting. It would have been judging by our discussion,
it would have either been a telephone call or him pulling me up in the
hallways of parliament.
Now, do you recall when you were first given access to either the ERC
submission itself or at least a draft of the submission, noting that we here
have a 22 November, 2016 document?---No, I don’t recall when I would
have received that initially.
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Well, let me try and assist you this way.---Sure.
Volume 26.1, page 312. If we just scan towards the top of this page, do you
see there an email from Mr Hall to you, 21 November, 2016, see that there?
---Yep.
So this was the day before the date of briefing note that I showed you a
minutes ago.---Ah hmm.
10

And just have a look where it says, “Attachments. ERC submission, ACT
Wagga Wagga discussion.” So you see that there?---Yep,
Now, doing the best you can, is this the first time you received any drafts of
the ERC submission, 21 November, 2016, or might have you got one before
then?---I honestly don’t recall.

20

But is it right to say that at least as a matter of practice, it would not be
uncommon for someone to send you a draft of the proposed Cabinet
submission before it went through the more formal processed of being
uploaded to the eCabinet system?---Yeah. That’s correct.
Now, Mr Hall, he was the chief of staff to Minister Ayres at the time, is that
right?---Correct.
And Minister Ayres at the time was the Minister for Sport, is that right?
---Yeah. So from my - - And you were – just a moment.---Sorry.

30

And you were the sports adviser to Ms Berejiklian at that point in time, is
that right?---That’s correct, yep.
You were going to go on and say something?---Oh, I was going to say just
judging from the tenor of the brief that I put to the Premier beforehand,
which is, I mean, it would seem to me that Daryl had expressed frustrations
that, potentially that Mr Hall was holding up – sorry, that, sorry – Mr Ayres’
office were holding up this particular funding proposal.

40

So are you saying you’ve got a sense from the documents that I’ve shown
you, and perhaps from your general sort of recollection at the back of your
mind, that Mr Maguire was getting a bit agitated about the fact that this
project wasn’t moving as quickly as he would like. Is that a fair summary?
---That would be, I think that would be relatively accurate.
Well, can you recall the circumstances in which this submission is coming
to the attention of the Treasurer’s Office, in particular why is it coming in
November of 2016, rather than in July or in September or in the following
year? Was there any reason, to your recollection, as to why it’s being raised
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at this point in time?---So, no, but there was certainly, the Premier – sorry –
the then Treasurer, in around June 2016, yeah, around the time of the budget
I would have thought, or just shortly after the budget, had commenced a
series of bilateral and multilateral conversation with MPs about issues that
were of grievance to them in terms of, you know, she, in terms of, I guess,
facilitating her deputy leader role

10

She commenced a series of
meetings with the MPs where, you know, our office was then tasked with
really identifying what MPs really had identified – sorry – had any (not
transcribable) of their electorate as being key priorities and then we then
subsequently received a, a larger volume of traffic on grievances for want of
a better term.
So are you saying this is a project within the Treasurer’s Office?---The
Treasurer’s Office had sought to meet with all government members, often
in tranches but sometimes individually to ascertain what their priorities for
their electorates were.

20

And you’re saying this came to pass in about what, June of 2016, is that
what you said?---Sometime in - - Somewhere in that vicinity?---Yeah, sometime in ‘16. It was never really
spoken as to what the reason, but I think, or I understood that the Premier
really wanted, the Treasurer really wanted to demonstrate that she was
inclined to listen to the concerns of her colleagues who had expressed
frustrations with the then Premier’s Office.

30

40

And do we take it from all of that, that at least as you saw it from your
vantage point, Ms Berejiklian saw herself as a potential successor to
Premier Baird, and as part of that exercise it was desirable that she keep the
backbench happy?---Yes. In my view as to, in relation to Mr Maguire and
funding proposals that Mr Maguire had put up there, and I guess this is
maybe somewhat helpful to you, but my view at the time was certainly that
Mr Maguire or any other MP we were seeking to help facilitate their desires
per se, so long as that they were in the, also within the interests, they, they
stacked up, for the want of a better term, if their desires stacked up in terms
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of ERC’s advice or Treasury’s advice or whatnot, that we should, should
seek to help MPs as best we can with a view to a potential succession.

10

But there’s a new policy proposal process, isn’t it, through Treasury, where
each of the departments and agencies put forward possible things for
funding on a year-by-year basis through the budget. Is that right?---There is
certainly a budgetary proposal, but you know, the budgetary system is an
annual allocation of resources that are set down for the budget but, you
know, matters arise throughout the course of the financial year almost from
the commencement of the end of the announcement of the budget for
matters of funding that, or determinations of funding, and often within the
budgetary process in and of itself, a general envelope will be allocated with,
you know, the actual specific funding details behind that policy to be
determined at a later date.
And adopting an ERC submission of the kind that you participated in for the
ACTA project is a way of getting some money somewhat more quickly than
through the more traditional budget process that you’ve just summarised.
---No.

20
Is that right?---I, I, I, I appreciate if you’re not close to it, the budgetary
process in and of itself is an annualised process for expenditure, but the vast
majority of determinations and decisions are actually made outside of the
annual budgetary process I would say. The budgetary process is typically
for large, you know, is for larger funding programs, capital programs and
recurrent programs.

30

40

But wouldn’t you at least agree from your experience that obtaining funding
for the ACTA project in the manner in which it was, through the ERC, was
a fairly unusual way to fund a project of this kind, which was $5.5 million
for a particular clay target shooting range in Wagga Wagga?---Yes and no.
You could certainly say that, you know, such a program could go through
the regulatory budgetary process, but then yet again, Mr Robertson,
government then makes determinations on, you know, upgrading a, a library
in any specific electorate at any one point in time well outside the annual
budgetary process. Like, that’s, that actually isn’t unusual whatsoever.
But that might not need any additional involvement by ERC at all. Because,
for example, there might be an existing allocation that the relevant minister
may be in a position to authorise a grant program in respect to.---A grant
program, yes. But the capital allocation towards a specific project that
hasn’t, doesn’t have a line item within the budget would require ERC
approval.
But what, as you understood it, qualified this particular project to be dealt
with through the ERC process in the way in which it was, rather than, for
example, more traditional budget processes where it might be a policy
proposal that the Minister for Sport puts through the annualised budget
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10

processes? Or, for that matter, finds an existing grant program from which
it can be funded.---Well, that can often be a conversation within, so, so to, to
pass that, that can often be a determination of the ERC, which is that this
allocation is agreed, or this proposal has taken place or has come about
since the last funding round of the budget, and then often – actually more
likely than not, the recommendation of the Treasurer’s Office is that, say,
project X has come about after the conclusion of the budget. So the
budget’s announced in, say, June, whatnot. You know, a project comes up
in August or whatnot. Often, by and large, the Treasurer’s Office will then
instruct that agency to absorb the funding of that project within its allocated
envelope and then they’ll have to reprioritise what their funding actually is.
But that’s not this case, is it? There was no – this wasn’t a project that
simply arises unexpectedly at a particular time.---I don’t know whether I
had any knowledge of this project prior to the – so I would have joined the
Treasurer’s Office again around the time of the last budget, so I wouldn’t
have known its, I guess the antecedents of this particular project very well.

20

Well, if we go back to volume 26.1, page 312, just to try and put some meat
on these bones.---Sure.
This is the email that I showed you before, 312.---Ah hmm.
Attached to it is a draft Cabinet submission.---Ah hmm.
Go to the next page so you can see the front cover of that.---Ah hmm.

30

Then we’ll go to the next page. And just so you can see the
recommendation that’s made, at least in this version, “Approve the
allocation of $5.5 million to the Office of Sport to provide a grant to the
Australian Clay Target Association for the development of a large
clubhouse,” et cetera. See that there?---Yep.
Now, you were explaining before about a process where Ms Berejiklian
sought to meet with members of parliament or members of the government
about their concerns and things of that kind.---Ah hmm.

40

Did quite a number of those end up in Cabinet submissions of this kind, that
ultimately resulted in ERC submissions and resolutions?---I would have
thought so.
Well, when you say you would have thought so, is that in your experience
or - - -?---Well, the, so, there is, a lot of those conversations were identified
in the wish list, as I mentioned earlier, in terms of like key priorities for
MPs. The only reason I would say I would think so is because I would be
misleading you if I said I would know, because the way that the Treasurer’s
Office works is that each individual policy adviser has their patch, I guess,
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and they, they would have been farmed out to those relevant policy advisers,
so, you know - - -

10

20

THE COMMISSIONER: So sort of siloed.---Yeah, correct. My, my, so,
for instance, Mr Robertson or Commissioner, you know, if, if, because I
was, I guess, the primary conduit between MPs, if, you know, MP James –
for want of a better term – contacted me and said, “This is an issue I have in
my electorate,” yada yada, I would then particularly raise it with my chief of
staff, my policy director, sometimes maybe verbally with the then Treasurer,
get a heads-up or a steer as to what we should do with it, and then farm it
out to then contact the relevant policy adviser. And you’re sitting in a very
small room, and it literally just requires spinning around and saying, you
know Mr, “Can you please, oh, here’s that thing to look into that this MP’s
requested. Can you look into that?”
MR ROBERTSON: Well, let me perhaps put it this way. Other than the
Cabinet submission with respect to the ACTA project, how many other
submissions of a similar kind were you involved in in the second half of
calendar year 2016? Was it something like one, was it 10, was it 100, was it
1,000?---No, it would have been very few because there’s not particularly
many sports. Our primary, our primary focus on sport at that point in time
would have been stadia.
So what set this apart as you understood it, there’s always requests for more
money that’s available?---Sure.

30

40

There’s plenty of meritorious sporting projects and as you’ve noted
stadiums was something that was of considerable concern to the government
at that point in time. Why, as you understood it, was the government
looking specifically at an Australian Clary Target Association venue in
Wagga Wagga - - -?---Yeah, this is - - - - - and dealing with it through this ERC process rather than looking at
some other, or putting some other set of projects forward?---Yeah. So this
is again an awful coalescence of me having worked for the two of them and
then being sports adviser. This, I mean, I guess this would have been the
only sports-related, I don’t want to use the term grievance, but sports-related
concern during the course of MP engagement that I think would have come
about. Not too many MPs are particularly concerned about the funding,
capital funding of a large sports program in their electorate. I think from
recollection there was maybe two others or an upgrade to a park in
Heathcote or whatnot.
And did that particular one get a ERC minute process like this?---I don’t
believe so but I wouldn’t really be able to comment on that. I don’t truly
recall.
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But you’d at least agree, wouldn’t you, that for the ACTA project the
government ultimately adopted an exceptional or unusual approach to
proceed through the ERC mechanism rather than for example going through
ordinary grant or budget processes?---No.

10

20

This one is out of the ordinary, isn’t it, for on what seems to be relatively
short notice an ERC submission finding its way directly to the ERC rather
than more formal and longer processes?---No. I mean, in isolation you, you
may take that view, Mr Robertson. I would say that if you were to look at
this more holistically above and beyond specifically the sports portfolio,
matters being who are, you know, matters are being identified, say, for
instance, you know, it may be, I don’t know, let’s just use the analogy of a –
no, school may be too large, but a library or something to that effect. If an
MP expresses enough frustration with that relevant minister, it feels like
they’re not getting anywhere, then they go to the Premier or the Treasurer’s
Office. Those matters, if the Treasurer or Premier are amenable or
sympathetic to that MP, can be expedited pretty quickly. That’s not, and
that will take place on average in government frequently.
So we take - - -?---Viewed in isolation this document and this particular
matter because of the subject of this inquiry may seem strange but this
holistically wouldn’t be out of the usual.
But what we can infer from the circumstances was that the Treasurer was
amenable or sympathetic to the particular proposal. Do you agree?---Yes, I
think you could, that’s somewhat, yes.

30

Can you go, please, to page 8 of volume 26.2. So you saw from the
previous briefing note that you prepared 22 November, 2016 - - -?---Am I
able just to write the dates down for my benefit?
I’ll get the associate to give you a little sticky note. So 22 November, 2016
is the briefing note.---Ah hmm.
Towards the end of the document it said, “Armine”, A-r-m-i-n-e, “advises
the only possible date is 14 December”.---Oh, that - - That was on the previous document. I’m just reading it out aloud.---Sure.

40

Who was Armine?---That would be Arminé, sir.
Arminé, I’m so sorry.---Yeah. Sorry.
Who was Arminé?---Arminé was the, my colleague I reference earlier who
would have been in charge of the Cabinet agenda, so the ERC agenda.
THE COMMISSIONER: Arminé Nalbandian, N-a-l-b-a-n-d-i-a-n.
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MR ROBERTSON: Oh, I’m so sorry. And the reference to “the only
possible date” that must be a reference to the only possible date of the ERC
meeting. Is that right?---Yeah. That would have been the only, yeah,
correct. That would have been the next available ERC meeting that had,
that would have likely to have had capacity to deal with the matter.
So do we take it from that that the ERC meetings have an agenda, there may
be times at which the agenda is full and you then need to put it on a different
ERC meeting agenda.---That’s correct.
10
But we take from what you said on the briefing note, don’t we, that as at 22
November, 2016, there had been no scheduled date for the ACTA proposal
to be considered by the ERC?---(No Audible Reply)
Do you understand the question I just asked, if you want me to go back to
the briefing note?---Do you mind if I just have a quick read, glance and then
I---

20

At the briefing note, volume 26.12, page 11.---Sorry, can I just, can you
bear with me for just one second.
I’ll come back to this document but let’s go back to the chronology so
you’re clear about what I’m asking. 26.12, page 11. Drawing your
attention to the last dot point underneath the heading Background, “Arminé
advises the only possible date is 14 December.” Do you see that there?
---Yep.

30

And so we take it from that, don’t we, that you’ve made enquiries as to the
date on which this submission could be considered by the ERC. One had
not yet been set but there was a possible availability for 14 December, 2016.
Is that right?---Yep. That’s correct.
And then can we go back to volume 26.2, page 8? If you have a look at the
email towards the bottom of the page from you to
erccoordination@treasury.nsw.gov.au. Do you see that there?---Yep.

40

“The Treasurer has requested this issue be put on the agenda for the ERC
meeting on 14 December.” Do you see that there?---Yes. And then the
people CC’d would have been Arminé, who would have been director of, so
director of ERC for the Treasurer. James Livsey would have been the DLO
in the Treasurer’s office, so he would have been the relevant Treasury
official within the office, and Brett Cox would have been chief of staff.
But we take it from the two documents I’ve just shown you, don’t we, that
the order of events is this: You gave a briefing note that found its way to
the Treasurer on or soon after 22 November, 2016, Ms Berejiklian agreed
that that proposal should go on the ERC meeting agenda for 14 December,
and she gave that direction either on 2 December, 2016, or perhaps within a
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day or two of 2 December, 2016. Is that right?---I don’t know whether a
subsequent note would have gone into her or whether a verbal conversation
but, but, but yes, you can take from that email that between 22 December
and this email on – sorry – 22 November and this email on 2 December, the
Treasurer would have approved it. Now, it wouldn’t typically be the course
that the actual administration of the ERC agenda would have been a
conversation that the Treasurer would have with Arminé and Brett, so I
would have been, I’m assuming, been advised by Arminé or Brett
subsequent to that, that yes, she’s agreed to it.
10
One way or another it’s been drawn to your attention that the Treasurer had
determined that the ERC item in relation to the ACTA project be put on the
meeting agenda for 14 December, is that right?---Yeah. What I am saying
to you, Mr Robertson, is that, that wouldn’t have been, I wouldn’t have been
informed directly from the Treasurer.
Directly or indirectly, it was brought to your attention?---Correct.
Most likely indirectly from what you’re saying, I think?---Yes, sir.
20
THE COMMISSIONER: Well, is one possibility that in you memorandum
of 22 November, which made provision for the Treasurer and the chief of
staff’s comments that the Treasurer wrote on it, “Put on the ERC agenda for
the 14th,” which was the last possibility mentioned in your note, and that that
came back down the line to you?---That’s possible, Commissioner, it’s
certainly possible. I’m not discounting that. It, it, but I would, I mean, on
the balance of probability I would suggest that it’s more likely that it would
have been conveyed in a - - 30

To Arminé?---To Arminé or to Mr Cox.
And then they communicated that to you?---Yes.
MR ROBERTSON: Can we go quickly to page 36 of volume 26.2? There
is an email from a Yogi. Y-o-g-i, Savania, S-a-v-a-n-i-a, from Treasury, 5
December, 2016. So a couple of days after the last email that I sent you.
“Hi Zach. Would you have any background on the submission? If you
could call please tomorrow to discuss.” Do you see that there?---Yep, sure.

40

Now, who was that particular individual, Yogi?---I’m assuming Yogi - - You can see the title directly under the signature Acting Director, Premier
and Cabinet Cluster, Industry and Services Division.---Yeah, I mean, the
name sounds familiar but I, I don’t actually recall Yogi per se.
Note the email address is an @treasury.nsw.gov.au email.---Sure. That, we
---
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Do we take it from that that person was from Treasury?---Yes, they, the,
given his title there, it would seem that, it would seem (not transcribable) it
would seem that Yogi is in the, the Cabinet Division of - - THE COMMISSIONER: Even though she’s got a Treasury email address?
---Oh, sorry, my apologies, Commissioner.

10

No, very confusing but – or was Premier’s, sorry, was Treasury in the
Premier and Cabinet Cluster?---No, no, no. I think that would be, if I, if I
recall this correctly, that would be every, every agency of government has a
Cabinet Division within it responsible for the submissions of Cabinet for
that particular agency, and I think Yogi, if I’m not mistaken, may have
worked in that particular, what we would call CabSec, so Cabinet
Secretariat.
I don’t know whether Yogi is a she or a he. Do you?---I don’t recall, sorry,
Commissioner.

20

30

40

MR ROBERTSON: Do you have any recollection of complying with a
request to call this person to discuss - - -?---I don’t recall having spoken to
Yogi, but it’s possible. I, typically, I mean, you would speak to your DLO
about these administrative issues.
But we at least take it from this, don’t we, that at the time that there’s at
least some communications with the ACTA proposal, Treasury – or at least
someone within the Treasurer’s – sorry, I withdraw that. Treasury.
Someone within Treasury has, at 5 December, doesn’t seem to know
anything about the submission and is approaching you for some details. Is
that how we read this?---What, yeah, so, Mr Robertson, what I’d, from
Yogi, it would sound as if Treasury, CabSec, who’s responsible for the
administration of the actual agenda of Cabinet, which is typically set, you
know, a long time prior to the meeting, so if this meeting is due to be held
on the 14th and the 5th is very close in an orthodox manner for them, like, he,
it would appear to me that he’s surprised that this is, sorry, the Cabinet
Secretary wouldn’t be familiar with the content, merit or whatnot of a
particular submission. They’re more concerned with the facilitation of the
actual meeting and the uploading of the document. So it would seem to me
that he’s confused as to he hasn’t seen this particular agenda. Sorry, this
particular submission before, and he would like to know why or who’s
directing it to be put onto the agenda.
And by the sounds of it, this is getting notice to this individual fairly late, or
later than what they would ordinarily expect, is that fair?---Yes, it would
appear that he’s, it’s, he’s querying because it’s later than in the ordinary
course of business.
So what explains why this is being dealt with more urgently than what
would happen according to the usual course of business?---Well, I mean,
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temporally looking at this, if my brief to the Treasurer was on the 22nd and
then – you’ll have to forgive me, I don’t know what the date I was, what the
date was that I responded to ER, sorry, responded to Treasury to inform
them and to the, to the minister’s office to inform them that it would have
been set down for the 14th. But if the Treasurer, if this had come about
where Mr Maguire had a meeting, say I said on the 22nd, the week prior, so,
you know, late November, and the Treasurer, and he said that, you know, he
expressed severe frustration and the Treasurer was amenable to that, then it
would appear that it’s been put on the ERC agenda relatively quickly.
10
Why?---You’re asking why. I mean, I wouldn’t know the answer to that. If
the MP suggests that they’re extremely frustrated about something, it’s not
out of the usual that this could happen, this would happen in other instances.

20

30

But what I’m asking you is why, insofar as you knew, and you might not
know, why was the Treasurer so amenable and sympathetic to dealing with
it in a more quicker fashion than what would occur in accordance with the
ordinary course of business, as you’ve explained it?---I wouldn’t know why
she would be amenable to that, other than the fact that sometimes when MPs
become enraged, the Treasurer would certainly seek to address her
colleagues. I could give you other examples in the past where she would,
you know, demand something happen pronto, for the want of - - But are you saying in this particular case you’re not able to assist as to why
Ms Berejiklian was sympathetic and amenable to dealing with the ERC
submission in a more prompt fashion than what would occur in the ordinary
course of business?---No. I mean my assessment, Mr Robertson, was
always that the Treasurer was willing to, had a one, had an old relationship
with Mr Maguire in that they were, had been colleagues in parliament for a
long time, but twofold, Mr Maguire wasn’t factional, there are competing
factions with any political party, Mr Maguire was unaligned, as was the
Member for Albury, and thereby it was always in the interests of staff to be
aligned to the fact that these two particular individuals, the Member for
Wagga and the Member for Albury, were, you know, not particularly
factionally aligned and therefore should always be courted.
Was Mr Maguire ever associated with a faction, so far as you were aware?
---Not that I’m aware, no. I believe he’s one of the only two non-factional
members of the party.

40
Which faction is Ms Berejiklian associated with?---Ms Berejiklian as
Treasurer, sorry, as Premier, is not associated with any faction.
But when she was Treasurer?---Ms Berejiklian was associated with the
moderate faction of the Liberal Party.
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THE COMMISSIONER: When he was here last year Mr Maguire said he
was from the left right out Wagga faction.---That would sound like
something Daryl would say.
MR ROBERTSON: You said that as you saw it, there was a, at least
something in the nature of a friendship I think between Mr Maguire and Ms
Berejiklian.---Yeah.
Is that right?---Yeah.
10
You’re aware I take it that Ms Berejiklian gave evidence before this
Commission to the effect that she was in a close personal relationship with
Mr Maguire from at least about the time of the 2015 election or slightly
after or thereabouts?---Yeah. I’m aware of that.
When did you first become aware of the existence of, to use Ms
Berejiklian’s phrase, or at least the phrase that she adopted, close personal
relationship?---When I received a text message during the course of Ms
Berejiklian’s evidence, to which I spat my water out.
20
Literally spat your water out?---Literally spat my water out.
I take it, it therefore came as somewhat of a shock or surprise when that
came to your notice?---I can’t express to you, Mr Robertson, my horror
upon learning that. Not horror, sir, but more, these are two people I’ve
known quite well and the fact that I had no knowledge of it, like, yeah, it
was quite shocking.

30

Was there not at least rumours circulating in the corridors of power as to the
existence of such a relationship?---Mr Robertson, I can’t stress to you the
number of people who have asked me whether I knew or suspected
anything, given that I’m the only person who’s worked for, actually one of
only two that have worked for the two of them. At no point in time did I
ever suspect that they were in a relationship

40

If you’re aware of the substance of the evidence Ms Berejiklian gave that
I’ve just summarised about the close personal relationship, at the time that
you were involved in the ACTA matter that you and I have been discussing
today, would have you done anything differently to what you in fact did?
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---I don’t know whether I would have done anything differently. I would
have certainly, I, in hindsight I can see how the perception may be construed
that Ms Berejiklian may have done, so been informed by her relationship,
but it didn’t strike and it still doesn’t strike me that that would have been the
case, she’s very good at siloing certain components of her life, so if I, I
don’t know whether I would have acted differently, no, I don’t know
whether I would have acted differently.

10

20

In your - - -?---I must say, Mr Robertson, and you surely appreciate this by
now through the hearings, parliamentary staff, by and large, acted the
direction of their, I’m sorry, ministerial staff, at the direction of their
particular principal. So I, you know, had I known, I, I can’t possibly give
you a, answer that hypothetical ‘cause I, I just don’t know if I would have
done something differently.
Well, I am giving you that hypothetical to comment upon. And what’s your
best answer to that? You’re just not sure?---I’m just not sure. I mean, even
in hindsight, do I think the policy lacked merit? Well, I mean, that’s – from
recollection, the BCR stacked up. It was considered by Cabinet relative, it
went through the relative processes. If you’re asking me would have I liked
to have known, and whether, yes, potentially, I mean, sure.
Well, no, I’m not asking you that. I’m asking you if you had known, would
have you done anything differently?---No, I don’t believe so.
In your experience was there any times where, either in a pre-ERC meeting
or any other meeting, where Ms Berejiklian would say something like, “I
can’t participate in this particular agenda item because I think that I’m in a
position of conflict,” or something like that?---No, Mr Robertson.

30
Now, can we go to page 94 of volume 26.2. While that’s coming up, you
said that, as you recalled it, the BCR stacked up. What do you mean by
stacked up?---That the final BCR was such that – and again I don’t recall
the specifics of this particular program particularly well, but there’s always,
you know, when it got to the point of a Cabinet submission, that the, that the
cost-benefit analysis was such that the program was compliant with the
relevant guidelines of government.

40

But what does that mean? The number was good, as was the backup to the
number, or just the number was good or something in between?---The
number would have been good. I mean, it’s not for me to do the analysis of
– I mean, I’m not an economist. That’s not my position to do the analysis as
to how that number is formulated.
Do you recall whether Treasury had a view as to the quality of the
supporting material in relation to the project?---I don’t recall. If you have
supporting documentation that may - - -
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No, don’t – no, just don’t worry about anticipating. Your duty is to consider
the question and answer the question.---Sure.
Don’t worry where I’m heading or not heading.---Sure.
You understand that, don’t you?---Yep.

10

Can we go to page 94 of volume 26.2?---So you recall the last email I
showed you was 5 December from Yogi. You’ve then sent an email to that
individual, 6 December. And you see ERC Submission ACTA Wagga
Wagga Discussion Draft. See that by reference to the attachments at the top
of the page?---Ah hmm.
So you’ve got the chronology going. So you’re forwarding to Treasury a
copy of the draft ERC submission, have I got that right?---From Zach to
ERC submissions. Yes, I’m forwarding from Mr Hall, yes.

20

And is it right that, so far as you can recall, sitting there now, you can’t
recall whether you had an oral communication with the Yogi individual or
whether it was just an email forward or exchange of the kind that we can see
on the page?---That’s correct, Mr Robertson. I, I don’t have any real
recollection of who Yogi is other than, you know, it’s quite an unusual
name.
Is it possible that you spoke to this Yogi individual and indicated that Ms
Berejiklian had requested that this submission be brought forward, and
indicated an inclination to support the proposal?---Brought forward to being
lodged, sorry, being considered on 14 December?

30

Brought forward, considered on 14 December, yes.---Yes, that’s possible.
But Yogi would have, from, if Yogi’s position, if I’m understanding Yogi’s
position from this email to be correct, that would have been a conversation
with the secretariat to say the Treasurer has indicated she wishes to have this
lodged on the ERC (not transcribable)
Well, what I’m asking you to confirm or not is whether it’s possible that you
had a discussion with Yogi.---Ah hmm.

40

And indicated, firstly, that Ms Berejiklian had requested that the ERC
submission issue, the ACTA issue, be brought forward so as to be dealt with
on 14 December, 2016.---Yeah, and I - - Is it possible you had such a conversation?---It’s possible, but I’d be lying to
you if I could say either way that I recall whether I had that conversation or
whether, what the contents of that conversation were.
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So the answer to my question is yes, is that right? It’s possible that such a
conversation took place?---It’s possible but I, it’s also possible that it didn’t
take place.
And is it also possible that you indicated to Yogi that Ms Berejiklian had
indicated an inclination to support the proposal?---Again, it’s possible but
it’s possible that that didn’t take place because I honestly don’t recall the
conversation.
10

20

Do you agree that if you communicated to someone that Ms Berejiklian
supported the proposal, absent some other reason of context you would be
seeking to communicate that she supported the proposal as a matter of
substance on its merits as distinct from simply supporting the proposal being
put on an agenda for consideration by others?---No, because as I’ve said
previously, often the Premier would say, sorry, often the Treasurer could
say that this particular proposal she was amenable to it being lodged and
then it would be determined in the ERC pre-brief.
So what’s the answer to my question then, is it no?---Can you rephrase your
question sorry, sir. I just want to be clear.
I’m going to repeat it.---Yeah, sure.
Absent some consideration of context, if you had communicated to someone
that Ms Berejiklian supported an ERC proposal by that you would mean that
she supported it on its merits as distinct from simply supporting it being put
on the agenda?---No. I mean - - Can we go then, please, to page 120.

30
THE COMMISSIONER: 102.
THE WITNESS: I just - - MR ROBERTSON: I’m not proposing to go that now - - THE COMMISSIONER: Oh, I see. Very well.
MR ROBERTSON: - - - because the witness isn’t party to that email.
40
THE COMMISSIONER: Yes, yes. I understand.
THE WITNESS: I’m not saying that it’s not possible, Mr Robertson, sorry.
MR ROBERTSON: Can we go, please, to page 120. So we’re now on 7
December and if we go towards the bottom of the page just so you can get
the context. You’re not a party to this first email at 12.47, 6.00pm – sorry
I’ll start that again. You’re not a party to the email on 6 December, 2016,
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12.47pm but you’ll see there’s discussion amongst those in the email, “The
Premier’s Office has questioned why the Wagga Wagga clay target facility
submission could not be delayed until the New Year.”---Ah hmm.
Do you see that there?---Yeah.

10

20

Do you recall whether there was any discussion between the Premier’s
Office, either directly or indirectly, and the Treasurer’s Office, in which you
worked, as to why or whether the clay target facility submission could or
could not be delayed until the New Year?---Yeah. As I said earlier in my
evidence, I believe Mr Blunden had expressed some frustration about this
particular proposal and why did we all, like so why the TO was seeking to
have it addressed somewhat urgently.
And what was the, was an answer given back to that query as to why the
Treasurer’s Office wanted it dealt with in that fashion?---I, again, I don’t
recall but you can take from the fact that it wouldn’t have been the advisers
seeking to rush it through on, you know, on our impetus. Like we, we
didn’t have a bone in the fight as to whether it needed to happen urgently. It
would have been a conversation between parliamentary colleagues as to
why they needed it to be accelerated.
So the decision to rush it through, to use your phrase, must have been a
decision of Ms Berejiklian. Is that right?---I wouldn’t say rush it through
but to expedite it.
Well, no, no, that was your phrase. You said “rush it through”.---Well - - -

30

40

The only person who could have rushed it through was Ms Berejiklian. Is
that right?---Well, not rush it through. I’ll go, I’ll withdraw that and say to
expedite it. The only person who could have given that direction would be,
but again expediting it is somewhat problematic because if this has been
raised in proximity to the 22nd, if I again, if I met with Daryl a week prior to
the 22nd or had a conversation with Daryl the week prior to the 22nd he’s
obviously at some point in time had a meeting which is evident by that
briefing note on the 22nd with the Premier, sorry, with the Treasurer it would
then, I think you can infer that it’s been noted to the office that this is
something the office should seek to have on, seek to have addressed as soon
as, as early as possible and Arminé has then noted that the earliest that it
could be facilitated would be the 14th.
Are you saying that you’re not able to assist the Commission as to why
Ms Berejiklian wanted to rush this matter through?---Again, I don’t really, I
take umbrage with “rush”. If I use that I just, but, yes.
Well, expedite it then, let’s use that - - -?---Expedite, yeah.
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You’re not able to assist the Commission as to why Ms Berejiklian wished
to expedite the consideration of this submission, is that right?---No, I’m not
familiar as to what her rationale was.
Not just that you’re not familiar with it, but you’re not in possession of
information that allows you to draw an inference as to that matter?---Not
from recollection, no.

10

20

Can we go to then, please, to page – just pardon me for a moment. Can we
just scroll up? Just in fairness to you, I should show you the email that I
showed you to which you were not a party. It seems to have been
forwarded to you the next day at about 12.31pm. Do you see that at the top
of the page?---Ah hmm.
Can we go then, please, to page 260, moving two days later to 9 December,
2016? You will see there’s an email exchange between the Office of Sport
and various others, 9 December, 2016, 1.19pm. There is a discussion about
an updated financial impact table, the detail of that I don’t need to ask you
about, I’m just drawing to your attention that at 4.02pm that exchange and
the then version of the Cabinet submission is, it appears, provided to you at
that point in time.---Sure.
But can I then go – pardon me for a moment. And can you just note in the
attachments you’ve been provided with not just the submission itself, which
as we’ve seen, you’ve see at least that before, you were also being provide
with a document called Australian Clay Target Assoc Rev 1.pdf. Do you
see that in the attachments line towards the top of the page?---Sure.

30

And just so you can see what that document actually is, we’ll go to page
268. I’m just showing you the front cover just so you can see the document
that was provided, The Australian Clay Target Association Inc, ACTA
Business Plan, September 2016. Do you see that there?---Ah hmm.
Do you recall whether you’ve seen this business plan before?---It looks
somewhat familiar.
That might be the document to which you drew passing reference before,
which may have had a BCR connected with it. Is that right?---Yeah, I
believe so.

40
But I take it you didn’t see it somewhere around September 2016, which is
the date of this document, rather you would have received it more recently
in connection with the things you and I have been discussing today in
November/December, somewhere around there?---Yeah. It’s just that in
September 2016 I would have been in a different office at that point in time.
Well, that’s my point.---Yeah, yeah.
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Can we then, please, go to volume 26.3, page 1, three minutes later.
THE COMMISSIONER: Things were moving fast.
MR ROBERTSON: Expedited fashion. Now, you then seem to say, 9
December, 2016, 4.05pm to Mr Milner and to Yogi, “There was an issue
with this sub. This is being uploaded now. I need advice asap,”
exclamation mark. Do you see that there, the second line of your email?
---Yeah. I don’t know whose sub they’re, I’m referring to.
10

20

Well, have a look at the context. Towards the bottom of the page there’s the
email from Mr Toohey to Mr Landrigan, which has got the attachments,
talking about financial impact table, I’ve already shown you that email. It
looks like it’s then comes to you by way of a forward at 4.02pm and you
were quick on the email within about three minutes, referring to an issue
with their sub. In context you would have to agree that that’s a reference to
the ACTA submission. Do you agree?---I, I know this sounds, I know this
sounds quite odd but I don’t know whether, as to whether that would have
been in relation to the email below or me just responding directly to my, my
recent email from Mark, because Mark was my counterpart in Ayres’s
office. And I’m assuming given, looking at the date, on Friday, 9
December, at that particular time, it’s because I would have needed it to be
uploaded or there would have been a pre-brief happening urgently.
And when you say “it” you mean the submission for the ACTA project,
correct?---Yes, yeah, correct.

30

40

THE COMMISSIONER: So it’s being uploaded to eCabinet, is that - - -?
---I, I’m just hazarding a guess, Commissioner, whether I, because given
that I’m saying I need it ASAP, it’s either, it would have, would have been
because I’m being pushed to have it uploaded, because if you miss the cutoff line for it to be uploaded, then it can’t get on typically. So they would
typically say you need to have this done. Like, where is it? Like, you’re
constantly fighting to have things uploaded or submitted. Or it would have
been I needed advice for ERC pre-brief. I’ve obviously been pushed to
have something ASAP.
MR ROBERTSON: To be clear, your email of 4.05pm, 9 December, 2016,
is talking about the ACTA submission. It’s not talking about any other
submission. Do you agree?---I agree, that’s correct, yeah.
And that includes the second line, “I need advice ASAP” - - THE COMMISSIONER: “I’ll need advice.” “I’ll”.---“I’ll need”.
MR ROBERTSON: Sorry, “I’ll need advice,” yes.---Yeah, I’ll need advice
from, on, from Mark or the agency on the sub.
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Yes, so you want Treasury’s advice in relation to the ACTA proposal, is that
right?---Yes, correct, yep.
Do you recall whether that advice was provided?---I don’t recall, no.
At least as a matter of practice such advice would almost always, or perhaps
even always, be provided, is that right?---Yes, correct.

10

And you’re saying you can’t recall, sitting there now, whether that advice
was positive, negative or anything in between?---No, I don’t recall. But I
certainly would have asked for their advice, yeah.
So let me help you this way. Page 49 of the same bundle. Expedition again
4.19pm. At 14 minutes after “I need advice ASAP” you get a draft advice, I
infer, ASAP. Do you see that there?---San.
“Zach, as discussed, here is draft advice.”---Yep.
See that there?---Ah hmm.

20
And does that refresh your memory as to the nature or at least conclusions
of advice provided by Treasury?---No.
Turn the page, then, to see the attachment. You see there it says,
“Recommendations and actions: not support the recommendations in the
submission, as a net benefit to the state had not been adequately
demonstrated.” Do you see that there?---Yep.

30

Does that refresh your memory that Treasury’s view was that the
submission should not be supported?---It doesn’t refresh, it doesn’t refresh
my memory, Mr Robertson, but if that’s what it is there, then that would
have been the view of the state, sorry, of Treasury.
But you still don’t recall, even with the benefit of the document that seems
to have been sent to you on 9 December, 2016?---No, and I must stress this
is just like one of hundreds of things you’re dealing with in government at
any one point in time, so, no, I’m not familiar with this particular (not
transcribable)

40

Then I should draw to your attention the fact that there’s a fallback position
being offered – or being proffered at least – and I’m suggesting a series of
possibilities in the event that a grant is supported, and it says it should be
funded within the cluster and include certain conditions. Do you see that
there? I’m just drawing to your attention that two - - -?---Options.
- - - sets of actions are put forward.---Yep.
Treasury says not support.---Ah hmm.
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And then it says in substance if it is supported, then this is what we’re
proposing.---Yes.
I note the time. Could I ask for another 10 minutes or so? And I suspect it
will then be finished.
THE COMMISSIONER: By all means.
10

20

MR ROBERTSON: Do you recall whether there was ever any discussions
as to where the money would actually come from in relation to the ACTA
project? As in - - -?---No. I mean, what the final position was or the, the
final determination in terms of where the money’s going to come from?
Well, were you aware of what the final determination was?---There’s,
there’s always, and again, I’m, I mean, I really don’t mean to sound like I’m
obfuscating. It’s just there’s always, on any discussion, conversations about
who’s going to fund it, what agency, whether you can absorb it. I, I do have
a kernel in my mind that there was some discussion with, that ACTA had to
come to the party and facilitate a broader capital injection or had to
somehow pay or co-pay, which if I have just a moment and can read the
proposal. So the proposed recommendation - - Well, can I help you by drawing your attention to where it says, Summary
of Submission in the shaded box towards the top of the page. Can you see
that there?---Yeah, yeah.
And if you look at the very end of that paragraph there’s a comma, and it
says, “With ACTA committing $1.2 million to the works.”---Yeah.

30
Can you see that?---Yeah.
Is that what you think you’re now referring to?---To some form of cofunding, some form of capital funding from ACTA with, yes, correct, I
think that’s what I was referring to.
But back to my question.---Ah hmm.

40

Do you recall whether there was any specific discussions within the office
or otherwise as to the particular source of funding that might support a grant
of something like $5.5 million?---Yeah. So without being able to recall the
specifics of this particular proposal, such conversations would typically be
can the agency absorb it within the current envelope, does, would further
expenditure have to be sought before a particular grant. By and large it’s
always relatively the view of the Treasurer’s Office that funding should be
absorbed within the existing envelope and that reprioritisation should occur
to absorb that - - -
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And you’ll see they say exactly that in (a) of the alternative proposal. See
where it says, “Funding being offset within the cluster?”---Yeah, that would
be - - That’s what you’re now referring to. Is that right?---That would be standard
practice.

10

But you’re saying you don’t have any specific recollection of discussions of
that kind in relation to this particular project, you’re simply saying
discussions of that kind are common. Is that right?---I’m simply saying that
I would have had those discussions, that they are standard practice to have
conversations about where you would identify funding and whether it can be
absorbed or it can’t be absorbed by all, you know. So the Treasurer’s Office
by its default position will always say to another ministerial office, you
should look to absorb it, and then the ministerial office is always going to
object and say, on the advice of our agency we can’t absorb it. That is the,
that is the standard practice. That conversation would have been had. I
don’t recall what my position was on whether there was merit between them
being able to fund it or not fund it.

20
Is it right that through the ERC process in your experience it’s common for
Treasury to seek to identify the funding source, no doubt with a priority of
funding it within the existing cluster, or alternatively they might identify
some other source. That’s ordinarily something that Treasury will do, as
distinct from the relevant agency. Is that right?---Treasury will work with
the agency to identify the funding within the cluster, but it’s typically the
responsibility of the cluster to identify how they can, sorry, it’s typically the
responsibility of the cluster to identify savings in order to re-fund the
reprioritised, the reprioritised program.
30
It’s at least not uncommon if the agency says, well, we can’t find
appropriate funding in the cluster, for Treasury to identify, perhaps
begrudgingly, another potential source of funding. Is that right or not?
---That’s correct.

40

And just to be clear though, the answers you’ve been giving in the last
couple of minutes have been based on your recollection of general practice.
You say you don’t recall any specific, you don’t recall the discussions, if
there were any, on the subject matter of funding source in relation to this
particular project.---No. I mean my only recollection of this particular
project is that Mark and I had numerous conversations on the telephone with
one another going back and forth about it, over a relatively short space of
time.
But other than to the extent that you’ve explained so far, do you recall
anything as to the substance of those communications?---No.
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So if we go to page 169 of volume 26.3 – we’ll just take that off the screen
for a moment.---Ah hmm.
Yes, page 159 is what I meant. I apologise Mr Bentley. 159, volume 26.3,
where 13 December, 2016, you then send, it seems, comments to the – I
withdraw that. To you is a copy of the document, the Treasury advice
document, “Seeking comments ASAP, thanks!” See that there?
---Ah-hmm.
10

So it’s from a Harwood Stevenson, H-a-r-w-o-o-d-Stevenson to you,
10.56am, 13 December, 2016?---Ah-hmm.
Do you see that?---Ah-hmm.

20

And just to show you the document itself, turn to the next page, page 160.
You’ve there got the Cabinet – I withdraw that. You’ve then got the
Treasury advice in relation to the project “not support the recommendation”.
See that there? A similar document to the one that I’ve already shown you?
---Yes, but it goes on to say then with the, you know, should a grant be
supported and then has a - - So as you and I have already discussed a little bit earlier?---Yeah. Yeah.
Do we take it from that exchange that it was common for draft Treasury
advice to be shared with the Treasurer’s Office including for the purposes of
obtaining comment as appropriate from the Treasurer’s Office?---Yes.

30

Now, you explained a little while ago that at least in the ordinary course,
there are pre-briefing meetings for – or in advance of ERC meetings?---Ahhmm.
Do you recall whether there was such a meeting in relation to the ERC
meeting of 14 December, 2016?---I assume so, but I, I don’t recall being in
that meeting, but I would assume so.

40

But, ordinarily, you would be in such a meeting at least if it concerned a
matter of a policy area of yours, such as sport, at this point in time. Is that
right?---Yeah, by and large, yes. Occasionally, if it was a matter of small
expenditure and, you know – I know this sounds somewhat crass, but, you
know, under $10 million, then at times, you know, the chief of staff or the
head of policy would just take that conversation and the advice. I wouldn’t
really need to walk in if it was deemed to be limited expenditure.
So you don’t recall one way or the other whether you participated in an
ERC pre-briefing in relation to this particular item?---It would – I don’t
recall having – in relation to this particular item, no, but it’s, the standard
process would be the adviser walks in but at times, the adviser was excused
and - - -
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But you don’t have a recollection one way or the other whether that applied
or didn’t apply for this particular project. Is that right?---No, sorry. I
honestly don’t.
How far out of the ERC meeting would a pre-briefing meeting of that kind
usually occur? Is it a day before, a week before - - -?---Yeah.

10

20

- - - three days before – what’s the typical time period?---Again, Mr
Robertson, I’m trying to give you my best recollection of this but I would
have thought – I can’t recall what day ERC met. Let’s just say a
Wednesday, again, because things change when the, the timing of these
committees change, depending on the availability of ministers and whatnot,
but let’s say the ERC’s on a, a, like a Wednesday, the meeting would be
held on the – sorry, on the Friday prior, like, it, it’s within close proximity,
within a few days.
And you’ve seen that an expedited process was adopted for this particular
submission. Would that influence whether there was sufficient time to have
such a pre-meeting or was – as a matter of practice, there would always be
some pre-discussions before the ERC meeting?---It would be – by and large,
it would have to go as a pre-brief but having said that - - In part – just to cut you off there?---So – yeah.
In part because the Treasurer’s going to be chairing the meeting?---Mmm.

30

40

And, obviously, wants to know something about the proposals that are going
to be discussed?---But the Treasurer would know something about the
proposals, like, what would – sorry, that will be discussed regardless of the
ERC pre-brief (not transcribable)
Because of the process that you and I have been discussing during the
course of the day?---Well, the – yeah. Threefold. They’re just – so, I mean,
there’s typically three elements to the process of ERC pre-briefings which is
one, then the Treasury would have conversations with Arminé and Brett as
to the proposals and then there’s obviously the independent advice that the
adviser gives to his chief of staff and to the Director of Policy independent.
So, I mean, the – given that, you know, the brief has to come all the way up
over a span of time, be considered by the Premier, in terms of changes to the
minute or whatnot or proposed changes that we would wish to accept or
reject, you know, the Treasurer is familiar with all items that are taken to the
pre-brief. The pre-brief is really just a, a – so that – well, she’s – at that
point in time can consider the advice of other agencies.
Now, in the ordinary course, you would be in the pre-briefing meeting in
relation to policy areas in which you had a role. Is that right?---Mostly, but
not always.
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But you would not in the ordinary course be in the ERC meeting itself, is
that right?---That’s correct.

10

Have you ever attended an ERC meeting?---No. But, can I – sorry. I don’t
meant to interject. But again, the, the point of, the point of ensuring that
there’s always, the Premier is always – sorry – there’s somebody with the
Treasurer, the then Treasurer who has, who is familiar with whatever the
issue is likely to be discussed is, the failsafe to that is that the head of policy
or the chief of staff have familiarity with anything that’s presented to the
Treasurer. They’ve reviewed all the documentation that’s gone to her. So
if, if she’s not particularly across a particular item or whatnot, or she slips
on something, the chief of staff or the head of policy should be able to
support her because they’re familiar with everything that’s gone through the
office.
Now, when did you first become aware of the outcome of the ERC meeting
in relation to the ACTA project?---I wouldn’t know, sorry.

20

30

You don’t recall one way or the other?---No. Because sometimes,
sometimes you find out from the agency, sometimes you find out from the
adviser that’s attended ERC from her. Sometimes, and occasionally there
was an ERC debrief, but because my principal role wasn’t always policy,
you know, I was a junior policy adviser for want of a better term, you know,
I didn’t always find out in a systematic way if there was different mediums
in which you could find out.
And when you find out through more informal kinds of notification, the
kind you’ve just identified, would that come with access to the terms of the
resolution of the ERC itself or at least in the ordinary course would it be a
more informal indication that it’s been generally supported or generally
rejected?---More the latter if it’s an informal, if it’s informal, then you
would find out.
And in your role did you have access to the terms of the particular, of the
specific resolution?---I would have had access, but if Arminé had gone to
ERC she would have been aware, she would have typically advised me as to
what the outcomes of the ERC determination are.

40

But in terms of the actual text of the resolution itself, was that something
that - - -?---All advisers had access to eCabinet if they wish to, elect to, to
look at it.
And what was ordinarily the turnaround time between having the ERC
meeting and actually being able to access the formal record of what had
been decided?---I couldn’t recall that. I had no idea as to what - - -
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Was it quick, slow or anything in between? You don’t recall?---I don’t,
honestly don’t recall.

10

And you don’t specifically recall how you became aware of the outcome in
relation to the ACTA project, is that right?---No but typically, by and large,
the, by and large, the, the person who attended ERC would basically say,
“Oh, your proposal got up,” or, “Your proposal didn’t get up,” and it was
kind of like, yeah, this happened, this happened, this happened and it was
quick turnaround, chatter in your chairs within the open office and, you
know, this is basically what’s happened.
Can we go then to volume 26.4, page 1? 20 December, 2016, the ERC
meeting was 14 December, 2016. So another email exchange between you
and Mr Landrigan, 20 December, 2016, 9.13am, “Can you please advise of
the process?” Do you see that there?---Yep.
And that seems to be in the context of a suggestion that it could be a
candidate for advanced funding from the Regional Growth et cetera Fund.
Do you see that there?---Ah hmm.

20
Does that help you in identifying any further role you had in the ACTA
project after the ERC meeting of 14 December, 2016?---No, I don’t really
particularly recall it.
Do you recall giving Mr Landrigan any advice as to the process going
forward?---No, I don’t but – no.

30

Well, after the ERC meeting itself did you have any involvement in the
ACTA project at all or was that then left to others other than you?---I
honestly don’t recall, and I’m not trying to obfuscate. I just don’t recall. I, I
don’t even recall when ACTA – I know from media publications that ACTA
was approved at some point in time. I don’t recall when it was approved.
Well, the meeting was 14 December, 2016.---I don’t, and I don’t recall the
outcome of that particular meeting.

40

And does that mean you don’t recall whether you had any further
involvement in what I’m calling the ACTA project beyond 14 December,
2016?---Yeah. I actually don’t recall what the outcome of the ERC
submission was so - - I can tell you it was approved subject to some conditions. And then we can
see from this email there was at least some communication with you
regarding what the process might be about. See the subject heading
“Australian Clay Target Association in Wagga”.---Yeah, sure. Yeah, yeah.
Do you see that?---Yeah. I, I, but I’m, what I’m - - -
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But that doesn’t jog your memory as to any further involvement that you
had?---No, no.

10

Were you involved in any discussions or anything of that kind as to what
public announcements might be made in relation to the ACTA project?
---No. I’m not, I don’t recall but it wouldn’t be unusual for me to say, you
know, if a, if a, you’re saying that it was approved. It wouldn’t be unusual
then for the two advisers to then make a determination on what, sorry, what
minister announces it. Sometimes, you know, the Treasurer would say I
don’t really want to participate in that announcement. It’s actually quite
unusual for a Treasurer to participate in an announcement of funding unless
it’s in the budgetary process.
And something of this kind where the proponent minister was the Minister
for Sport, albeit it was approved – as it had to be – through the ERC, which
has the Treasurer and others - - -?---Yeah.

20

30

40

- - - would ordinarily the announcement be made by the Minister for Sport?
---Yeah, ordinarily and then, yeah, by and large the Minister for Sport
would be the minister who would make the announcement. unless for
whatever reason a senior minister was visiting that electorate who would
take precedence beyond the Minister for Sport. So the, you know, the
Treasurer or the Premier, the Deputy Leader if that person wasn’t Treasurer,
they can take precedent if they’re in that electorate to make the
announcement. Or occasionally, and this was a gripe of many political staff
within the government, that at times for where an MP had a, had their own
isolated media market. So regional MPs, Commissioner, you know, have
their own large media markets with their own television networks and, and
quite strong suburban newspapers. There was a political view in
government that nobody really cared as to who the prominence of the
minister was and that it would be more politically beneficial for the local
member who had a higher profile to make announcements where funding
was. That’s not unusual so I don’t know who made the announcement.
You mentioned that visits to a particular electorate or particular region
might be relevant. Do you recall whether you assisted Ms Berejiklian,
either as Treasurer or when she became Premier early in the next year, in
relation to any visits to Wagga Wagga?---Yeah, sure. I, I attended all
regional visits I think that the Premier went on into regional communities as
Premier.
Did she make any visits to Wagga Wagga within short order of becoming
Premier do you remember?---I don’t recall whether in short order but I
recall we attended Wagga once as Treasurer, and Albury, and I think we
actually may, I think we attended Wagga as Treasurer and then we went to
Albury and we may have opened a, a, some form of, maybe a canola plant
from recollection or a sunflower seed facility and we announced funding for
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I think arterial road upgrades to the Bomen intermodal facility which was
co-funded by the Commonwealth.
That was at a visit to Wagga Wagga when Ms Berejiklian had become
Premier. Is that right?---I think that may have been Treasurer, Counsel.
But you attended with her for that. Is that right?---Yeah, I, from
recollection I would have attended all of the Premier’s visits to Wagga in
the time that I worked with her bar maybe two or three.
10

20

30

And I take it that for the purposes of visits of that kind the minister, the
Treasurer or the Premier will be given for example speaking notes or at least
notes as to issues of relevance to the particular communities that they’re
going to.---Yeah. So different for the relevant portfolios. For the Premier
given I guess the large capacity that the Premier has at her disposal, the
Department of Premier and Cabinet will by and large prepare and send to
the PO an analysis as to key situations or concerns within the community,
key government programs that are currently underway in the community,
some basic demography of that particular electorate, maybe a map of the
electorate and then the policy adviser, the political policy adviser would
then add in addition to that key political concerns that were, you know, in
the media and whatnot.
So do we take it from that that those kinds of briefings would ordinarily be
prepared principally at the departmental level rather than the minister’s
officer level, is that right?---They, yeah, so they would be prepared at a
departmental level and they would be augmented by input at the political
level, which, you know, including who you’re meeting, what they are,
whether probity checks had been done and who you’re meeting for purposes
of donation purposes as to whether, you know, there is no prohibited donors
at a particular event and then key political concerns. But that would, the
departmental information would typically be extracted and put in a more
succinct document for the Premier.
And do you recall ever providing any information of that kind, the political
add-on I might call it, in relation to any visits of Ms Berejiklian to the
Wagga Wagga area?---Yeah. I think Ms Berejiklian’s office always - - -

40

No, I’m not talking about her office generally at the moment, I’m talking
about you personally?---Yeah. Well, for any key seat visit of any electorate,
I would have prepared it, prepared a brief on that particular electorate.
Why was Wagga Wagga a key seat, to use the term you just used?---Well,
no, that’s just, I know, and it sounds strange, but you would refer to any,
well, sorry, in the Premier’s office, we typically refer to a visit of any seat as
a key seat visit, it’s not actually a key seat per se. It’s just a KSV would be
to any, really any electorate, a, a regional visit - - -
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But what does the adjective “key” add to the word “seat”? The whole of the
state’s got seats, so what makes something a key seat as opposed to a nonkey seat?---Well, technically a key seat would be a marginal electorate but, I
mean, the, the, the terminology was bastardised insofar as it was used
frequently to - - But Wagga Wagga, at least in your mind or at least as you understood it was
regarded as a key seat. Is that right?---No, I think Wagga Wagga was
always considered a relatively safe seat, but there were issues - - 10
Well, just hang on, no, hang on. We’re talking about - - THE COMMISSIONER: Mr Robertson, I’m just getting concerned about
the staff because it’s now almost 1.30 and the staff are entitled to a break so
--MR ROBERTSON: Sorry, I know, I apologise. I always - - THE COMMISSIONER: How much longer do you think you’ll be?
20
MR ROBERTSON: About two minutes finishing this document.---Sure.
THE COMMISSIONER: Okay.
MR ROBERTSON: You used the phrase key seat in relation to a visit to
Wagga Wagga, so I want to understand why you used that phrase in relation
to Wagga Wagga.---I don’t think you should read anything into that, Mr
Robertson other than that’s, trips were by and large called key seat visits.
30

Well, it was at least a seat of what I might call political concern as at 2016
and 2017. Is that right?---No. I think Daryl, Daryl was relatively safe in his
margins.
Well, he might have been safe at the last election but you mentioned earlier
today about the greyhounds issue. You recalled - - -?---Yeah, I don’t think -Just let me finish the question.---Sorry.

40

You recalled that the government had lost the Orange by-election in
November of 2016 to someone from the, what I’ll call the Shooters Party.
---Sure.
That was at least an aspect of why Wagga Wagga was considered a key seat
by the government - - -?---No, I would reject - - - - - as at 2016 and 2017 or not?---I say this politely, Mr Robertson, I would
reject that analysis. I think you’re reading too much into my terminology of
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key seat. There was no – the significant concerns in relation to Wagga, if
there were any, and I don’t think, I don’t think anyone thought Daryl was
going to retire at the election, the only concerns in relation to Wagga Wagga
and the likelihood of it ever falling toward a political alternative would have
been to an independent, Mr McGirr is the incumbent now. That electorate is
a large regional centre so the politics of say communities such as Orange
and whatnot, those greyhounds and whatnot, those issues wouldn’t really be
at play in Wagga.
10

So why did you use the term key seat, are you just saying it was a slip of the
tongue?---No, I’m not saying it’s a slip of the tongue, I’m just saying it’s a,
it’s just a term that’s in essence used to describe any visit to a seat.
It’s a term used to any visit to any seat. Is that what you’re saying?---Yeah,
or any government seat, yeah.
Is that a convenient time?
THE COMMISSIONER: Yes.

20
MR ROBERTSON: Can I apologise for taking somewhat longer than what
my estimate was.
THE COMMISSIONER: So are we continuing Mr Bentley at - - MR ROBERTSON: No, that’s the examination.
THE COMMISSIONER: Very well, thank you. Ms David, did you wish to
ask Mr Bentley any questions?
30
MS DAVID: No, no, thank you, Commissioner.
THE COMMISSIONER: Shall we release Mr Bentley?
MR ROBERTSON: Yes, Commissioner.
THE COMMISSIONER: Mr Bentley, thank you very much for coming in
today.---Thank you.
40

You are now released from your summons and you may leave the witness
box.---Thank you.
And we will now adjourn till 2.00pm.
MR ROBERTSON: 2.00pm or perhaps 2.15 in light of the fact that we’re
just hearing to lunch, but I’m in the Commissioner’s hands.
THE COMMISSIONER: 2.15pm. Thank you.
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THE WITNESS EXCUSED

[1.29pm]

AT 1.29PM THE MATTER WAS ADJOURNED ACCORDINGLY
[1.29pm]
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China Visa
From:
To:
Date:

Zachariah Bentley <zachariah.bentley@parliament.nsw.gov.au>
Nicole Hatton <nicole.hatton@parliament.nsw.gov.au>
Wed, 05 Mar 2014 13:15:42 +1100

Hey, Hey.
How’ve you been?
Daryl has me organising two constituents visas for China. I noticed that the two gentlemen wrote
the purpose of their visit was ‘business’. Daryl seemed to think this may be a problem. I thought
you might be the best person to ask, rather than going to line-up at the Chinese Govt visa centre.
Will it effect their application?
Any advice you could give would be appreciated.
Cheers,
Zach
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Office of the Treasurer
and Minister for Industrial Relations

GOVERNMENT

Zach Bentley
Australian Clay Target Association - ERC
Date: 22 Nov -16

Date received: 21 Nov -16

File number: N/A

Issue:
•
•

Minister Ayres 's office has developed a submission for ERC's consideration.
They would like the matter to be dealt with by ERC this year, in order for the Australian Clay
Target Association (ACTA) to commence capital works in the 2017 financial year and have
them completed by January 2018 in time for the world clay target championships .

Situation:
It is requested that ERC:
•

•

Approve the allocation of $5 .5m in 2016/17 to the Office of Sport to provide a grant to the
Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large clubhouse/
conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW
subject to :
- confirmation of the ACTA cost estimates through a competitive tender process
- development of a project delivery plan

ACTA will be requested to meet all on ongoing maintenance and operational costs and any capital
costs for the facility that are greater than $5 .5m .
Background:
•
•

-

•
•

This issue came to head during a discussion I had with Daryl last week, prior to him meeting
with you .
Daryl informed me he had been in discussions with Stuart's office for months . They only
discussed the issue with us after Daryl raised in late last sitting week .
They have drafted a submission for lodgement.
Armine advises the only possible date is 14 December.

Cos comments:

Treasurer comments:
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Maria Vu-Sapinoso
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Chris Hall
Monday, 21 November 2016 5:14 PM
Zach Bentley
FW: Australian Clay Target Shooting - draft ERC submission
ERC Submission ACT Wagg a Wagg a discussion draft_ 18 Nov 2016.docx

From: Doorn, Paul [mailto:paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au]

Sent: Friday, 18 November 2016 1:50 PM
To: Miller, Matt; Marc Landrigan
Cc: Chris Hall; Toohey, Michael
Subject: Australian Clay Target Shooting - draft ERC submission
Hi Chris &Marc
. o u are happy with attached, we will submit to Matt via OoS EMS the attached ERC submission for the Australian
Clay Target Shooting grant. Do you have an date for ERC? We need to advise DPC that it's on the way, as the first
thing Treasury will say is' ... find the resources within your cluster budget'. Obviously this is not something the QoS
can currently fund.
We have spoken to the club this morning and they have confirmed a contribution of $1.2 million.
Regards
Paul

Paul Doorn I Executive Director
Sport Infrastructure Group i Office of Sport
8u1lciing B, Level 2
6 F:gtree Drive, Sydney Olympic Pa1-k '\SW 2127
Locked Bay 1422, Silverwater NS\V 21 28

•

(02) paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au
.nsw.qov.au I facebook.com/nswsportandrecreation

Office
of Sport
Sport Infrastructure Group

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain
privileged infonnation or confidential information or both. If you
are not the intended recipient please delete it and notify the sender.
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Cabinet Submission
Title

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga

Minister

The Hon Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for Sport

•

Cluster

Premier and Cabinet

Date of submission

DD MMMM 2016

Status

Draft

Relationship to
previous decisions

•

Result of consultation

Support

Priority

A

Financial impact

Yes

Legislative change

No

Regulatory impact

No impact

Submission type

Policy

Contacts

Matt Miller, Chief Executive,
Office of Sport
Phonenumber82331320
Chris Hall, Chief of Staff,
Minister for Sport
Phone number 8574 6520

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet

CABINET-IN-CONFIDENCE
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1 Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Committee on Expenditure Review (ERC):
i)

Approve the allocation of $5.5m in 2016/17 to the Office of Sport to provide a grant to

the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse/ conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in
Wagga Wagga , NSW subject to :
a. confirmation of the ACTA cost estimates through a competitive tender process
b. development of a project delivery plan
c.

ACTA undertaking to meet all on ongoing maintenance and operational costs
and any capital costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m

ii)

Note that ACTA will contribute $1 .2m towards the capital costs for the facility.

iii)

Note that ACTA intends to commence capital works in the 2017 financial year and

•

have them completed by January 2018 in time for the World Down-The-Line (DTL)
clay target championsh ips.
iv)

Note that ACTA's cost estimates are based on their World Championships 2018

National Ground Development Strategy.
v)

Note that the ACTA timetable precludes the development of a feasibility study,

preliminary business case and INSW review.

2 Executive summary
2.1

This Submission seeks approval for an allocation of $5.5m to the Office of Sport to
enable a grant to Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse/ conference fa cility and associated infrastructure at ACTA's existing
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.

2.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6 .7m . ACTA has committed $1.2m
to the works .

2.3

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target
championships .

2.4

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for the facility (Provided at
Attachment A).

2.5

GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will generate a Net
Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31. Projected increases
in the visitor economy account for 97% the forecast benefits .
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2.6

The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Estimated costs,
revenue and demand are based on ACTA's World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development Strategy and cites work done by the Wagga Wagga City
Council identifying that a larger (300 - 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be
used 28 times a year (based on a small sample of potential user groups).

2.7

The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

2.8

In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested , it is unlikely that they are within the levels of robustness
recommended in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business Case. ACTA
should enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to :
• independently confirm, through market testing, the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business

•

Cases
• manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
•

commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $6.?m for the delivery of the facility

• meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.
2.9

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

2.10 The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from OoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the

•

role from within current resources .

3
3.1

Proposal
This Submission seeks approval for an allocation of $5.5m to the Office of Sport to
enable a grant to Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse/ conference facility and associated infrastructure at ACTA's existing
facility in Wagga Wagga , NSW.

3.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6.?m . ACTA has committed $1 .2m
to the works .

3.3

The immediate organisations that will benefit from this proposed development
includes:
• Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office - Wagga Wagga , NSW);
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• Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia, NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation), and
• Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters' Association of
Australia and NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).
3.4

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth
World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay Target Championships.

3.5

Economic, social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga , regional NSW and
Australia were considered in support of the proposed funding application .

3.6

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for upgraded facility (Provided at
Attachment A). GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will
generate a Net Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31 .

•

Projected increases in tourism drive the forecast benefits.
3.7 The business case states that the proposed investment is justified considering :
•

Jobs creation : up to 91 FTE's and 86 resident jobs;

•

Regional economic growth and social benefits;

•

Costs and quantified econom ic benefits;

• A positive sensitivity analysis, and
•

3.8

international promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga , regional Australia and
Australia as a whole .

The upgraded facility will support the current annual schedule for sporting shooting
events, an international shooting event every twelve years and an additional six
corporate conference events each year.

3.9

•

The business case acknowledges that the majority (97%) of anticipated project
benefits are derived from additional tourism-related spending. The project benefits
depend upon an increase in the local visitor economy through additional spending
resulting from additional national and international visitors . The nature of this
quantified benefit is contingent with nature of the shooting sports and associated
events attracting participants not only nationally but also internationally. Furthermore:
the successful hosting of medium and large conferences would be reliant on national
and international visitors to regi onal NSW.

3.10 The business case does not forecast any increase in state or national shooting events
above the current schedule. ACTA's website lists five annual shooting events
scheduled for the facility , which is fewer than the seven annual events stated in the
business case. Three national and two state events are scheduled to be held at
ACTA's National Grounds in Wagga Wagga in 2017 .
3.11 ACTA envisages that the facility would host one international event every twelve
years. The International Clay Target Shooting Federation 's web site confirms that the
Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay
Target Championships will be staged at the ACTA national ground in Wagga Wagga .
3.12 The business case cites work done by Wagga Wagga City Council identifying that a
larger (300 - 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a year (based
on a small sample of potential user groups).
3.13 ACTA anticipates that the new facility will host six conferences each year in addition
to shooting events. These conferences are new business for the facility and would
add to current revenues .
3.14 The business case does not include an independent market demand analysis or
event calendar for the facility to compete with other local venues for corporate events,
including Charles Sturt University.

•

3.15 The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Cost estimates,
projected revenues and market demand for the facility are based on ACTA's World
Championships 2018 National Ground Development Strategy.
3.16 The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.
3.17 In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested, it is unlikely that cost and revenue estimates are within the levels
of robustness recommended in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business
Case .
3.18 Consistent with the Office of Sport's current grants allocation process, ACTA should
enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
• independently confirm, through market testing, the capital cost of the project to the

•

level of robustness required in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
•

manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility

•

commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $5.5m NSW Government contribution for the delivery of the
facility

• meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.
3.19 Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.
3.20 The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from QoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources .
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3.21 Although the projected capital costs are below Infrastructure NSW's threshold value
of $10m , INSW has informally ind icated that it would be available to participate in the
Steering Committee.
3.22

3.23 The total value of these grants is $8.?m and is forecast to be fully expended .

4 Consultation
External stakeholders
4.1 Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, Australian Clay Target Association Inc.

•

NSW Government agencies
4.2 [Insert after Draft Consu ltation phase].

5 Risks and mitigation
5.1 The proposal poses the following risks .
Description of risk

Risk rati ng

Mitigation strategies

The project, operational and
delivery costs exceed
ACT A's forecasts

High

Risks are proposed to be shared between
ACTA and Office of Sport as outlined
above.

The expected benefits are
not realised

High

The business case be rev iewed by INSW
prior to going to market for the delivery of
the facility .

•

6 Financial impact
6.1 The financial impact is summarised in the following table. The amounts refer to the
capital costs of the project as operational and maintenance costs will be borne by
ACTA.
Is supplementary funding required?

Yes

Has Treasury agreed the costings?

No

Is ERC consideration required?

Yes
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Total Financial
Implications - Not
applicable

2016-17
($m)

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

($m)

($m)

($m)

($m)

Ongoing
($m)

Revenue

+/-0 .0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0 .0

+/-0 .0

Expenses

+0.0

+0 .00

+0 .00

+0 .00

+0 .00

+0 .00

Total Budget Result Impact

-0.0

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+/-0.0

$6 .7m

+/-0 .0

+/-0 .0

+/-0.0

+/-0 .0

Capital Expenditure

Does the proposal require ongoing funding ?

Not from the NSW Government

7 Other impacts
Impact on regional and rural communities
7.1 Nil from the recommendations of this submission.

•

Regulatory impact
7.2 Nil from the recommendations of th is Submission.
Can stakeholders other than the
government address the problem?

No.

What are the quantified benefits of the
proposal?

The GHD Business Case estimates the benefits as
having a NPV of $12.4m over 25 years. The BCR is 2.31.

What are the quantified costs on
businesses and the commun ity?

N/A for this Submission .

What alternatives were considered?

N/A for th is submission.

8 Attachments

•

Attachment A

Business Case: ACTA business plan - New club house and site
upgrade
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Sonia Cianci
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

on behalf of Marc Landrigan
Friday, 2 December 2016 4:13 PM
Jo Ryan
Wagg Wagga Clay Target Shooting

We will have items on this day now.

From: Zach Bentley

Sent: Friday, 2 December 2016 4:09 PM
To: Marc Landrigan; Chris Hall
Cc: Armine Nalbandian
Subject: FW: Wagg Wagga Clay Target Shooting

Gents~

ase upload submission. ERC will deliberate on 14 December.

Thanks,
Zach
From: Zach Bentley

Sent: Friday, 2 December 2016 4:08 PM
To: erccoordination@treasury.nsw.gov.au
Cc: Armine Nalbandian; James Livsey; Brett Cox
Subject: Wagg Wagga Clay Target Shooting

The Treasurer has requested this issue be put on the agenda for the ERC meeting on 14 December.
Thanks,
Zach

-

1

8
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Fwd: FW: ERC submission - Clay Target Facility in Wagga Wagga
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Yogi Savania <yogi.savania@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
zach bentley <zach.bentley@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>
Josh Milner <josh.milner@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Mon, 05 Dec 2016 18:48:01 +1100

Hi Zach
Would you have any background on this submission? If you could please call me tomorrow to discuss.
Thanks
Yogi
_____________________
Yogi Savania
A/Director
Premier and Cabinet Cluster
Industry and Services Division
Ph: 02 9228 4440

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "
" <Yogi.Savania@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Date: Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 6:44 PM +1100
Subject: Fwd: FW: ERC submission - Clay Target Facility in Wagga Wagga
To: "Enrico Sondalini" <Enrico.Sondalini@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Cc: "Josh Milner" <josh.milner@treasury.nsw.gov.au>, "Mark Cannon" <Mark.Cannon@TREASURY.NSW.GOV.AU>

Yogi Savania

FYI Rick.
I will seek the TO's views on this tomorrow.
Thanks
Yogi
_____________________
Yogi Savania
A/Director
Premier and Cabinet Cluster
Industry and Services Division
Ph: 02 9228 4440
_____________________________
From: Myles Foley <myles.foley@dpc.nsw.gov.au>
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2016 6:12 pm
Subject: FW: ERC submission - Clay Target Facility in Wagga Wagga
To: Yogi Savania <yogi.savania@treasury.nsw.gov.au>

FYI

As discussed

Regards

Myles Foley|Director Finance and Governance, Chief Financial Officer
Government, Corporate and Regional Co-ordination Group, Department of Premier and Cabinet
Level 13, 52
T: 02

Martin Place, Sydney | GPO Box 5341, Sydney NSW 2001

9228 3559|myles.foley@dpc.nsw.gov.au | dpc.nsw.gov.au

From: Kent Broadhead
Monday, 5 December 2016 12:42 PM
Myles Foley
Olivia Graham
ERC submission - Clay Target Facility in Wagga Wagga

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

36
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Myles

We understand that Minister Ayres has agreed with the Treasurer that a submission seeking $5.5 million for a Clay Target Association Facility in Wagga Wagga
be considered by ERC on 14 December. There’ll be a one stage process only.

The current rec is:

i)

Approvethe allocation of $5.5m in 2016/17 to the Of ice of Sport to provide a grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW subject to:
a.

con irmation of the ACTA cost estimates through a competitive tender process

b.

development of a project delivery plan

c.

ACTA undertaking to meet all on ongoing maintenance and operational costs and any capital costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m

Are you comfortable that these words are clear that supplementation is being sought, given that neither OoS or DPC has funding for this?

Regards

Kent

Kent Broadhead| Principal Policy Officer, Skills
Social Policy Group, Department of Premier and Cabinet
Level 9, 52
T: 02

Martin Place, Sydney | GPO Box 5341, Sydney NSW 2001

9228 3209

| M: 0400

597 708|kent.broadhead@dpc.nsw.gov.au | dpc.nsw.gov.au
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FW: Australian Clay Target Shooting - draft ERC submission
From:
To:
Date:
Attachments:

Zach Bentley <zach.bentley@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>
Yogi Savania <yogi.savania@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Tue, 06 Dec 2016 11:26:01 +1100
ERC Submission ACT Wagga Wagga discussion draft_18 Nov 2016.docx (1.03 MB)

From: Chris Hall
Monday, 21 November 2016 5:14 PM
Zach Bentley
FW: Australian Clay Target Shooting - draft ERC submission

Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Doorn, Paul [mailto:paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au]
Friday, 18 November 2016 1:50 PM
Miller, Matt; Marc Landrigan
Chris Hall; Toohey, Michael
Australian Clay Target Shooting - draft ERC submission

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hi Chris & Marc
If you are happy with a ached, we will submit to Ma via OoS EMS the a ached ERC submission for the Australian Clay
Target Shoo ng grant. Do you have an date for ERC? We need to advise DPC that it’s on the way, as the ﬁrst thing
Treasury will say is ‘… ﬁnd the resources within your cluster budget’. Obviously this is not something the OoS can
currently fund.
We have spoken to the club this morning and they have conﬁrmed a contribu on of $1.2 million.
Regards
Paul

Paul Doorn | Executive Director
Sport Infrastructure Group | Office of Sport

Building B, Level 2
6 Figtree Drive, Sydney Olympic Park NSW 2127
Locked Bay 1422, Silverwater NSW 2128
( (02) 8754 7940|( 0409 464 164| * paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au
dsr.nsw.gov.au | facebook.com/nswsportandrecreation

______________________________________________________________________
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain
privileged information or confidential information or both. If you
are not the intended recipient please delete it and notify the sender.
___________________________________________________________________
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Cabinet Submission
Title

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga

Minister

The Hon Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for Sport

Cluster

Premier and Cabinet

Date of submission

DD MMMM 2016

Status

Draft

Relationship to
previous decisions
Result of consultation

Support

Priority

A

Financial impact

Yes

Legislative change

No

Regulatory impact

No impact

Submission type

Policy

Contacts

Matt Miller, Chief Executive,
Office of Sport
Phone number 8233 1320
Chris Hall, Chief of Staff,
Minister for Sport
Phone number 8574 6520
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1 Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Committee on Expenditure Review (ERC):
i)

Approve the allocation of $5.5m in 2016/17 to the Office of Sport to provide a grant to
the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in
Wagga Wagga, NSW subject to:
a. confirmation of the ACTA cost estimates through a competitive tender process
b. development of a project delivery plan
c. ACTA undertaking to meet all on ongoing maintenance and operational costs
and any capital costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m

ii)

Note that ACTA will contribute $1.2m towards the capital costs for the facility.

iii)

Note that ACTA intends to commence capital works in the 2017 financial year and
have them completed by January 2018 in time for the World Down-The-Line (DTL)
clay target championships.

iv)

Note that ACTA’s cost estimates are based on their World Championships 2018
National Ground Development Strategy.

v)

Note that the ACTA timetable precludes the development of a feasibility study,
preliminary business case and INSW review.

.

2 Executive summary
2.1

This Submission seeks approval for an allocation of $5.5m to the Office of Sport to
enable a grant to Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at ACTA’s existing
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.

2.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6.7m. ACTA has committed $1.2m
to the works.

2.3

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target
championships.

2.4

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for the facility (Provided at
Attachment { SEQ attach \* ALPHABETIC GHD_Bus_Case \* MERGEFORMAT
}).
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2.5

GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will generate a Net
Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31. Projected increases
in the visitor economy account for 97% the forecast benefits.

2.6

The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Estimated costs,
revenue and demand are based on ACTA’s World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development Strategy and cites work done by the Wagga Wagga City
Council identifying that a larger (300 – 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be
used 28 times a year (based on a small sample of potential user groups).

2.7

The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

2.8

In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested, it is unlikely that they are within the levels of robustness
recommended in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business Case. ACTA
should enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
 independently confirm, through market testing, the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
 manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
 commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $6.7m for the delivery of the facility
 meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.

2.9

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

2.10 The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from OoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources.

3

Proposal

3.1

This Submission seeks approval for an allocation of $5.5m to the Office of Sport to
enable a grant to Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at ACTA’s existing
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.

3.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6.7m. ACTA has committed $1.2m
to the works.
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The immediate organisations that will benefit from this proposed development
includes:
 Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office – Wagga Wagga, NSW);
 Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia, NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation), and
 Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters’ Association of
Australia and NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).

3.4

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth
World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay Target Championships.

3.5

Economic, social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga, regional NSW and
Australia were considered in support of the proposed funding application.

3.6

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for upgraded facility (Provided at
Attachment { SEQ attach \* ALPHABETIC GHD_Bus_Case \* MERGEFORMAT
}). GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will generate a Net
Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31. Projected increases
in tourism drive the forecast benefits.

3.7 The business case states that the proposed investment is justified considering:
 Jobs creation: up to 91 FTE’s and 86 resident jobs;
 Regional economic growth and social benefits;
 Costs and quantified economic benefits;
 A positive sensitivity analysis, and
 international promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga, regional Australia and
Australia as a whole.
3.8

The upgraded facility will support the current annual schedule for sporting shooting
events, an international shooting event every twelve years and an additional six
corporate conference events each year.

3.9

The business case acknowledges that the majority (97%) of anticipated project
benefits are derived from additional tourism-related spending. The project benefits
depend upon an increase in the local visitor economy through additional spending
resulting from additional national and international visitors. The nature of this
quantified benefit is contingent with nature of the shooting sports and associated
events attracting participants not only nationally but also internationally. Furthermore:
the successful hosting of medium and large conferences would be reliant on national
and international visitors to regional NSW.

3.10 The business case does not forecast any increase in state or national shooting events
above the current schedule. ACTA’s website lists five annual shooting events
scheduled for the facility, which is fewer than the seven annual events stated in the
Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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business case. Three national and two state events are scheduled to be held at
ACTA’s National Grounds in Wagga Wagga in 2017.
3.11 ACTA envisages that the facility would host one international event every twelve
years. The International Clay Target Shooting Federation’s web site confirms that the
ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay
Target Championships will be staged at the ACTA national ground in Wagga Wagga.
3.12 The business case cites work done by Wagga Wagga City Council identifying that a
larger (300 – 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a year (based
on a small sample of potential user groups).
3.13 ACTA anticipates that the new facility will host six conferences each year in addition
to shooting events. These conferences are new business for the facility and would
add to current revenues.
3.14 The business case does not include an independent market demand analysis or
event calendar for the facility to compete with other local venues for corporate events,
including Charles Sturt University.
3.15 The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Cost estimates,
projected revenues and market demand for the facility are based on ACTA’s World
Championships 2018 National Ground Development Strategy.
3.16 The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.
3.17 In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested, it is unlikely that cost and revenue estimates are within the levels
of robustness recommended in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business
Case.
3.18 Consistent with the Office of Sport’s current grants allocation process, ACTA should
enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
 independently confirm, through market testing, the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
 manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
 commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $5.5m NSW Government contribution for the delivery of the
facility
 meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.
3.19 Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.
Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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3.20 The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from OoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources.
3.21 Although the projected capital costs are below Infrastructure NSW’s threshold value
of $10m, INSW has informally indicated that it would be available to participate in the
Steering Committee.
3.22

3.23 The total value of these grants is $8.7m and is forecast to be fully expended.

4 Consultation
External stakeholders
4.1 Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, Australian Clay Target Association Inc.

NSW Government agencies
4.2 [Insert after Draft Consultation phase].

5 Risks and mitigation
5.1 The proposal poses the following risks.
Description of risk

Risk rating

Mitigation strategies

The project, operational and
delivery costs exceed
ACTA’s forecasts

High

Risks are proposed to be shared between
ACTA and Office of Sport as outlined
above.
.

The expected benefits are
not realised

High

The business case be reviewed by INSW
prior to going to market for the delivery of
the facility.

6 Financial impact
6.1 The financial impact is summarised in the following table. The amounts refer to the
capital costs of the project as operational and maintenance costs will be borne by
ACTA.
Is supplementary funding required?

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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Has Treasury agreed the costings?

No

Is ERC consideration required?

Yes

Total Financial
Implications – Not
applicable

2016-17
($m)

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

($m)

($m)

($m)

($m)

Ongoing
($m)

Revenue

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

Expenses

+0.0

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

Total Budget Result Impact

-0.0

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+/-0.0

$6.7m

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

Capital Expenditure

Does the proposal require ongoing funding?

Not from the NSW Government

7 Other impacts
Impact on regional and rural communities
7.1 Nil from the recommendations of this submission.

Regulatory impact
7.2 Nil from the recommendations of this Submission.
Can stakeholders other than the
government address the problem?

No.

What are the quantified benefits of the
proposal?

The GHD Business Case estimates the benefits as
having a NPV of $12.4m over 25 years. The BCR is 2.31.

What are the quantified costs on
businesses and the community?

N/A for this Submission.

What alternatives were considered?

N/A for this submission.

8 Attachments
Attachment {
SEQ attach \*
ALPHABETIC \*
MERGEFORMAT
}
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Sonia Cianci
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

on behalf of Marc Landrigan
Wednesday, 7 December 2016 12:31 PM
Zach Bentley
Wagga Wagga Clay Target Facility submission

See below
From: Doorn, Paul [mailto:paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au]

Sent: Tuesday, 6 December 2016 3:40 PM
To: Marc Landrigan
Cc: Chris Hall
Subject: Fwd: Wagga Wagga Clay Target Facility submission

Marc, as discussed ....

Aul Doorn
~ecutive Director, Sport Infrastructure Group
Office of Sport
Begin forwarded message:
From: Kent Broadhead <Kent.Broadhead@dpc.nsw.gov.au >
Date: 6 December 2016 at 12:47:21 pm AEDT
To: "Doorn, Paul" <paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au>, "Toohey, Michael"
<michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au >
Cc: Rosie Hodson <Rosie.Hodson@dpc.nsw.gov.au>, Olivia Graham
<Olivia .Graham@dpc.nsw.gov.au >, "Meulengracht, Nicolai"
<nicolai .meulengracht@sport.nsw.gov.au >
Subject: Wagga Wagga Clay Target Facility submission

Paul and Michael

-

As discussed, the Premier's Office has questioned why the Wagga Wagga Clay Target Facility
submission could not be delayed until the new year, to allow time for market testing of costings and
project planning to be completed. The submission does not make a clear case as to why it requires
approval before Christmas, although discusses the broad 2018 construction deadline.
If these matters can be addressed fully in time for the submission to be lodged, the Premier's Office
appears broadly OK for the submission to proceed to the 14th , noting the extremely shortened
timeframes. Without this, it is likely that the Premier would seek that the item be moved to next
year to allow the issues to be addressed anyway.
Minister Ayres office may wish to discuss the priority of the item direct with the Premier's Office .
We are able to move the item through the DPC approval process depending on the outcome of any
discussions.
Happy to discuss further - 9228 3209
Regards
Kent
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Kent Broadhead I Principal Policy Officer, Skills

Premier
& Cabinet

Social Policy Group, Department of Premier and Cabinet
Level 9, 52 Martin Place, Sydney I GPO Box 5341 , Sydney NSW 2001
T: 02 9228 3209 I M: 0400 597 708 I kent.broadhead@dpc.nsw.qov .au I dpc.nsw.gov .au

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain
privileged information or confidential infonnation or both. If you
are not the intended recipient please delete it and notify the sender.

-

-
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Maria Vu-Sapinoso
From:

on behalf of Marc Landrigan
Friday, 9 December 2016 4:02 PM
Zach Bentley
ACT A Wagga Wagga Bid
ERC Submission ACT Wagga Wagga .docx; Au stralian Clay Target Assoc Rev1 .pdf

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

From: Toohey, Michael [mailto:michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 1:19 PM
To: Marc Landrigan
Cc: Doorn, Paul; Josh Milner; Meulengracht, Nicolai; rosie.hodson@dpc.nsw.gov.au
Subject: RE: ACTA Wagga Wagga Bid
Marc
'requested . I've included the attachment for convenience .
Treasury are happy with the updated Financial Impact table . The Rec was refined following consultation w ith DPC
and Treasury and makes it clear that OoS is seeking new funding which needs to come via DPC
Please let me know if there' s more I can do to help
Regards
Michael

Michael Toohey

I Director I Stadia Network Implementation

Sport Infrastructure Group I Office of Sport I Department of Premier and Cabinet
6b Figtree Drive, SYDNEY OLYMPIC PARK NSW 2127

'ii (02) michael.toohey@sport. nsw. gov. au

.~,i,";Y.1

Office

of Sport

1
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Cabinet Submission
Title

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga

Minister

The Hon Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for Sport

•
•

Cluster

Premier and Cabinet

Date of submission

DD December 2016

Status

Final

Relationship to
previous decisions

N/A

Result of consultation

Not undertaken

Priority

A

Financial impact

Yes

Legislative change

No

Regulatory impact

No impact

Submission type

Funding

Contacts

Matt Miller, Chief Executive
Office of Sport
0419 720 822
Chris Hall, Chief of Staff
Minister for Sport
0419 607 909
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1 Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Committee on Expenditure Review (ERC):
i)

Approve the expenditure and appropriation of $5.5m in 2016/17 to the Office of
Sport, via the Department of Premier and Cabinet, to provide a grant to the Australian
Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large clubhouse/
conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga
Wagga, NSW subject to
a. confirmation of the ACTA cost estimates through a competitive tender process
b. development of a project delivery plan
c. ACTA undertaking to meet all ongoing maintenance and operational costs and

•

any capital costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m

2
2.1

Executive summary
This Submission seeks approval for the expenditure and appropriation of $5 .5m in
2016/17 to the Office of Sport, via the Department of Premier and Cabinet, to provide
a grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing
facility in Wagga Wagga , NSW.

2.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6 .7m . ACTA has committed $1.2m
to the works .

2.3

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target

•

championships.
2.4

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for the facility (Provided at
Attachment A).

2.5

GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will generate a Net
Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31. Projected increases
in the visitor economy account for 97% the forecast benefits.

2.6

The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Estimated costs,
revenue and demand are based on ACTA's World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development Strategy and cites work done by the Wagga Wagga City
Council identifying that a larger (300 - 500 seat theatre style) Business Event (BE)
space could be used 28 times a year (based on a small sample of potential user
groups).

2.7

The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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2.8

In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested, it is unlikely that they are within the levels of robustness
recommended in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business Case. ACTA
should enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
• independently confirm, through market testing , the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
• manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
• commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $6.7m for the delivery of the facility
• meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.

•

2.9

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

2.10

The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from QoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources .

3
3.1

Proposal
This Submission seeks approval for the expenditure and appropriation of $5.5m in
2016/17 to the Office of Sport, via the Department of Premier and Cabinet, to provide
a grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a

•

large clubhouse/ conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW
3.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6 .7m. ACTA has committed $1 .2m
to the works.

3.3

The immediate organisations that will benefit from this proposed development
includes:
• Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office - Wagga Wagga, NSW);
• Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia, NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation), and
• Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters' Association of
Australia and NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).

3.4

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth
World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay Target Championships.

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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3.5

Economic, social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga, regional NSW and
Australia were considered in support of the proposed funding application .

3.6

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for upgraded facility (Provided at
Attachment A). GHD has calculated that over 25 years , the upgraded facility will
generate a Net Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31 .
Projected increases in tourism drive the forecast benefits.

3. 7

The business case states that the proposed investment is justified considering :
• Jobs creation: up to 91 FTE 's and 86 resident jobs;
• Regional economic growth and social benefits;
• Costs and quantified economic benefits;
• A positive sensitivity analys is, and

•

• international promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga, regional Austral ia and
Australia as a whole .
3.8

The upgraded facility will support the current annual schedule for sporting shooting
events, an international shooting event every twelve years and an additional six
corporate conference events each year.

3.9

The business case acknowledges that the majority (97%) of anticipated project
benefits are derived from additional tourism-related spending . The project benefits
depend upon an increase in the local visitor economy through additional spending
resulting from additional national and international visitors . The nature of this
quantified benefit is contingent with nature of the shooting sports and associated
events attracting participants not only nationally but also internationally. Furthermore :
the successful hosting of medium and large conferences would be reliant on national
and international visitors to regional NSW.

3.10

The business case does not forecast any increase in state or national shooting events
above the current schedule. ACTA's website lists five annual shooting events
scheduled for the facility, which is fewer than the seven annual events stated in the
business case. Three national and two state events are scheduled to be held at
ACTA's National Grounds in Wagga Wagga in 2017.

3.11

ACTA envisages that the facility would host one international event every twelve
years. The International Clay Target Shooting Federation 's web site confirms that the
ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth World Down-The-Line (OTL) Clay
Target Championships will be staged at the ACTA national ground in Wagga Wagga.

3.12

The business case cites work done by Wagga Wagga City Council identifying that a
larger (300 - 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a year (based
on a small sample of potential user groups).

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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3.13

ACTA anticipates that the new facility will host six conferences each year in addition
to shooting events. These conferences are new business for the facility and would
add to current revenues .

3.14

The business case does not include an independent market demand analysis or
event calendar for the facility to compete with other local venues for corporate events,
including Charles Sturt University.

3.15

The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Cost estimates,
projected revenues and market demand for the facility are based on ACTA's World
Championships 2018 National Ground Development Strategy.

3.16

The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

•

3.17

In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested , it is unlikely that cost and revenue estimates are within the levels
of robustness recommended in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business
Case.

3.18

Consistent with the Office of Sport's current grants allocation process, ACTA should
enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
• independently confirm, through market testing , the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury's Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
• manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
• commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $5 .5m NSW Government contribution for the delivery of the

•

facility
• meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.
3.19

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

3.20

The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently cha ired project
steering committee with senior representation from QoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources.

3.21

Although the projected capital costs are below Infrastructure NSW's threshold value
of $10m , INSW has informally indicated that it would be available to participate in the
Steering Committee.

3.22
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3.23

4

The total value of these grants is $8 .?m and is forecast to be fully expended .

Consultation

External stakeholders
4.1

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, Australian Clay Target Association Inc.

NSW Government agencies
4.2

5
5.1

To follow after the lodgement of the draft submission.

Risks and mitigation

Description of risk

Risk rating

Mitigation strategies

The project, operational and
delivery costs exceed
ACTA's forecasts

High

Risks are proposed to be shared between
ACT A and Office of Sport as outlined
above.

The expected benefits are
not realised

High

The business case be reviewed by INSW
prior to going to market for the delivery of
the facility .

6
6.1

•

The proposal poses the following risks.

Financial impact

•

The financial impact is summarised in the following table . The amounts refer to the
capital costs of the project as operational and maintenance costs will be borne by

ACTA.
Is supplementary funding required?

Yes

Has Treasury agreed the costings?

No

Is ERC consideration required?

Yes

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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Total
Financial
Implication
s- Not
applicable

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

($m)

($m)

($m)

($m)

($m)

Ongoing
($m)

Revenue

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0 .0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0 .0

Expenses

$5.5m

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0 .00

Total Budget
Result
Impact

-$5.5m

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0 .0

+/-0.0

+/-0 .0

+/-0 .0

Capital
Expenditure

Does the proposal require ongoing funding?

ACTA will contribute $1 .2m to the total capital cost of the
project.

•

7

Other impacts

Impact on regional and rural communities
7.1

Nil from the recommendations of this submission.

Regulatory impact
7.2

•

Nil from the recommendations of this Submission.

Can stakeholders other than the
government address the problem?

No.

What are the quantified benefits of the
proposal?

The GHD Business Case estimates the benefits as
having a NPV of $12.4m over 25 years. The BCR is 2.31.

What are the quantified costs on
businesses and the community?

N/A for this Submission .

What alternatives were considered?

N/A for this submission .

8

Attachments

Attachment A

Business Case: ACTA business plan - New club house and site
upgrade
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stralian Clay Target Assoc Inc
ACTA business plan
New club house and site upgrade
September 2016
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1.

Introduction
1. 1

Background to proposal

A business case is presented below for the development of a large clubhouse/ conference
facility and associated infrastructure at the existing Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA)
facility in Wagga Wagga , NSW.
Refer to Appendix A for a three dimensional rendering of the target shooting precinct at Copland
Street and Tasman Road , Wagga Wagga. The immediate organisations that will benefit from
this proposed development includes :
•

Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office -Wagga Wagga , NSW) ;

•

Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia , NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation) , and

•

Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters' Association of Australia and
NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).

Economic , social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga , regional NSW and Australia
were considered in support of the proposed funding application .

•

The Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) National Ground is located at Tasman Road in
Wagga Wagga , NSW. The site consists of Lot 103 DP1012965 which was previously acquired
from the Wagga Wagga City Council. The ACTA National Ground comprises of:
•

Events office

•

Site shed

•

NSW Clay Target Association (CTA) office

•

Camping grounds with amenities

•

Twenty "Down the line" shooting layouts and

•

Ten Skeet layouts .

The ACTA National Office is located adjacent to the National Ground at 308 Copland Street.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc is located adjacent on Lot 3 DP869709 which also
houses the Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club .
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club is an established club with experienced members and
excellent facilities . It was founded in 1966 and since then has grown to become one of the
senior national clubs , playing host to both state and national competitions .
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc offers members the option to compete in all five
International Shooting Sport Federation ( ISSF) Olympic style matches , Service Pistol and Black
Powder. Matches of every type are programmed at least once per month and range space is
available for members to shoot unscheduled events or practice components of their shooting to
improve skill.
Clay Target Shooting has different disciplines which include : Trap , Skeet, International Shooting
Sport federation (ISSF) and Sporting Clays. Each discipline varies in its approach and delivery
of targets to give a choice and different experience within Clay Target Shooting.

GHD I Report for Australian Clay Target Assoc Inc - ACTA business plan , 2315878
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Founded in 194 7 the Australian Clay Target Association (ACT A) is the peak shooting body for
clay target shooting within Australia of which the Australian head office is located on the Wagga
Wagga site earmarked for development under this proposal.
Australia is a competitive country in the world for Clay Target Shooting having had great
success on the Olympic stage - Appendix B. ACTA believe that they can be number one in the
world for all International shooting disciplines and this epitomises ACT A's aims for the future of
our association as they 'constantly strive for the best' .
In 1997 a decision was made by the National Executive to move the National Office from its
former location in Melbourne to Wagga Wagga and establish the Wagga Gun Club site as a
National Shooting Ground . In 2000 the first of many National Championships were held at the
National Ground and the development of the Wagga Wagga Shooting Ground has caught the
imagination of our national Executive and Members".

•

ACTA is responsible for administering , promoting and developing the sport of Clay Target
Shooting at state, national and international levels. ACTA has invested consistently over recent
years in upgrading the existing shooting and camping facilities with the aim of hosting not only
international but also Olympic discipline events . ACTA is of high standing internationally and
will be hosting the 13th World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target championships to be held in
March 2018 . This event will attract international shooters , world-wide media publicising not only
Australia but also the city of Wagga Wagg a and pave the way for annual competitions at this
level.
ACTA proposes to invest $1.2 million of its accumulated funds for this proposal and propose to
obtain the remainder of funds required from the Australian Government. The proposed funding
will be invested in the following new infrastructure :

•

•

Club house with: restaurant, up to 900 - seat conference facility and integrated offices ;

•

New main entrance on Copland Street;

•

Sealed driveway, and

•

Sealed 55 space car park.

Considering upgrades , the expansion planned and already underway at the adjacent pistol/
rimfire shooting clubs, the precinct is well positioned to grow for the benefit of all users many
years into the future .

1.2

Purpose of this report

ACTA engaged GHD to assess the available ACTA and public information and analyse the
short-, medium and long term social-economic benefits to support the funding application. The
benefits to the local community are defined within the context of the site being the host of
national events every year. The active marketing of the shooting sport associated with the 2018
World Championships , is analysed for its impact on an expected increased trend of sporting
shooters attending the precinct on a more frequent basis.

1.3

Scope and limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHO for Australian Clay Target Assoc Inc (ACTA) and may only be
used and relied on by ACTA for the purpose agreed between GHO and ACTA as set out in section 1.1 of
this report.
GHO otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than ACTA arising in connection with this
report. GHO also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
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The services undertaken by GHO in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHO has no responsibility or obligation
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was
prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHO described in this report (refer section 3.1.2 and 4.1.3) GHO disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHO has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by ACTA and others who provided
information to GHO (including Government authorities)}, which GHO has not independently verified or
checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHO does not accept liability in connection with such
unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report which were caused by errors or
omissions in that information .

1.4

Assumptions

The data provided from ACT A is current and correct and data sourced from public and
government sources are reliable within the limits of accuracy of an analysis of this nature and
purpose of use .

•
•
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2.

Regional Profile
2.1

Overview

Wagga Wagga is a city located in southern New South Wales , with road , rail and air
connections to Australia 's major cities including Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide . The
population of Wagga Wagga is approximately 63 ,000 , supporting 33 ,660 local jobs and 5,444
local businesses , and generating $3 .6 billion in Gross Regional Product 1 .
The strategic location of the city has the potential to be enhanced by a number of significant
proposed projects including the inland rail route (connecting Melbourne to Brisbane) , the
proposed inland high-speed rail line and the Riverina lntermodal Freight and Logistics (RIFL)
hub.

•

Key industries include healthcare , retail and education , with agriculture a primary industry for
the broader Riverina region . Wagga Wagga also boasts a sizable visitor economy, with
available Council data indicating approximately 1.4 million people visiting the city annually,
spending $282 million at local businesses per year. Wagga Wagga has three sister cities with
relations fostered by the Wagga Wagga City Council and the Mayor of Wagga Wagg a to
consistently grow international tourism :
•

Nordlingen , Bavaria , Germany ,

•

Kunming , Yunnan Province , China , and

•

Leavenworth , Kansas , USA.

The availability and size of conference facilities in Wagga Wagga is considered with the aim of
identifying the future need for a larger facility capable of 500 - 900 seat events.

2.2

•

Wagga Wagga

Two key indicators of economic growth for the region are employment and population growth .
Figure 2-1 presents year on year employment and population growth for the past five years and
projected growth through to 2021, for the Riverina region . The major LGA's within the region
include Wagga Wagga , Albury and Griffith .
•

Employment - employment growth is positive and relatively stable year on year, with the
exception of a shift in magnitude of growth for projections after 2016. (The stabilisation in
growth rate follows on exceptional recent growth followed by cyclic trends in the meat
industry) .

•

Population - population growth is positive and has an increasing trend , with significant
growth witnessed between 2014 and 2016 as many new residents select Wagga Wagga as
a destination offering diverse employment opportunities .

1 Economy.ID 2016 and Business Wagga Wagga Economic Snapshot 2015
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Figure 2-1 Riverina employment and population growth
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2.3

•

Shooting sports participation

Recreational shooting sports are cited by analysts as a popular and growing recreational activity
in Australia. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) publishes data every two years relating to
Australia 's participation in sport and physical recreation . In this database participation in clay
shooting is classified under the '2shooting sports ' heading . The explanatory notes
accompanying the database describe that shooting sports includes hunting , bird shooting , clay
shooting , crossbow shooting , duck shooting , paintball , pistol shooting , rifle shooting , running
target shooting , shotgun shooting , skirmish , target shooting and trap shooting .
Figure 2-2 presents the ABS shooting sport participation data from 2006 through to 2014 (the
most recent dataset) . From th is figure it is observed that after a decline in participation between
2006 and 2010 , participation has increased from 2010 to 2014 . The data indicates that in any
given year there is between 50 ,000 and 60 ,000 Australians participating in shooting sports of
which ACT A has 14,000 members . The Sporting Shooter's Association of Australia (SSAA) has
a national membership of 180,000 .

2

Australian Bureau of Statistics 4177 .0 I 18 February 2015
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Figure 2-2 Participation in shooting sports
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2.4

Conference events analysis - Wagga Wagga

Business Events (BE) are a high yielding sector of the tourism industry and include association
meetings(conferences) , incentive travel , corporate meetings , conventions and exhibitions .
(Source : Tourism Research Australia) . "High Yielding" means people spend more on other
businesses around the conference , not actually at (or on) the BE . The Business Events Council
of Australia summarises a BE as "any public or private activity consisting of a minimum of 15
persons with a common interest or vocation , held in a specific venue or venues , and hosted by
any organisation (or organisations) 3 " . It breaks down a BE into four different categories ;

•

Meetings:

off-site gatherings in a commercial venue;
more than 15 persons ; and
with a common purpose .
Incentives:

programs which are attended by 'high achievers' to recognise and further motivate
performance
incentives are also used to introduce new products and services to key players
Conventions:

also referred to as conferences ,
a large assembly of participants , often several thousand ,
with many international visitors
3

Business Events Council of Australia (BECA) 2016
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most conventions will have some form of exhibition attached
Exhibitions:
the gathering of suppliers to display their product and services for trade and public exhibition
purposes
Functions:
off-site gatherings in a commercial venue
more than 15 persons
catering for a celebration , cultural activity or leisure pastime
often held by individuals , or community groups
It must be noted that a BE does not include weddings , theatre style shows , presentations or
other community ceremonies . Business Event (BE) space in Wagga Wagga is extremely varied
in regards to its offering , quality of services and size . The existing BE market is considered to
benefit from a coordinated effort in marketing Wagga Wagga as a whole , as a possible
destination for events , and assistance on improving some aspects of individual business . This
should , in turn , improve the performance of some of the existing BE facilities , and improve the
awareness of the Wagga Wagga community of what is currently available. Investigations by the
Wagga Wagga City Council 's Commercial and Economic Development department indicated
that there are a small number of good quality BE facilities , and these are in high demand .

•

At least 50%of the facilities currently suitable for BE are 200 seats or smaller in size . This is
consistent with national research that demonstrates local group's events on part or whole days
are the majority of Business Events. "Meetings" tend to generate 75 % of total business event
spend 4 . Whilst international conferences or larger exhibition space does seem to be an
attractive , the smaller number of these events nationally , and the (perceived) disadvantage of
location of Wagga Wagga outside any major CBD implies that it may be difficult to successfully
compete in th is market of 1000 seats and more .
The Wagga Wagga City Council's Commercial and Economic Development department advised
in 2016 that there is current demand for a slightly larger BE space and suggested that a
commercial BE space catering for 350 - 500 theatre style (300 - 400 banquet) would alleviate
the identified demand for this sized space from some local schools , community or charity
groups , Council and the overflow of events from the Wagga Wagga Civic Theatre . The space
requires suitable technology, the ability to create an 'experience ', good service and a kitchen
and wet bar to provide high quality food and beverage packages.
Not only is the size or configuration of the BE space important, but the business model and
other financial factors will determine whether this space is successful in terms of event size ,
visitor's spend and event frequency. Council face the decision of supporting private business to
build and manage a facility , or consider building and managing one as an extension of their
already successful Civic Theatre business unit.
Considering recent trends and consultation with Wagga Wagga City Council , the need has been
identified by ACT A to provide for Wagga Wagga an additional facility that is :
required by the local population ,
financially sustainable ,
promote business and economic activity in the Riverina , and

4

Deloitte Access Economics 2014
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able to provide exceptional experience and quality of service.
The sizes of international conferences are normally between 1,000 and 5,000 delegates, and
this size would suggest a varied range of conference, meeting, lecture and exhibition space
would be required.

Studies in Australia by BECA and the Business Events Industry Strategy Group (2008) suggest
that this is not the most common, or lucrative BE market. A comprehensive Australian BE Study
was completed in 2003 by the national Business Events Study (NBES) for Sustainable Tourism
CRC found international attendees make up just 1 per cent of the total market. Local attendees
made up 87% of the market. (Intrastate 8%, Interstate 4%). A survey of the four largest
(between 1,000 and 5,000 attendees) international conferences held in Sydney from 2009 to
2011 measured the response of over 1,000 delegates from all over the world 5 . Approximately
54% (of survey responders) were from overseas, and 26% were from NSW. This survey
demonstrates that even the largest Australian business events are attended by approximately
50% international delegates .

•

With the small attendance numbers in mind, the regional location of Wagga Wagga combined
with the cost of developing such a large facility would suggest this market would be financially
unviable.
Wagga Wagga City Council published a list of more than 40 BE spaces 6 . However, feedback
from local government representatives indicates that this space was either insufficient in size,
quality, or lacked one of the 'essential' features such as quality onsite catering, or technological
equipment.
Only 15 premises or 35% had the ability to offer accommodation
Only around half are located in the CBD
The quality of facilities was lacking
Only a third of the BE facilities scored 75% or above in the success criteria
Approximately 55 % of the centres scored 50% or above in the success criteria
The assessment of current BE Space capacity showed that only one third of BE event facilities
reported being more than 70% full, and just over half 50% full. Examination of the use of
existing facilities in Wagga Wagga suggests there are a small number of better performing
facilities that get the majority of business in the market rather than operating capacity being a
true reflection of demand.

•

Advice by the Wagga Wagga City Council's Business and Economic Development department
confirmed that existing supply does not fulfil current demand needs in regards to quality,
services provided or size of space. Apart from encouraging improvements of existing
accommodation, a limit on the size of BE space offered was identified. Namely, there is very
little supply of quality space for banquets or theatrette with seating for 350 people or more.
The Wagga Wagga City Council surveyed potential user groups to determine whether there is
demand for larger flat floor auditorium BE space 7 . Groups were specifically asked whether they
have demand for 300 banquet or 350 theatre seats or more, what configuration, and how many
times a year they require the accommodation. Groups contacted included:
5

Beyond Tourism Benefits - Measuring the social legacies of business events. Dr D Edwards, Dr G
Foley, Dr K Schlenver. University of Technology, Sydney.
6
Wagga Wagga Conference & Function Venues Guide 2016
7 Unpublished internal report - Advised by the Wagga Wagga City Council Economic Development &
Visitor Economy 2016
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19 Schools,
11 Dance Schools,
6 Charity or community groups
Council and Civic Theatre
Council identified that a larger (300 - 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a
year (based on a small sample of potential user groups). Some of these events such as the
children's shows would be hosted for more than a single day/ performance.

Existing BE space rates range from less than $500 per day for some of the larger more popular
spaces in Wagga Wagga. The Charles Sturt University's Wagga Wagga campus charges $660
per day for the 1,000 seat theatre. Food and beverages, services and technology are usually
additional to these rates. These venues are typically frequented for regional school events and
conferences and would not be considered attractive for national or international events.
BE space in Wagga Wagga is extremely varied in regards to its offering, quality of services and
size. The existing BE market is considered to potentially benefit from a coordinated effort in
marketing Wagga Wagga as a whole as a possible destination for events, and assistance on
improving some aspects of individual business. This should, in turn, improve the performance of
some of the BE facilities, and improve the awareness of the Wagga Wagga community of what
is currently available. Council's investigations confirmed there are a small number of good
quality BE facilities, and these are in high demand. The majority of facilities currently available
are 200 seats or smaller in size. This is consistent with national research that demonstrates the
majority of Business Events are local group or whole day events. "Meetings" tend to generate

•

the most total BE spend. Whilst international conferences or larger exhibition space does seem
to be a potential business opportunity for Wagga Wagga, the small number of these events
nationally, and the (perceived) disadvantage of location of Wagga Wagga outside any major
CBD implies it may be difficult to successfully compete in this market.
Council concluded that there is current demand for a larger, better quality BE space than offered
by the majority of existing facilities. A commercial BE space that could cater for 350 - 500
theatre style (300 - 400 banquet) would alleviate much of the identified unfulfilled demand from
some local schools, community or charity groups, Council and the overflow of events from the
Civic Theatre. The space requires suitable technology, the ability to create an 'experience',
good service and a kitchen and wet bar to provide high quality food and beverage packages
would enhance the facility's future success.
Not only is the size or configuration of the BE space important, but the business model,
advertising and marketing and other financial factors will determine whether such a space is
successful.
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3.

Impact of Expenditure
The proposed site upgrade will enable a greater array of events to be held at the ACT A site in
Wagga Wagga . The ability to increase the capacity of current events and run new events will
provide value to the Wagga Wagga and Riverina economy through additional jobs and money
into the local/ regional economy. This section presents the potential economic impact of various
ACT A events through use of an input-output model.

•

3.1

Input-output models

3.1.1

Overview

Input-output models are a tool utilised to estimate the economic impact of a specific activity,
project or investment. The models are based on a large collection of data that describes the
functioning of, and interrelationships that exist within , an economy. Input-output models draw on
this data and apply analytical techniques to predict the behaviour of the economic system in
response to an activity .
Regional input-output models provide multipliers (derived from regional data) to estimate the
effect of an initial change in economic activity on the wider regional economy. Multipliers used in
the input-output models are typically generated from detailed industry accounts that incorporate
inter-industry relationships in order to highlight the impact of demand changes on particular
industry sectors within a region .
3.1.2

Limitations

It is important that the limitations of the input-output modelling approach are considered when
interpreting the results of any analysis. Box 1 presents some of the main assumptions that
accompany input-output models.
Box 1

•

Input-output assumptions

It is important to recognise the key assumptions that accompany a typical input-output model
as they must be considered when interpreting the projected impacts of an event. These
include the following :
•

Increases in demand in the region are serviced by industries with constant
proportions - there are no significant price adjustments that occur

•

Constant returns to scale (and fixed input proportions) are implied through a linear
production function for industries

•

Firms are homogenous , such that they produce a set of products that is not
produced by any other sector

•

Input-output analysis assumes that the industrial structure of the pre-existing
regional economy remains unchanged as a result of the new projecUevent

•

The model is a static model that does not consider the dynamic processes
involved in the adjustment to an external change

•

The results of input-output models represent the gross impacts in the absence of
capacity constraints

•

For this project, the input-output tables are based on data contained within the
Event Impact Calculator (EiC) model developed by National Institute of Economic
and Industry Research (NIEIR) and GHD.
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3.2

Event impact analysis

3.2.1

Event Impact Calculator (EiC) overview

The above mentioned EiC was used by ACTA to calculate the potential economic impact of a
range of shooting and conference events at the National Shooting Ground .
The EiC calculates the economic impact that an event may have across a range of metrics
including output, value added , employment, wages and salaries , and local jobs . The calculation
requires a number of inputs about the event including the event length , number of visitors ,
average visitor spend per day and the type of event.

3.2.2

Events analysed

Data of a number of shooting and conference events was processed through the EiC tool in
order to assess how future events (after the site upgrade) may impact the regional/ state
economy. Table 3-1 presents the range of events analysed by GHD through the EiC :

Table 3-1 Events analysed
I

Shooting events
Event category

Event

International

World Championships

•

Trap shooting
Sporting shooting

National

Skeet shooting
Trap shooting
Sporting shooting

State

Skeet shooting
Conference events
Event category

Event
400 people

Conference

500 people
800 people

Arts and heritage

3.2.3

Stone the Crows

Results

The analysis of each event was computed by GHD using the EiC tool , with the output metrics
for each event (and total spend) displayed in Table 3-2 . All events analysed were considered to
be of 'State' significance and within the 'Business' event category, with the exception of the
Stone the Crows event which was described as an 'Arts and Heritage' event.
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Current events
The results indicate that the most significant current shooting event held is the National Trap
shooting event, which provides a potential output of $5 .6 million from a $3.1 million spend. This
event also employs approximately 42 annual FTE's. In comparison to this event, the other
shooting events currently held by ACTA at the National Shooting ground are observed to have a
less significant impact, with potential output ranging from $157,000 (State Sporting) to $1 .5
million (National Skeet) and 1.2 to 11.1 annual FTE employment, respectively.
However, the Stone the Crows cultural event (which will be held until at least 2024), is observed
to be the second most significant current event, with a potential output of $2.1 million and 16.4
annual FTE employment.

•
•
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Table 3-2 Event Impact analysis
Shooting events
Event

Event Total Spend

Output($)

Value-added($)

Wages & salaries

($)

Employment (annual
FTE)

Resident Jobs
(annual FTE)

World Championships

$6 ,844 ,200

12,115,527

5,634,586

3 ,765 ,273

90 .8

86.3

National Trap

$3,157,000

5,588,486

2 ,599,045

1,736,794

41 .9

39.8

National Sporting

$166,500

294,736

137 ,074

91 ,598

2.2

2.1

National Skeet

$834 ,165

1,476,630

686,738

458,908

11 .1

10.5

State Trap

$444 ,000

785 ,964

365,529

244,262

5.9

5.6

$88,800

157,193

73,106

48 ,852

1.2

1 .1

$138 ,750

245,614

114 ,228

76,332

1.8

1.7

Output($)

Value-added ($)

Wages & salaries

($)

Employment (annual
FTE)

Resident Jobs
(annual FTE)

NSW (State) Sporting
State Skeet

Conference events
Event

Event Total Spend

Conference 400 people

$198,900

353 ,821

162,382

111 ,639

2 .6

2 .5

Conference 500 people

$249 ,900

444 ,545

204,019

140,265

3.3

3.1

Conference 800 people

$402,900

716,715

328,928

226 ,141

5.3

5.0

Stone the Crows event

$1 ,182,650

2 ,132,373

994,278

692,959

16.4

15.5

•
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Future events

The results indicate that future events (made possible through the site upgrade) may have a
significant potential economic impact on the region. Notably, the World Championships, with a
total spend of $6.8 million, have the potential to generate a $12.1 million output and 90.8 annual
FTE's. This analysis indicates that the World Championships event has the potential to be the
most significant event held at the National Shooting ground in Wagga Wagga, providing more
than double the output and employment of the next highest ranked event.
Whilst not as large as the World Championships, the potential output from conference events
(400, 500 and 800 people) made possible through the site upgrade is similar to the impact
measured for the current State shooting events. As such, the conference capability represents a
significant new impact source for ACT A .

•
•
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4.

Cost Benefit Analysis
The methodology employed in this report is a rapid Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) . The CBA
model aims to capture the most significant measurable benefits and costs , but given the limited
timeframe , resources and information available , not all benefits/costs relevant to the project
have been measured and included . This section presents the rapid CBA methodology and
outlines key assumptions in the model.

4.1

Rapid CBA methodology

Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is a method used to aid decisions about the allocation of resources ,
expressing both costs and benefits in monetary terms where possible to provide a basis for
direct comparison. The method discounts future costs and benefits to a present value, allowing
for comparison of alternative courses of action by reference to the net social benefits that the
proposal will likely produce for the community as a whole .
Figure 4-1 below outlines our preferred rapid CBA approach , fundamentally comparing
alternative project options to a defined base case to determine the incremental impact of the
project. Our approach is developed in accordance with best practice national and state
guidelines , including the Department of Finance and Administration (2006) Handbook of CostBenefit Analysis.

•

Figure 4-1 Rapid CBA approach

•
Source: GHD
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The key steps applied within the methodology include :
1.

2.

Defining objectives, base and project case options - Defining the objectives in
addition to the base case and project case for comparison .
Identification of benefits and costs - All benefits and costs are identified and quantified
where possible . These are the costs and benefits that may be expected due to the move
from the base case to the project case .

•

3.

Discount future costs and benefits - Appropriate measures of net economic worth are
generated , including Net Present Value (NPV) and the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) .

4.

Calculate decision criteria - The selected measure/s of net economic worth are
calculated and interpreted . This report considers both the net present value (NPV) and
benefit cost ratio (BCR) measures , with further detail provided in Box 2 below.

5.

Sensitivity analysis - Where appropriate , decision criteria are calculated with a range of
input values to present the sensitivity of the output values to inputs .

6.

Summarise and report economic findings - The preferred option is determined from
the relevant decision criteria and a report prepared to summarise findings .

Box2

Decision criteria

The measures of net economic worth considered in this report are:

•

•

Net Present Value (NPV) - the present value of the incremental benefits of the
project case minus the present value of the incremental costs of the base case .
Projects with a positive NPV have net benefits to society over the appraisal
· period .

•

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) - the ratio of the present value of the incremental
benefits of the project case to the present value of the incremental costs of the
base case . Projects with a BCR greater than one have net benefits to society
over the appraisal period .

The decision criteria (NPV and BCR) for the rapid CBA model are calculated as below:
N
B

=P

( B ) - P ( 0 ) - P (11 )

P (B - 0 )
p (II )

Where :
•

P (X) is the present value of all future impact streams discounted at the real

discount rate ;
•

B is the sum of the benefits ;

•

O

•

/1 is the investment cost.

is the operating costs ; and
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4.1.1

Economic benefits

The economic benefits considered within this study include the following:
•

Additional tourism - the value of additional tourism to the Wagga Wagga LGA brought
about by the project

•

Additional event benefits - incremental benefits associated with increased event
attendance, overall revenue, and use of facilities

•

Sports participation - the value of increased participation in shooting due to the project.
This benefit is discussed but not quantified through the model.

Assumptions regarding these economic benefits are provided in section 4.1.3.

4.1.2

Rapid CBA model exclusions

While the rapid CBA model aims to measure material variation in relative benefits and costs,
given the limited timeframe, resources and availability of information, not all benefits/costs
relevant to the project have been measured and included.

4.1.3

Economic assumptions

The economic assessment was undertaken taking into account the following assumptions:
•

Project construction period - 2017 financial year to January 2018

•

Project operational from January 2018 (in time for DTL World Championships in March
2018)

•

The evaluation period is 25 years, from 2017 to 2041 financial year

•

A real discount rate of 7 per cent was applied to the analysis, with sensitivity tests
conducted with real discount rates respectively of 3 per cent and 10 per cent. A central real
discount rate of 7 per cent was utilised in the analysis as per NSW Treasury Guidelines for
Economic Appraisal.

•

All values represented in real 2016/2017 dollar terms (all values expressed in other dollar
terms were updated using the ABS CPI June 2016 data set)

•

Project capital costs, operating costs, and event costs/revenue were obtained from ACTA
budget estimates. It is assumed that no additional capital expenditure is committed under
the business as usual / base case

•

The financial model presents analysis for three shooting event types (International,
National, State) and two conference event types (400 people, 800 people). The following
assumptions were taken into account for each event type:
- Percentage of visitors (non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents) at each event - 90 per cent
(as obtained from ACTA);
- Number of events per year - obtained from ACTA World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development - National Strategy 2018, NSWCTA 2016 Blue Book and World
DTL Championship event rotations. Based on the current World DTL Championship
event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South hemisphere
each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was
assumed that Wagga Wagga as the national headquarters would host each Australian
event, equating to one event per 12 years.
- Total visitors per event - obtained from ACTA and the ACTA World Championships
2018 National Ground Development - National Strategy 2018
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Length of time (nights) spent in Wagga Wagga per event- obtained from ACTA and
the ACT A World Championships 2018 National Ground Development - National
Strategy 2018
Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga - obtained from ACT A, and
Business NSW Tourism spending figures
Total revenue and total costs per event - estimate sourced from ACT A
Total participants and hours of shooting activity per year- obtained from ACTA

•

•

It is assumed that the project will be completed in January 2018 , in preparation for the
World DTL Championships to be held in March 2018. As such the majority of works will be
undertaken in the 2017 financial year. It is assumed that 67% of the budget will be spent in
the 2017 financial year, with remainder (33%) to be spent in 2018 financial year

•

The analysis assumes that the project will accrue benefits from January 2018 onward

•

As detailed by ACT A, there is no entry fee for spectators. Monetary revenue is received in
entries and sponsorships . ACTA distributes prizes .

4.1.4

Model inputs

Event inputs
A number of inputs were required to determine the benefits of additional tourism and attendance
at shooting and conference events. Table 4-1 presents the significant inputs/assumptions
utilised in the model.

Table 4-1 Event based inputs
Shooting event

Conference

Input
International

National

State

400 people

800 people

Base

0

3

4

0

0

Project

os

3

4

4

2

Base

0

1800

N/A

0

0

Project

2200

2000

N/A

400

800

Base

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

event

Project

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Nights spent in Wagga

Base

5

10

2

0

0

Project

5

10

2

3

3

Base

$180

$180

$180

$0

$0

Project

$180

$180

$180

$220

$220

Number of events per
year

Total visitors per event

•

Percentage of non-Wagga
Wagga LGA residents per

Wagga per event

Average overnight spend
per visitor

Sources: ACTA, ACT A National Ground Strategy 2018 , Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

8

Based on current World DTL Championship event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South
hemisphere each two years , with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA , NZ and AU) , ii was assumed that Wagga hosts
each Australia event, equating to one event per 12 years .
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Event cost and revenue inputs
The costs and revenue associated with each event have been included within the model and
are based on historical figures . Table 4-2 presents these costs and revenue per event type.
Table 4-2 Event cost and revenue
Shooting event

Conference

Input
International
Total costs per event

Base
Project

Total revenue per event

$126,850

Base
Project

National

State

$110,845 9

$35,3239

$110,845 9

$35,323 9

400 people

800 people

$36,000

$72,000

$285,326
$245,000

$295,000

Source : ACT A

4.2

Project options

4.2.1

Base case

•

The base case for the project considers no additional capital expenditure at the precinct and
hence no significant upgrades are undertaken over the analysis period .
Under the base case no international events are currently held and there is no increase in the
number of National and State events or visitors associated with these events. There is no
increase in participants or hours of shooting competition per year . Maintenance costs are
assumed constant at $50 ,000 per annum .
4.2.2

Project case

The project case considers the preferred Stage 3 upgrade of the ACT A National Shooting
Ground for World Championships. Components of the upgrade include :
•

Olympic Discipline Traps

•

Required International standard stands and covers

•

Club House/National Administration block , with a restaurant, a 900 - seat conference
facility and integrated offices ;

•

Roads and Drainage including sealed driveway and a sealed 55 space car park

The total upgrade has been budgeted at $6 .1 million with maintenance of $80 ,000 per annum
once operational.
Under the project case it is assumed that one international event will be held at the venue every
12 years (as detailed in section 4.1.3) and that the conference centre will host four x 400 people
conferences and two x 800 people conferences per annum . ACTA noted that the number of
'international' style events (i.e . national and possibly international Grand Prix events) may rise
significantly with the new facility as Olympic discipline events are not currently held at the
precinct. The project case results in a higher number of visitors per event and a subsequent
increase in revenue per event. Total participants and shooting hours per year also increase
under this project case.

9

The cost varies with the size of the three events. This figure represents the average cost of an event.
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4.3

CBA results

This section presents the results of the cost benefit analysis for the ACTA Stage 3 site upgrade .
4.3.1

Costs

Capital and maintenance costs

The initial project capital cost incorporates the budgeted expenditure on all components of the
upgrade . These costs are sourced from the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground
Development Strategy. Annual maintenance cost (historical and future estimates) for the
precinct have been provided by ACTA.
Capital and maintenance costs of the base case and project case are presented in Table 4-3 . It
is assumed that the capital costs are incurred in the 2017 and 2018 financial years, with
maintenance costs incurred annually.
Table 4-3 Capital and maintenance costs

•

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

$0

$0

$6,678 ,024

$6,532,397

$6,678,024

$6,532,397

Base

$1,250,000

$623,467

Project

$1 ,880 ,000

$880 ,164

$630,000

$256,697

Component
Base

Capital cost

Project
Net cost

Maintenance cost

Net cost
Source : ACT A, ACT A National Ground Strategy 2018

Operating costs (events)

•

Event operating costs were provided by ACT A, noting that the exact event cost varies with
event size . The information provided by ACT A on previous events was utilised to establish a
basis for 'per event' cost for each type of shooting and conference event. Table 4-4 presents
these costs .
Table 4-4 Event operating costs
Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Base

$10,962,650

$5,467 ,878

Project

$17 ,326,591

$8,164,241

$6,363,941

$2,696,363

Component
Per event costs

Net cost
Source : ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018
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4.3.2

Benefits

Value of additional tourism

Benefits from additional tourism are driven by the enhanced ability of ACTA to host more
shooting events per year and to cater for an increased number of visitors at each event. A
higher number of visitors will result in more visitor nights of accommodation in Wagga Wagga
and an associated increase in tourism spending .
In addition to shooting events , the upgrade will enable ACT A to host conference events which
will provide a new source of tourism based spending into the local economy .
The benefits from additional tourism are summarised in Table 4-5 .
Table 4-5 Benefits from additional tourism

Total Benefit
(nominal)

Component
Value of additional
tourism (to Wagga
Wagga LGA)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Base

$218 ,700 ,000

$109 ,081 ,734

Project

$276 ,652,800

$130,257 ,443

$57,952,800

$21 ,175,710

Net cost

•

Source: ACT A , ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018 , Business Wagga Wagga , NSWCTA Bl ue Book

Additional revenue

In addition to driving higher tourism expenditure in the local economy, additional events and
event capacity will also enable ACT A to receive increased revenue from each event. In
particular, the construction of the conferen ce venue will unlock a new revenue stream for ACTA
and Wagga Wagga (as no facility currently exists with the proposed conference seating
capacity) .
The benefits from additional revenue are detailed in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6 Benefits from additional revenue

Total Benefit
(nominal)

Component
Additional revenue

Net cost

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Base

$21 ,399 ,450

$10 ,673 ,476

Project

$22,615 ,000

$11 ,365 ,999

$1,215,550

$692,523

Source : ACT A
ACTA may also see an increase in revenue from current visitors , which would be in addition to
the benefits received from 'new' visitors (as a result of increased capacity and number of
events) . For example , visitors may choose to spend their money in the new restaurant facility
instead of an establishment in the city. However , whilst this impacts the benefits to ACT A, it is
not captured within this CBA because it is essentially representative of a 'transfer', i.e. the visitor
either spends their money in the city (and contributes to the 'additional tourism benefits') or at
the new restaurant facility (and contributes to the 'additional revenue benefit') .
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Value of sports participation
The value of sports participation incorporates the intangible value of activity to participants. In
general , there is an absence of contingent valuation studies on the value placed on sports ,
although some studies have estimated this value based on time spent playing and training .
These estimates typically utilise a value of time, based on regulatory impact assessment
guidelines for 'value of household time', to calculate aggregated benefits. However, due to the
lack of a consensus on valuation of sports participation this benefit has been left unquantified in
the model.
Increased property values near development
There is evidence to suggest that sporting infrastructure redevelopments increase property
values in surrounding areas (Department of Sport and Recreation (Western Australia) , 2012) .
However, existing evidence and information is not sufficient to estimate a benefit for adjacent
properties , and as such this benefit remains unquantified in the model.

•

4.3.3

Results

The results of the rapid CSA are presented for both the NPV and BCR decision criteria for the
specified project option . The GHD results in Table 4-7 are the discounted costs/benefits in 2017
financial year dollars discounted at a rate of 7 per cent.
Table 4-7 Rapid CBA results
Component

Discounted Cost/ Benefit
(7% discount rate)

Costs
Capital costs
Maintenance costs

•

$6 ,532,397
$256,697

Operating costs

$2 ,696,363

Net costs

$9,485,457

Value of additional tourism

$21,175 ,710

Benefits

Additional revenue

$692,523

Net benefits

$21,868,233

NPV

$12,382,775

BCR

2.31

Decision criteria

Overview
Based on the assumptions and approach outlined in the previous sections, the NPV for the
project case is $12 .4 million , with a BCR of 2.31. From an economic perspective, the option
produces a BCR that is greater than 1 .0, indicating that the benefits to the community outweigh
the costs to the community for the project.
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It is worth noting that the majority of benefits from the project (97 %) are a direct result of
additional tourism spending in the Wagga Wagga LGA economy, and as such the assumptions
informing this benefit component are most influential in the calculation of the NPV and BCR
results.

Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed to understand how a change in input variables affected the
NPV and BCR decision criteria results . Table 4-8 presents the input variables that were tested
by GHDthrough the sensitivity analysis and the results of the analysis . A summary of results is
provided below:
a.

b.

Discount rate - The results show that the BCR is still greater than 1.0 at a 10% discount
rate , and as such project benefits outweigh costs .
Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at events - The results show that if
the percentage of visitors at events is below 30 .0% the BCR is below 1.0. In this situation
the project costs outweigh the benefits .

c.

Future maintenance costs - The results infer that a +/- 20% variance in maintenance
costs does not significantly impact the BCR.

d.

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800-person conference) - If only one 400

•

and on 800-person conference are held per year , the BCR is reduced to 1.17 . Although
project benefits still outweigh costs this is a large decrease in BCR and illustrates
importance of additional conferences to the project.
e.

Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed value) - Even if
average visitor spend is half of the initial assumptions , project benefits outweigh project
costs. However, the BCR is reduced from 2.31 to 1.19, indicating the importance of visitor
spend (and additional tourism spending) to the project.

•
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•

Table 4-8 Sensitivity test results
Sensitivity parameter

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents

Discount rate

Future maintenance costs (% of base value)

at events
Sensitivity value

3.00%

7.00%

10.00%

30.00%

50.00%

70.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$11 ,328,212

$9,485,457

$8,629,771

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,309,425

$9,485,457

$9,661 ,490

Net discounted benefits

$38,132,035

$21 ,868,233

$14,500,845

$7,751 ,093

$12,456,806

$17,162,520

$21 ,868,233

$21,868,233

$21 ,868,233

$37,206,813

$21, 175,710

$13,917,373

$7,058,570

$ 11,764,283

$16,469,996

$21, 175,710

$21 , 175, 710

$21, 175,710

$925,222

$692,523

$583,472

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$26,803,823.5

$12,382 ,775.4

$5,871 ,074.1

-$1 ,734,364.3

$2 ,971 ,349.0

$7,677,062 .2

$12,558,808.1

$12 ,382,775.4

$12,206,742 .7

BCR

3 .37

2.31

1.68

0.82

1.31

1.81

2.35

2.31

2.26

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue

Sensitivity parameter

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800

Average Visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed

person conference)

value)

Sensitivity value

1

2

3

50.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$7,505,089

$8,693,310

$9,881 ,531

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

Net discounted benefits

$8,797,804

$16,640,061

$24,482,319

$11 ,280,378

$17,633,091

$21 ,868,233

$26,103,375

$8, 105,281

$15,947,538

$23, 789, 795

$10,587,855

$16,940,568

$21, 175,710

$25,410,851

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$1 ,292,715

$7,946,751 .2

$14,600,788

$1 ,794,920.6

$8,147,633.5

$12 ,382,775.4

$16,617,917.3

BCR

1.17

1.91

2.48

1.19

1.86

2.31

2.75

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue
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5.

Summary and Conclusion
The rapid CSA evaluated the proposed site upgrade at ACTA, incorporating Olympic Discipline
Traps, the required International standard stands and covers, a Club House/National
Administration block (with a restaurant, a 900 - seat conference facility and integrated offices},
and roads and drainage (including sealed driveway and sealed 55 space car park).
The analysis provided a net present value for the project case of $12,382,775 (at a 7 per cent
discount rate) and a BCR equal to 2.31. This indicated that the project benefits are greater than
the project costs, and that the project is economically viable at a 7 per cent discount rate, based
on the input assumptions. However, it was noted that the majority of project benefits (97%) were
derived from additional tourism-related spending, inferring that the project is underpinned, and is
contingent on, benefits to the local economy through additional spending resulting from
additional national and international visitors. The nature of this quantified benefit is contingent
with nature of the shooting sports and associated events attracting participants not only
nationally but also internationally. Furthermore: the successful hosting of medium and large
conferences would be reliant on national and international visitors to regional NSW in this
instance.
The sensitivity analysis provided insight into significant project input variables, specifically the
percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at each event, the number of conferences per
year, and average visitor spend.

•

The proposed investment is justified considering:
•

Jobs creation: up to 91 FT E's and 86 resident jobs;

•

Regional economic growth and social benefits;

•

Costs and quantified economic benefits;

•

A positive sensitivity analysis, and

•

International promotion of the City of Wagga Wagg a, regional Australia and Australia as a
whole.

•
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Appendix A - Three dimensional rendering of target
shooting precinct Wagga Wagga

•
•
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Appendix B

-Australian clay target Olympic

performance
During the recent Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games the Australian ACTA team had Catherine
Skinner take a Gold medal in the Women 's trap event after making the final in 6th place . This
continues Australia 's success at Olympic level joining dual Olympic gold medallist Michael
Diamond and Gold medallists Russell Mark , Adam Vella and Suzy Balogh . Adam Vella and
Desire Barnes also won bronze medals . Catherine is 24 years old and has just completed her
Degree in Chemical Engineering .

•
2016 Australian Gold medallist Catherine Skinner
James Willett, the number one ranked Double trap shooter from Corowa (NSW) shot an
Olympic record in making the final. At 20 years old James has a great future representing
Australia in the shooting Sport .

•
2016 Australian world champion James Willett
The ACT A team attended the 2016 World Down The Line Championships in Ireland , at the
completion of the event Australia had no less than three world champions.
The Open World Champions is Matt Schiller from Boorowa (NSW) , Ladies World Champion ,
Laura Woolley , Victoria and Veterans World Champion Daryl Stevens , Queensland.

GHD I Report for Australian Clay Target Assoc Inc -ACTA business plan , 2315878 127
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Australia's World Junior Team won the 2016 Junior Teams event with our Ladies and Veterans
Teams also winning their World Teams events.

•
•
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Appendix C - Example of Event Impact Calculation
Methodology

The methodology below outlines the typical steps (with typical example screenshots) taken to
conduct the input-output analysis for the various ACTA events :
Selection of Local Government Area/Council - for the relevant region

log on

•

4

~

.... ,

'

~

• 7

..

..

I I

•

,.

"""

.,.

"

Account lnfonnahon

Access the EiC - and enter the following data for each event to be analysed :

•

•
•
•
•
•

Event name
Type of event
Significance of event
Start date
Length of event (days)

•

Est. attendance per day

•
•

Est. average spend ($)
Event total spend ($)
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Ecoriom1c 1nd1ca101s

Gosford City

About the area

Event impact calcu lator

llon1e

Infrastructure

Evt:i;\~ dlt: ~try unpott

Economic pro file
S17F

(.011l11tJulo

~ lo IJ,.dl

dfld r~•O'Ldl

tU,.111;.)fflt:~ A

~U(.L~~::,lul

Wtll

1ur1

tvt'.ll'

Lc:10 p1uvide :>1grnf1tdlf VdlUe Iv on o·t:c:i b)" dddmg JObs dlld money to l'tt local ~LO!ll•llly d!ld

Data source:

pIovld111g addiI1ona cullur a! and ~ociat benef1I5 A11emal1vefy lhe W'O'lQ tvenl may I ,,tve
cons,aeiable neganve rmpa~ts such as a bss o' money 01 ·eputauon

Structure

f..ti:.ltiOfldl Eco11omK.S (N lEIR)

The evPnl 1mr.:1ct ralrulalor has hef>n develored to enat'lle Go~ford Crj 10 rah1late thf" pote,11;il
P<nnomir ,mp.:ir! o 1a rrnJ)l"KPrf PVenl Th•,;. ran two u"-Pd in roniunct.nr wlh otl"-Pf mf"lhOO, to help
Gosford City ,elect !he mcist aopropnare E-vent~ t o support Thrs cakulator alone ,annot p·edicl
wh1Ch events w,11 be sJccessful however 11 can ,no,cale the pole"lhal ecor,om1c ,mpact a successful
e\ent may have across a range of e:-onomIc measures such as output e'TlploymPnt w~es and
salaries ard lo<.rl J"bs

Industry locus
Spa!Jal ec onomv
lnumP}' IC' work

Self ·onta-nmenl
\'\orktorce pr:iflles
Res1:lent labour force
Local rraIkeI

Custom industries

As el-'ents can a so conlr bUle to an area mother ways such as soc1alty ,uttu,alty and
environmentally 11 s m1pon !hat other 10015 or methods are als-o u~ tc e\ah.1ate the polenhal or

Tounsm and hospi:alry

bt'11ef1t Of d:ll t'V~lll

t:conom1c 1moact mooel
Event Impac I c ale ulator

Downloads

~enes

This tool uses 1nput/ouIput est11T1ates tc calculate !he impact of a'l event based on the aveIage
spend per day by I/ISIIGf5 to the event S1mpl1 e.,ter the type of event lhe significance of the event
tht- duration of the even\ anj !he average spend per da) to canJate the 00Iem1al e-con::,mic rnpact

/\grKul1ure

What If analys is

/11odetlecl

Fverat n;une

Type of event

Central COast FOCY.1 FesllVa

Length o1 event (days)

Est . anenoance per day

Reports

Supporting information

View results - The EiC takes these inputs and utilises the NIEIR modelled series data source
to produce the Event Impact Summary with the direct, industrial and consumption impact for the
following metrics:
•

Output($)

•

Value-added ($)

•

Wages & salaries ($)

•

Full Time Employment (annual FTE)

•

Resident Jobs (annual FTE)

Event Impact Summary

exoort

a

•

reset

Gos ford Cty. Ct ntra• Coast Food Fu tr, al. Uodelr'lg tt e effed of $400 000 from a .C...rts ar:d Hertage e , ent with R.e 910n sigoihcance

Employment

Outpu t (S)

Velue~dded
(S)

\'Jages &
$8lanes (S}

(an n ua l
FlE)

Cl'eCt mpSC'.

3U 000

160 5SO

121 4~ 1

:2

lndustnol "ll•ct

216.42'

97 231

70.640

11

Ccnso.1r,pt10r ,np8ct

168 17€

9:! 347

63 OoS

•2

Tot•l "llaCI on Gosford Cly economy

748,600

351,158

255,150

55

Sc,..irce Natonal n s1 1hrte o f Econorr.c and f\dustry Resea rch (NER) .,,.:a· 4 Cot""Ol.e:j a·

"J~:e t., ~

\SI~$

j

crese"~ed., e,:oncrn-,.,

rd b,

~

the popJial1_"

Residen t
J o bs
(ann u :il
FlE)

5.5

e\'.ce~s

i,re exores:s:~ '" .. JfJ. ' 1 s.,s:e 'jt.!'"001,,!r re~ris:

View reports - The EiC also produces a text report on each of the output metrics based on the
Event Impact Summary
Impact on Output
The total "'s1tor spend of S&OO 000 attnbuted to staging the Central Coast Food Fostr;a would lead to a d,rect impact on output of $3.i4 000
This add1t1onal direct outpu! from the economy would also lead to an increase 1n indirect demand for intermediate goods and seMces across
related industry sectors These indirect industnal impacts (fype 1) are estimated to be an add1t1onal 5216 424 1n Output
There would be an add1t1onal contrit>ut,on to Gosford C1:y economy through consumption effects as correspondingly more >'ages and salaries
are spent in the local economy It 1s estimated that this would result ,n a further increase in Output of S188 176
The combination of all direct industrial and consumption effects would result
economy

in

total estimated nse 1n Output of 57~8 600 in Gosford City
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FW: ACTA Wagga Wagga Bid
From:
To:
Date:
Attachments:

Zach Bentley <zach.bentley@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>
Josh Milner <josh.milner@treasury.nsw.gov.au>, Yogi Savania <yogi.savania@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Fri, 09 Dec 2016 16:05:54 +1100
ERC Submission ACT Wagga Wagga.docx (1.03 MB); Australian Clay Target Assoc Rev1.pdf (14.12
MB)

There was an issue re their sub. This is being upload now.
I’ll need advice ASAP!
From: Marc Landrigan
Friday, 9 December 2016 4:02 PM
Zach Bentley
FW: ACTA Wagga Wagga Bid

Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Toohey, Michael [mailto:michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au]
Sent:
Friday, 9 December 2016 1:19 PM
To:
Marc Landrigan
Cc: Doorn,RE:Paul;
Josh Milner; Meulengracht, Nicolai; rosie.hodson@dpc.nsw.gov.au
Subject:
ACTA Wagga Wagga Bid
Marc
As requested. I’ve included the attachment for convenience.
Treasury are happy with the updated Financial Impact table. The Rec was refined following consultation with DPC and
Treasury and makes it clear that OoS is seeking new funding which needs to come via DPC
Please let me know if there’s more I can do to help
Regards
Michael
Michael Toohey | Director | Stadia Network Implementation
Sport Infrastructure Group |

Office of Sport | Department of Premier and Cabinet

6b Figtree Drive, SYDNEY OLYMPIC PARK NSW 2127
( (02) 8754 8868 | 0417 958 609 | * michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au
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Cabinet Submission
Title

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga

Minister

The Hon Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for Sport

Cluster

Premier and Cabinet

Date of submission

DD December 2016

Status

Final

Relationship to
previous decisions

N/A

Result of consultation

Not undertaken

Priority

A

Financial impact

Yes

Legislative change

No

Regulatory impact

No impact

Submission type

Funding

Contacts

Matt Miller, Chief Executive
Office of Sport
822
Chris Hall, Chief of Staff
Minister for Sport
909
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1 Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Committee on Expenditure Review (ERC):
i)

Approve the expenditure and appropriation of $5.5m in 2016/17 to the Office of
Sport, via the Department of Premier and Cabinet, to provide a grant to the Australian
Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large clubhouse /
conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga
Wagga, NSW subject to
a. confirmation of the ACTA cost estimates through a competitive tender process
b. development of a project delivery plan
c. ACTA undertaking to meet all ongoing maintenance and operational costs and
any capital costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m

2 Executive summary
2.1

This Submission seeks approval for the expenditure and appropriation of $5.5m in
2016/17 to the Office of Sport, via the Department of Premier and Cabinet, to provide
a grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.

2.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6.7m. ACTA has committed $1.2m
to the works.

2.3

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target
championships.

2.4

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for the facility (Provided at
Attachment { SEQ attach \* ALPHABETIC GHD_Bus_Case \* MERGEFORMAT
}).

2.5

GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will generate a Net
Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31. Projected increases
in the visitor economy account for 97% the forecast benefits.

2.6

The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Estimated costs,
revenue and demand are based on ACTA’s World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development Strategy and cites work done by the Wagga Wagga City
Council identifying that a larger (300 – 500 seat theatre style) Business Event (BE)
space could be used 28 times a year (based on a small sample of potential user
groups).

2.7

The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested, it is unlikely that they are within the levels of robustness
recommended in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business Case. ACTA
should enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
 independently confirm, through market testing, the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
 manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
 commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $6.7m for the delivery of the facility
 meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.

2.9

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

2.10

The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from OoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources.

3

Proposal

3.1

This Submission seeks approval for the expenditure and appropriation of $5.5m in
2016/17 to the Office of Sport, via the Department of Premier and Cabinet, to provide
a grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a
large clubhouse / conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW

3.2

The estimated total capital cost of the upgrade is $6.7m. ACTA has committed $1.2m
to the works.

3.3

The immediate organisations that will benefit from this proposed development
includes:
 Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office – Wagga Wagga, NSW);
 Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia, NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation), and
 Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters’ Association of
Australia and NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).

3.4

ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion
by January 2018 in time for the ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth
World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay Target Championships.
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3.5

Economic, social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga, regional NSW and
Australia were considered in support of the proposed funding application.

3.6

ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for upgraded facility (Provided at
Attachment { SEQ attach \* ALPHABETIC GHD_Bus_Case \* MERGEFORMAT
}). GHD has calculated that over 25 years, the upgraded facility will generate a Net
Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31. Projected increases
in tourism drive the forecast benefits.

3.7

The business case states that the proposed investment is justified considering:
 Jobs creation: up to 91 FTE’s and 86 resident jobs;
 Regional economic growth and social benefits;
 Costs and quantified economic benefits;
 A positive sensitivity analysis, and
 international promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga, regional Australia and
Australia as a whole.

3.8

The upgraded facility will support the current annual schedule for sporting shooting
events, an international shooting event every twelve years and an additional six
corporate conference events each year.

3.9

The business case acknowledges that the majority (97%) of anticipated project
benefits are derived from additional tourism-related spending. The project benefits
depend upon an increase in the local visitor economy through additional spending
resulting from additional national and international visitors. The nature of this
quantified benefit is contingent with nature of the shooting sports and associated
events attracting participants not only nationally but also internationally. Furthermore:
the successful hosting of medium and large conferences would be reliant on national
and international visitors to regional NSW.

3.10

The business case does not forecast any increase in state or national shooting events
above the current schedule. ACTA’s website lists five annual shooting events
scheduled for the facility, which is fewer than the seven annual events stated in the
business case. Three national and two state events are scheduled to be held at
ACTA’s National Grounds in Wagga Wagga in 2017.

3.11

ACTA envisages that the facility would host one international event every twelve
years. The International Clay Target Shooting Federation’s web site confirms that the
ACTA National Championships and the Thirteenth World Down-The-Line (DTL) Clay
Target Championships will be staged at the ACTA national ground in Wagga Wagga.

3.12

The business case cites work done by Wagga Wagga City Council identifying that a
larger (300 – 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a year (based
on a small sample of potential user groups).
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3.13

ACTA anticipates that the new facility will host six conferences each year in addition
to shooting events. These conferences are new business for the facility and would
add to current revenues.

3.14

The business case does not include an independent market demand analysis or
event calendar for the facility to compete with other local venues for corporate events,
including Charles Sturt University.

3.15

The business case has not been subject to any independent review. Cost estimates,
projected revenues and market demand for the facility are based on ACTA’s World
Championships 2018 National Ground Development Strategy.

3.16

The business case does not seek NSW Government support for operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

3.17

In the absence of a feasibility study and because capital cost estimates have not
been market tested, it is unlikely that cost and revenue estimates are within the levels
of robustness recommended in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business
Case.

3.18

Consistent with the Office of Sport’s current grants allocation process, ACTA should
enter into a formal commitment with the Office of Sport to:
 independently confirm, through market testing, the capital cost of the project to the
level of robustness required in NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business
Cases
 manage and bear the risk of the development approval process for the upgrades
to the facility
 commit to delivering the facility by January 2018, including ACTA meeting any cost
increases above the $5.5m NSW Government contribution for the delivery of the
facility
 meet the operating and maintenance costs for the facility.

3.19

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, ACTA, has verbally advised that ACTA is
prepared to bear the above financial and delivery risks and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs for the facility.

3.20

The delivery of the facility will be overseen by an independently chaired project
steering committee with senior representation from OoS, DPC, Infrastructure NSW
and NSW Treasury. Office of Sport will engage the independent Chair and fund the
role from within current resources.

3.21

Although the projected capital costs are below Infrastructure NSW’s threshold value
of $10m, INSW has informally indicated that it would be available to participate in the
Steering Committee.

3.22
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The total value of these grants is $8.7m and is forecast to be fully expended.

Consultation

External stakeholders
4.1

Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer, Australian Clay Target Association Inc.

NSW Government agencies
4.2

5
5.1

To follow after the lodgement of the draft submission.

Risks and mitigation
The proposal poses the following risks.

Description of risk

Risk rating

Mitigation strategies

The project, operational and
delivery costs exceed
ACTA’s forecasts

High

Risks are proposed to be shared between
ACTA and Office of Sport as outlined
above.
.

The expected benefits are
not realised

6
6.1

High

The business case be reviewed by INSW
prior to going to market for the delivery of
the facility.

Financial impact
The financial impact is summarised in the following table. The amounts refer to the
capital costs of the project as operational and maintenance costs will be borne by
ACTA.

Is supplementary funding required?

Yes

Has Treasury agreed the costings?

No

Is ERC consideration required?

Yes

Sensitive: NSW Cabinet
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Total
Financial
Implication
s – Not
applicable

E17-0144-AS-2-142-PR-0001-1

2016-17
($m)

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

($m)

($m)

($m)

($m)

Ongoing
($m)

Revenue

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

Expenses

$5.5m

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

Total Budget
Result
Impact

-$5.5m

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

+/-0.0

Capital
Expenditure

Does the proposal require ongoing funding?

7

ACTA will contribute $1.2m to the total capital cost of the
project.

Other impacts

Impact on regional and rural communities
7.1

Nil from the recommendations of this submission.

Regulatory impact
7.2

Nil from the recommendations of this Submission.

Can stakeholders other than the
government address the problem?

No.

What are the quantified benefits of the
proposal?

The GHD Business Case estimates the benefits as
having a NPV of $12.4m over 25 years. The BCR is 2.31.

What are the quantified costs on
businesses and the community?

N/A for this Submission.

What alternatives were considered?

N/A for this submission.

8

Attachments

Attachment {
SEQ attach \*
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}
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Australian Clay Target Assoc Inc
ACTA business plan
New club house and site upgrade
September 2016
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Introduction
1.1

Background to proposal

A business case is presented below for the development of a large clubhouse / conference
facility and associated infrastructure at the existing Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA)
facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW.
Refer to Appendix A for a three dimensional rendering of the target shooting precinct at Copland
Street and Tasman Road, Wagga Wagga. The immediate organisations that will benefit from
this proposed development includes:


Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA National Office – Wagga Wagga, NSW);



Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club (affiliated to Pistol Australia, NSW Amateur Pistol
Association and International Shooting Sport Federation), and



Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club (affiliated with Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia and
NSW Small Bore and Air Rifle Association).

Economic, social and other benefits to the city of Wagga Wagga, regional NSW and Australia
were considered in support of the proposed funding application.
The Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) National Ground is located at Tasman Road in
Wagga Wagga, NSW. The site consists of Lot 103 DP1012965 which was previously acquired
from the Wagga Wagga City Council. The ACTA National Ground comprises of:


Events office



Site shed



NSW Clay Target Association (CTA) office



Camping grounds with amenities



Twenty “Down the line” shooting layouts and



Ten Skeet layouts.

The ACTA National Office is located adjacent to the National Ground at 308 Copland Street.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc is located adjacent on Lot 3 DP869709 which also
houses the Wagga Small Bore Rifle Club.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club is an established club with experienced members and
excellent facilities. It was founded in 1966 and since then has grown to become one of the
senior national clubs, playing host to both state and national competitions.
The Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club Inc offers members the option to compete in all five
International Shooting Sport Federation ( ISSF) Olympic style matches, Service Pistol and Black
Powder. Matches of every type are programmed at least once per month and range space is
available for members to shoot unscheduled events or practice components of their shooting to
improve skill.
Clay Target Shooting has different disciplines which include: Trap, Skeet, International Shooting
Sport federation (ISSF) and Sporting Clays. Each discipline varies in its approach and delivery
of targets to give a choice and different experience within Clay Target Shooting.
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Founded in 1947 the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) is the peak shooting body for
clay target shooting within Australia of which the Australian head office is located on the Wagga
Wagga site earmarked for development under this proposal.
Australia is a competitive country in the world for Clay Target Shooting having had great
success on the Olympic stage – Appendix B. ACTA believe that they can be number one in the
world for all International shooting disciplines and this epitomises ACTA’s aims for the future of
our association as they ‘constantly strive for the best’.
In 1997 a decision was made by the National Executive to move the National Office from its
former location in Melbourne to Wagga Wagga and establish the Wagga Gun Club site as a
National Shooting Ground. In 2000 the first of many National Championships were held at the
National Ground and the development of the Wagga Wagga Shooting Ground has caught the
imagination of our national Executive and Members”.
ACTA is responsible for administering, promoting and developing the sport of Clay Target
Shooting at state, national and international levels. ACTA has invested consistently over recent
years in upgrading the existing shooting and camping facilities with the aim of hosting not only
international but also Olympic discipline events. ACTA is of high standing internationally and
will be hosting the 13th World Down-The-Line (DTL) clay target championships to be held in
March 2018. This event will attract international shooters, world-wide media publicising not only
Australia but also the city of Wagga Wagga and pave the way for annual competitions at this
level.
ACTA proposes to invest $1.2 million of its accumulated funds for this proposal and propose to
obtain the remainder of funds required from the Australian Government. The proposed funding
will be invested in the following new infrastructure:


Club house with: restaurant, up to 900 – seat conference facility and integrated offices;



New main entrance on Copland Street;



Sealed driveway, and



Sealed 55 space car park.

Considering upgrades, the expansion planned and already underway at the adjacent pistol /
rimfire shooting clubs, the precinct is well positioned to grow for the benefit of all users many
years into the future.

1.2

Purpose of this report

ACTA engaged GHD to assess the available ACTA and public information and analyse the
short-, medium and long term social-economic benefits to support the funding application. The
benefits to the local community are defined within the context of the site being the host of
national events every year. The active marketing of the shooting sport associated with the 2018
World Championships, is analysed for its impact on an expected increased trend of sporting
shooters attending the precinct on a more frequent basis.

1.3

Scope and limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Australian Clay Target Assoc Inc (ACTA) and may only be
used and relied on by ACTA for the purpose agreed between GHD and ACTA as set out in section 1.1 of
this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than ACTA arising in connection with this
report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
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The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was
prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHD described in this report (refer section 3.1.2 and 4.1.3) GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by ACTA and others who provided
information to GHD (including Government authorities)], which GHD has not independently verified or
checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept liability in connection with such
unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report which were caused by errors or
omissions in that information.

1.4

Assumptions

The data provided from ACTA is current and correct and data sourced from public and
government sources are reliable within the limits of accuracy of an analysis of this nature and
purpose of use.
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Regional Profile
2.1

Overview

Wagga Wagga is a city located in southern New South Wales, with road, rail and air
connections to Australia’s major cities including Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. The
population of Wagga Wagga is approximately 63,000, supporting 33,660 local jobs and 5,444
local businesses, and generating $3.6 billion in Gross Regional Product1.
The strategic location of the city has the potential to be enhanced by a number of significant
proposed projects including the inland rail route (connecting Melbourne to Brisbane), the
proposed inland high-speed rail line and the Riverina Intermodal Freight and Logistics (RIFL)
hub.
Key industries include healthcare, retail and education, with agriculture a primary industry for
the broader Riverina region. Wagga Wagga also boasts a sizable visitor economy, with
available Council data indicating approximately 1.4 million people visiting the city annually,
spending $282 million at local businesses per year. Wagga Wagga has three sister cities with
relations fostered by the Wagga Wagga City Council and the Mayor of Wagga Wagga to
consistently grow international tourism:


Nördlingen, Bavaria, Germany,



Kunming, Yunnan Province, China, and



Leavenworth, Kansas, USA.

The availability and size of conference facilities in Wagga Wagga is considered with the aim of
identifying the future need for a larger facility capable of 500 – 900 seat events.

2.2

Wagga Wagga

Two key indicators of economic growth for the region are employment and population growth.
Figure 2-1 presents year on year employment and population growth for the past five years and
projected growth through to 2021, for the Riverina region. The major LGA’s within the region
include Wagga Wagga, Albury and Griffith.

1



Employment – employment growth is positive and relatively stable year on year, with the
exception of a shift in magnitude of growth for projections after 2016. (The stabilisation in
growth rate follows on exceptional recent growth followed by cyclic trends in the meat
industry).



Population – population growth is positive and has an increasing trend, with significant
growth witnessed between 2014 and 2016 as many new residents select Wagga Wagga as
a destination offering diverse employment opportunities.

Economy.ID 2016 and Business Wagga Wagga Economic Snapshot 2015
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Figure 2-1 Riverina employment and population growth
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Source: Population ID – Riverina Regional Cities Group 2016, Labour Market Information Portal
(LMIP) 2016

2.3

Shooting sports participation

Recreational shooting sports are cited by analysts as a popular and growing recreational activity
in Australia. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) publishes data every two years relating to
Australia’s participation in sport and physical recreation. In this database participation in clay
shooting is classified under the ‘2shooting sports’ heading. The explanatory notes
accompanying the database describe that shooting sports includes hunting, bird shooting, clay
shooting, crossbow shooting, duck shooting, paintball, pistol shooting, rifle shooting, running
target shooting, shotgun shooting, skirmish, target shooting and trap shooting.
Figure 2-2 presents the ABS shooting sport participation data from 2006 through to 2014 (the
most recent dataset). From this figure it is observed that after a decline in participation between
2006 and 2010, participation has increased from 2010 to 2014. The data indicates that in any
given year there is between 50,000 and 60,000 Australians participating in shooting sports of
which ACTA has 14,000 members. The Sporting Shooter’s Association of Australia (SSAA) has
a national membership of 180,000.

2

Australian Bureau of Statistics 4177.0 / 18 February 2015
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Figure 2-2 Participation in shooting sports
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Source: ABS 4177.0 – Participation in Sport and Physical Recreation, Australia

2.4

Conference events analysis – Wagga Wagga

Business Events (BE) are a high yielding sector of the tourism industry and include association
meetings(conferences), incentive travel, corporate meetings, conventions and exhibitions.
(Source: Tourism Research Australia). “High Yielding” means people spend more on other
businesses around the conference, not actually at (or on) the BE. The Business Events Council
of Australia summarises a BE as “any public or private activity consisting of a minimum of 15
persons with a common interest or vocation, held in a specific venue or venues, and hosted by
any organisation (or organisations)3”. It breaks down a BE into four different categories;
Meetings:


off-site gatherings in a commercial venue;



more than 15 persons; and



with a common purpose.
Incentives:



programs which are attended by ‘high achievers' to recognise and further motivate
performance



incentives are also used to introduce new products and services to key players
Conventions:

3



also referred to as conferences,



a large assembly of participants, often several thousand,



with many international visitors

Business Events Council of Australia (BECA) 2016
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most conventions will have some form of exhibition attached
Exhibitions:



the gathering of suppliers to display their product and services for trade and public exhibition
purposes
Functions:



off-site gatherings in a commercial venue



more than 15 persons



catering for a celebration, cultural activity or leisure pastime



often held by individuals, or community groups
It must be noted that a BE does not include weddings, theatre style shows, presentations or
other community ceremonies. Business Event (BE) space in Wagga Wagga is extremely varied
in regards to its offering, quality of services and size. The existing BE market is considered to
benefit from a coordinated effort in marketing Wagga Wagga as a whole, as a possible
destination for events, and assistance on improving some aspects of individual business. This
should, in turn, improve the performance of some of the existing BE facilities, and improve the
awareness of the Wagga Wagga community of what is currently available. Investigations by the
Wagga Wagga City Council’s Commercial and Economic Development department indicated
that there are a small number of good quality BE facilities, and these are in high demand.
At least 50%of the facilities currently suitable for BE are 200 seats or smaller in size. This is
consistent with national research that demonstrates local group’s events on part or whole days
are the majority of Business Events. “Meetings” tend to generate 75% of total business event
spend4. Whilst international conferences or larger exhibition space does seem to be an
attractive, the smaller number of these events nationally, and the (perceived) disadvantage of
location of Wagga Wagga outside any major CBD implies that it may be difficult to successfully
compete in this market of 1000 seats and more.
The Wagga Wagga City Council’s Commercial and Economic Development department advised
in 2016 that there is current demand for a slightly larger BE space and suggested that a
commercial BE space catering for 350 – 500 theatre style (300 – 400 banquet) would alleviate
the identified demand for this sized space from some local schools, community or charity
groups, Council and the overflow of events from the Wagga Wagga Civic Theatre. The space
requires suitable technology, the ability to create an ‘experience’, good service and a kitchen
and wet bar to provide high quality food and beverage packages.
Not only is the size or configuration of the BE space important, but the business model and
other financial factors will determine whether this space is successful in terms of event size,
visitor’s spend and event frequency. Council face the decision of supporting private business to
build and manage a facility, or consider building and managing one as an extension of their
already successful Civic Theatre business unit.
Considering recent trends and consultation with Wagga Wagga City Council, the need has been
identified by ACTA to provide for Wagga Wagga an additional facility that is:

4



required by the local population,



financially sustainable,



promote business and economic activity in the Riverina, and

Deloitte Access Economics 2014
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able to provide exceptional experience and quality of service.
The sizes of international conferences are normally between 1,000 and 5,000 delegates, and
this size would suggest a varied range of conference, meeting, lecture and exhibition space
would be required.

Studies in Australia by BECA and the Business Events Industry Strategy Group (2008) suggest
that this is not the most common, or lucrative BE market. A comprehensive Australian BE Study
was completed in 2003 by the national Business Events Study (NBES) for Sustainable Tourism
CRC found international attendees make up just 1 per cent of the total market. Local attendees
made up 87% of the market. (Intrastate 8%, Interstate 4%). A survey of the four largest
(between 1,000 and 5,000 attendees) international conferences held in Sydney from 2009 to
2011 measured the response of over 1,000 delegates from all over the world5. Approximately
54% (of survey responders) were from overseas, and 26% were from NSW. This survey
demonstrates that even the largest Australian business events are attended by approximately
50% international delegates.
With the small attendance numbers in mind, the regional location of Wagga Wagga combined
with the cost of developing such a large facility would suggest this market would be financially
unviable.
Wagga Wagga City Council published a list of more than 40 BE spaces6. However, feedback
from local government representatives indicates that this space was either insufficient in size,
quality, or lacked one of the ‘essential’ features such as quality onsite catering, or technological
equipment.


Only 15 premises or 35% had the ability to offer accommodation



Only around half are located in the CBD



The quality of facilities was lacking



Only a third of the BE facilities scored 75% or above in the success criteria



Approximately 55 % of the centres scored 50% or above in the success criteria
The assessment of current BE Space capacity showed that only one third of BE event facilities
reported being more than 70% full, and just over half 50% full. Examination of the use of
existing facilities in Wagga Wagga suggests there are a small number of better performing
facilities that get the majority of business in the market rather than operating capacity being a
true reflection of demand.
Advice by the Wagga Wagga City Council’s Business and Economic Development department
confirmed that existing supply does not fulfil current demand needs in regards to quality,
services provided or size of space. Apart from encouraging improvements of existing
accommodation, a limit on the size of BE space offered was identified. Namely, there is very
little supply of quality space for banquets or theatrette with seating for 350 people or more.
The Wagga Wagga City Council surveyed potential user groups to determine whether there is
demand for larger flat floor auditorium BE space7. Groups were specifically asked whether they
have demand for 300 banquet or 350 theatre seats or more, what configuration, and how many
times a year they require the accommodation. Groups contacted included:

Beyond Tourism Benefits – Measuring the social legacies of business events. Dr D Edwards, Dr G
Foley, Dr K Schlenver. University of Technology, Sydney.
6 Wagga Wagga Conference & Function Venues Guide 2016
7 Unpublished internal report – Advised by the Wagga Wagga City Council Economic Development &
Visitor Economy 2016
5
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19 Schools,



11 Dance Schools,



6 Charity or community groups



Council and Civic Theatre
Council identified that a larger (300 – 500 seat theatre style) BE space could be used 28 times a
year (based on a small sample of potential user groups). Some of these events such as the
children’s shows would be hosted for more than a single day / performance.

Existing BE space rates range from less than $500 per day for some of the larger more popular
spaces in Wagga Wagga. The Charles Sturt University’s Wagga Wagga campus charges $660
per day for the 1,000 seat theatre. Food and beverages, services and technology are usually
additional to these rates. These venues are typically frequented for regional school events and
conferences and would not be considered attractive for national or international events.
BE space in Wagga Wagga is extremely varied in regards to its offering, quality of services and
size. The existing BE market is considered to potentially benefit from a coordinated effort in
marketing Wagga Wagga as a whole as a possible destination for events, and assistance on
improving some aspects of individual business. This should, in turn, improve the performance of
some of the BE facilities, and improve the awareness of the Wagga Wagga community of what
is currently available. Council’s investigations confirmed there are a small number of good
quality BE facilities, and these are in high demand. The majority of facilities currently available
are 200 seats or smaller in size. This is consistent with national research that demonstrates the
majority of Business Events are local group or whole day events. “Meetings” tend to generate
the most total BE spend. Whilst international conferences or larger exhibition space does seem
to be a potential business opportunity for Wagga Wagga, the small number of these events
nationally, and the (perceived) disadvantage of location of Wagga Wagga outside any major
CBD implies it may be difficult to successfully compete in this market.
Council concluded that there is current demand for a larger, better quality BE space than offered
by the majority of existing facilities. A commercial BE space that could cater for 350 – 500
theatre style (300 – 400 banquet) would alleviate much of the identified unfulfilled demand from
some local schools, community or charity groups, Council and the overflow of events from the
Civic Theatre. The space requires suitable technology, the ability to create an ‘experience’,
good service and a kitchen and wet bar to provide high quality food and beverage packages
would enhance the facility’s future success.
Not only is the size or configuration of the BE space important, but the business model,
advertising and marketing and other financial factors will determine whether such a space is
successful.
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Impact of Expenditure
The proposed site upgrade will enable a greater array of events to be held at the ACTA site in
Wagga Wagga. The ability to increase the capacity of current events and run new events will
provide value to the Wagga Wagga and Riverina economy through additional jobs and money
into the local / regional economy. This section presents the potential economic impact of various
ACTA events through use of an input-output model.

3.1

Input-output models

3.1.1

Overview

Input-output models are a tool utilised to estimate the economic impact of a specific activity,
project or investment. The models are based on a large collection of data that describes the
functioning of, and interrelationships that exist within, an economy. Input-output models draw on
this data and apply analytical techniques to predict the behaviour of the economic system in
response to an activity.
Regional input-output models provide multipliers (derived from regional data) to estimate the
effect of an initial change in economic activity on the wider regional economy. Multipliers used in
the input-output models are typically generated from detailed industry accounts that incorporate
inter-industry relationships in order to highlight the impact of demand changes on particular
industry sectors within a region.
3.1.2

Limitations

It is important that the limitations of the input-output modelling approach are considered when
interpreting the results of any analysis. Box 1 presents some of the main assumptions that
accompany input-output models.
Box 1

Input-output assumptions

It is important to recognise the key assumptions that accompany a typical input-output model
as they must be considered when interpreting the projected impacts of an event. These
include the following:


Increases in demand in the region are serviced by industries with constant
proportions – there are no significant price adjustments that occur



Constant returns to scale (and fixed input proportions) are implied through a linear
production function for industries



Firms are homogenous, such that they produce a set of products that is not
produced by any other sector



Input-output analysis assumes that the industrial structure of the pre-existing
regional economy remains unchanged as a result of the new project/event



The model is a static model that does not consider the dynamic processes
involved in the adjustment to an external change



The results of input-output models represent the gross impacts in the absence of
capacity constraints



For this project, the input-output tables are based on data contained within the
Event Impact Calculator (EIC) model developed by National Institute of Economic
and Industry Research (NIEIR) and GHD.
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3.2

Event impact analysis

3.2.1

Event Impact Calculator (EIC) overview

The above mentioned EIC was used by ACTA to calculate the potential economic impact of a
range of shooting and conference events at the National Shooting Ground.
The EIC calculates the economic impact that an event may have across a range of metrics
including output, value added, employment, wages and salaries, and local jobs. The calculation
requires a number of inputs about the event including the event length, number of visitors,
average visitor spend per day and the type of event.
3.2.2

Events analysed

Data of a number of shooting and conference events was processed through the EIC tool in
order to assess how future events (after the site upgrade) may impact the regional / state
economy. Table 3-1 presents the range of events analysed by GHD through the EIC:
Table 3-1 Events analysed
Shooting events
Event category

Event

International

World Championships
Trap shooting

National

Sporting shooting
Skeet shooting
Trap shooting

State

Sporting shooting
Skeet shooting

Conference events
Event category

Event
400 people

Conference

500 people
800 people

Arts and heritage

3.2.3

Stone the Crows

Results

The analysis of each event was computed by GHD using the EIC tool, with the output metrics
for each event (and total spend) displayed in Table 3-2. All events analysed were considered to
be of ‘State’ significance and within the ‘Business’ event category, with the exception of the
Stone the Crows event which was described as an ‘Arts and Heritage’ event.
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Current events
The results indicate that the most significant current shooting event held is the National Trap
shooting event, which provides a potential output of $5.6 million from a $3.1 million spend. This
event also employs approximately 42 annual FTE’s. In comparison to this event, the other
shooting events currently held by ACTA at the National Shooting ground are observed to have a
less significant impact, with potential output ranging from $157,000 (State Sporting) to $1.5
million (National Skeet) and 1.2 to 11.1 annual FTE employment, respectively.
However, the Stone the Crows cultural event (which will be held until at least 2024), is observed
to be the second most significant current event, with a potential output of $2.1 million and 16.4
annual FTE employment.
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Table 3-2 Event Impact analysis
Shooting events
Event

Event Total Spend

Output ($)

Value-added ($)

Wages & salaries
($)

Employment (annual
FTE)

Resident Jobs
(annual FTE)

World Championships

$6,844,200

12,115,527

5,634,586

3,765,273

90.8

86.3

National Trap

$3,157,000

5,588,486

2,599,045

1,736,794

41.9

39.8

National Sporting

$166,500

294,736

137,074

91,598

2.2

2.1

National Skeet

$834,165

1,476,630

686,738

458,908

11.1

10.5

State Trap

$444,000

785,964

365,529

244,262

5.9

5.6

NSW (State) Sporting

$88,800

157,193

73,106

48,852

1.2

1.1

State Skeet

$138,750

245,614

114,228

76,332

1.8

1.7

Output ($)

Value-added ($)

Wages & salaries
($)

Employment (annual
FTE)

Resident Jobs
(annual FTE)

Conference events
Event

Event Total Spend

Conference 400 people

$198,900

353,821

162,382

111,639

2.6

2.5

Conference 500 people

$249,900

444,545

204,019

140,265

3.3

3.1

Conference 800 people

$402,900

716,715

328,928

226,141

5.3

5.0

Stone the Crows event

$1,182,650

2,132,373

994,278

692,959

16.4

15.5
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Future events
The results indicate that future events (made possible through the site upgrade) may have a
significant potential economic impact on the region. Notably, the World Championships, with a
total spend of $6.8 million, have the potential to generate a $12.1 million output and 90.8 annual
FTE’s. This analysis indicates that the World Championships event has the potential to be the
most significant event held at the National Shooting ground in Wagga Wagga, providing more
than double the output and employment of the next highest ranked event.
Whilst not as large as the World Championships, the potential output from conference events
(400, 500 and 800 people) made possible through the site upgrade is similar to the impact
measured for the current State shooting events. As such, the conference capability represents a
significant new impact source for ACTA.
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Cost Benefit Analysis
The methodology employed in this report is a rapid Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). The CBA
model aims to capture the most significant measurable benefits and costs, but given the limited
timeframe, resources and information available, not all benefits/costs relevant to the project
have been measured and included. This section presents the rapid CBA methodology and
outlines key assumptions in the model.

4.1

Rapid CBA methodology

Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is a method used to aid decisions about the allocation of resources,
expressing both costs and benefits in monetary terms where possible to provide a basis for
direct comparison. The method discounts future costs and benefits to a present value, allowing
for comparison of alternative courses of action by reference to the net social benefits that the
proposal will likely produce for the community as a whole.
Figure 4-1 below outlines our preferred rapid CBA approach, fundamentally comparing
alternative project options to a defined base case to determine the incremental impact of the
project. Our approach is developed in accordance with best practice national and state
guidelines, including the Department of Finance and Administration (2006) Handbook of CostBenefit Analysis.
Figure 4-1 Rapid CBA approach

Source: GHD
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The key steps applied within the methodology include:
1.

Defining objectives, base and project case options – Defining the objectives in
addition to the base case and project case for comparison.

2.

Identification of benefits and costs – All benefits and costs are identified and quantified
where possible. These are the costs and benefits that may be expected due to the move
from the base case to the project case.

3.

Discount future costs and benefits – Appropriate measures of net economic worth are
generated, including Net Present Value (NPV) and the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR).

4.

Calculate decision criteria – The selected measure/s of net economic worth are
calculated and interpreted. This report considers both the net present value (NPV) and
benefit cost ratio (BCR) measures, with further detail provided in Box 2 below.

5.

Sensitivity analysis – Where appropriate, decision criteria are calculated with a range of
input values to present the sensitivity of the output values to inputs.

6.

Summarise and report economic findings – The preferred option is determined from
the relevant decision criteria and a report prepared to summarise findings.

Box 2

Decision criteria

The measures of net economic worth considered in this report are:


Net Present Value (NPV) – the present value of the incremental benefits of the
project case minus the present value of the incremental costs of the base case.
Projects with a positive NPV have net benefits to society over the appraisal
period.



Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) – the ratio of the present value of the incremental
benefits of the project case to the present value of the incremental costs of the
base case. Projects with a BCR greater than one have net benefits to society
over the appraisal period.

The decision criteria (NPV and BCR) for the rapid CBA model are calculated as below:
=

Where:





=

( )−

( −
)
( )

(

)−

(

)

( ) is the present value of all future impact streams discounted at the real
discount rate;
is the sum of the benefits;
is the operating costs; and
is the investment cost.
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Economic benefits

The economic benefits considered within this study include the following:


Additional tourism – the value of additional tourism to the Wagga Wagga LGA brought
about by the project



Additional event benefits – incremental benefits associated with increased event
attendance, overall revenue, and use of facilities



Sports participation – the value of increased participation in shooting due to the project.
This benefit is discussed but not quantified through the model.

Assumptions regarding these economic benefits are provided in section 4.1.3.
4.1.2

Rapid CBA model exclusions

While the rapid CBA model aims to measure material variation in relative benefits and costs,
given the limited timeframe, resources and availability of information, not all benefits/costs
relevant to the project have been measured and included.
4.1.3

Economic assumptions

The economic assessment was undertaken taking into account the following assumptions:


Project construction period – 2017 financial year to January 2018



Project operational from January 2018 (in time for DTL World Championships in March
2018)



The evaluation period is 25 years, from 2017 to 2041 financial year



A real discount rate of 7 per cent was applied to the analysis, with sensitivity tests
conducted with real discount rates respectively of 3 per cent and 10 per cent. A central real
discount rate of 7 per cent was utilised in the analysis as per NSW Treasury Guidelines for
Economic Appraisal.



All values represented in real 2016/2017 dollar terms (all values expressed in other dollar
terms were updated using the ABS CPI June 2016 data set)



Project capital costs, operating costs, and event costs/revenue were obtained from ACTA
budget estimates. It is assumed that no additional capital expenditure is committed under
the business as usual / base case



The financial model presents analysis for three shooting event types (International,
National, State) and two conference event types (400 people, 800 people). The following
assumptions were taken into account for each event type:
– Percentage of visitors (non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents) at each event – 90 per cent
(as obtained from ACTA);
– Number of events per year – obtained from ACTA World Championships 2018 National
Ground Development - National Strategy 2018, NSWCTA 2016 Blue Book and World
DTL Championship event rotations. Based on the current World DTL Championship
event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South hemisphere
each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was
assumed that Wagga Wagga as the national headquarters would host each Australian
event, equating to one event per 12 years.
– Total visitors per event – obtained from ACTA and the ACTA World Championships
2018 National Ground Development - National Strategy 2018
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– Length of time (nights) spent in Wagga Wagga per event – obtained from ACTA and
the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground Development - National
Strategy 2018
– Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga – obtained from ACTA, and
Business NSW Tourism spending figures
– Total revenue and total costs per event – estimate sourced from ACTA
– Total participants and hours of shooting activity per year– obtained from ACTA


It is assumed that the project will be completed in January 2018, in preparation for the
World DTL Championships to be held in March 2018. As such the majority of works will be
undertaken in the 2017 financial year. It is assumed that 67% of the budget will be spent in
the 2017 financial year, with remainder (33%) to be spent in 2018 financial year



The analysis assumes that the project will accrue benefits from January 2018 onward



As detailed by ACTA, there is no entry fee for spectators. Monetary revenue is received in
entries and sponsorships. ACTA distributes prizes.

4.1.4

Model inputs

Event inputs
A number of inputs were required to determine the benefits of additional tourism and attendance
at shooting and conference events. Table 4-1 presents the significant inputs/assumptions
utilised in the model.
Table 4-1 Event based inputs
Shooting event
Input

Conference

Case
International

National

State

400 people

800 people

Base

0

3

4

0

0

Project

08

3

4

4

2

Base

0

1800

N/A

0

0

Project

2200

2000

N/A

400

800

Base

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

event

Project

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Nights spent in Wagga

Base

5

10

2

0

0

Project

5

10

2

3

3

Base

$180

$180

$180

$0

$0

Project

$180

$180

$180

$220

$220

Number of events per
year

Total visitors per event

Percentage of non-Wagga
Wagga LGA residents per

Wagga per event

Average overnight spend
per visitor

Sources: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018, Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

8

Based on current World DTL Championship event hemisphere rotation and country location (Alternate North/South
hemisphere each two years, with Southern Hemisphere rotating between SA, NZ and AU), it was assumed that Wagga hosts
each Australia event, equating to one event per 12 years.
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Event cost and revenue inputs
The costs and revenue associated with each event have been included within the model and
are based on historical figures. Table 4-2 presents these costs and revenue per event type.
Table 4-2 Event cost and revenue
Shooting event
Input

Conference

Case
International

Total costs per event

Base
Project

Total revenue per event

$126,850

Base
Project

National

State

$110,8459

$35,3239

$110,8459

$35,3239

400 people

800 people

$36,000

$72,000

$285,326
$245,000

$295,000

Source: ACTA

4.2

Project options

4.2.1

Base case

The base case for the project considers no additional capital expenditure at the precinct and
hence no significant upgrades are undertaken over the analysis period.
Under the base case no international events are currently held and there is no increase in the
number of National and State events or visitors associated with these events. There is no
increase in participants or hours of shooting competition per year. Maintenance costs are
assumed constant at $50,000 per annum.
4.2.2

Project case

The project case considers the preferred Stage 3 upgrade of the ACTA National Shooting
Ground for World Championships. Components of the upgrade include:


Olympic Discipline Traps



Required International standard stands and covers



Club House/National Administration block, with a restaurant, a 900 – seat conference
facility and integrated offices;



Roads and Drainage including sealed driveway and a sealed 55 space car park

The total upgrade has been budgeted at $6.1 million with maintenance of $80,000 per annum
once operational.
Under the project case it is assumed that one international event will be held at the venue every
12 years (as detailed in section 4.1.3) and that the conference centre will host four x 400 people
conferences and two x 800 people conferences per annum. ACTA noted that the number of
‘international’ style events (i.e. national and possibly international Grand Prix events) may rise
significantly with the new facility as Olympic discipline events are not currently held at the
precinct. The project case results in a higher number of visitors per event and a subsequent
increase in revenue per event. Total participants and shooting hours per year also increase
under this project case.
9

The cost varies with the size of the three events. This figure represents the average cost of an event.
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CBA results

This section presents the results of the cost benefit analysis for the ACTA Stage 3 site upgrade.
4.3.1

Costs

Capital and maintenance costs
The initial project capital cost incorporates the budgeted expenditure on all components of the
upgrade. These costs are sourced from the ACTA World Championships 2018 National Ground
Development Strategy. Annual maintenance cost (historical and future estimates) for the
precinct have been provided by ACTA.
Capital and maintenance costs of the base case and project case are presented in Table 4-3. It
is assumed that the capital costs are incurred in the 2017 and 2018 financial years, with
maintenance costs incurred annually.
Table 4-3 Capital and maintenance costs
Component

Case

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Capital cost

Base

$0

$0

$6,678,024

$6,532,397

$6,678,024

$6,532,397

Base

$1,250,000

$623,467

Project

$1,880,000

$880,164

$630,000

$256,697

Project
Net cost
Maintenance cost

Net cost
Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018

Operating costs (events)
Event operating costs were provided by ACTA, noting that the exact event cost varies with
event size. The information provided by ACTA on previous events was utilised to establish a
basis for ‘per event’ cost for each type of shooting and conference event. Table 4-4 presents
these costs.
Table 4-4 Event operating costs
Component

Case

Total Cost
(nominal)

Discounted Cost
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Per event costs

Base

$10,962,650

$5,467,878

Project

$17,326,591

$8,164,241

$6,363,941

$2,696,363

Net cost

Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018
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Benefits

Value of additional tourism
Benefits from additional tourism are driven by the enhanced ability of ACTA to host more
shooting events per year and to cater for an increased number of visitors at each event. A
higher number of visitors will result in more visitor nights of accommodation in Wagga Wagga
and an associated increase in tourism spending.
In addition to shooting events, the upgrade will enable ACTA to host conference events which
will provide a new source of tourism based spending into the local economy.
The benefits from additional tourism are summarised in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5 Benefits from additional tourism
Total Benefit
(nominal)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Component

Case

Value of additional
tourism (to Wagga
Wagga LGA)

Base

$218,700,000

$109,081,734

Project

$276,652,800

$130,257,443

$57,952,800

$21,175,710

Net cost

Source: ACTA, ACTA National Ground Strategy 2018, Business Wagga Wagga, NSWCTA Blue Book

Additional revenue
In addition to driving higher tourism expenditure in the local economy, additional events and
event capacity will also enable ACTA to receive increased revenue from each event. In
particular, the construction of the conference venue will unlock a new revenue stream for ACTA
and Wagga Wagga (as no facility currently exists with the proposed conference seating
capacity).
The benefits from additional revenue are detailed in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6 Benefits from additional revenue
Total Benefit
(nominal)

Discounted Benefit
(NPV, 7% discount rate)

Component

Case

Additional revenue

Base

$21,399,450

$10,673,476

Project

$22,615,000

$11,365,999

$1,215,550

$692,523

Net cost
Source: ACTA

ACTA may also see an increase in revenue from current visitors, which would be in addition to
the benefits received from ‘new’ visitors (as a result of increased capacity and number of
events). For example, visitors may choose to spend their money in the new restaurant facility
instead of an establishment in the city. However, whilst this impacts the benefits to ACTA, it is
not captured within this CBA because it is essentially representative of a ‘transfer’, i.e. the visitor
either spends their money in the city (and contributes to the ‘additional tourism benefits’) or at
the new restaurant facility (and contributes to the ‘additional revenue benefit’).
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Value of sports participation
The value of sports participation incorporates the intangible value of activity to participants. In
general, there is an absence of contingent valuation studies on the value placed on sports,
although some studies have estimated this value based on time spent playing and training.
These estimates typically utilise a value of time, based on regulatory impact assessment
guidelines for ‘value of household time’, to calculate aggregated benefits. However, due to the
lack of a consensus on valuation of sports participation this benefit has been left unquantified in
the model.
Increased property values near development
There is evidence to suggest that sporting infrastructure redevelopments increase property
values in surrounding areas (Department of Sport and Recreation (Western Australia), 2012).
However, existing evidence and information is not sufficient to estimate a benefit for adjacent
properties, and as such this benefit remains unquantified in the model.
4.3.3

Results

The results of the rapid CBA are presented for both the NPV and BCR decision criteria for the
specified project option. The GHD results in Table 4-7 are the discounted costs/benefits in 2017
financial year dollars discounted at a rate of 7 per cent.
Table 4-7 Rapid CBA results
Component

Discounted Cost / Benefit
(7% discount rate)

Costs
Capital costs
Maintenance costs

$6,532,397
$256,697

Operating costs

$2,696,363

Net costs

$9,485,457

Value of additional tourism

$21,175,710

Benefits

Additional revenue

$692,523

Net benefits

$21,868,233

NPV

$12,382,775

BCR

2.31

Decision criteria

Overview
Based on the assumptions and approach outlined in the previous sections, the NPV for the
project case is $12.4 million, with a BCR of 2.31. From an economic perspective, the option
produces a BCR that is greater than 1.0, indicating that the benefits to the community outweigh
the costs to the community for the project.
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It is worth noting that the majority of benefits from the project (97%) are a direct result of
additional tourism spending in the Wagga Wagga LGA economy, and as such the assumptions
informing this benefit component are most influential in the calculation of the NPV and BCR
results.
Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed to understand how a change in input variables affected the
NPV and BCR decision criteria results. Table 4-8 presents the input variables that were tested
by GHDthrough the sensitivity analysis and the results of the analysis. A summary of results is
provided below:
a.

Discount rate – The results show that the BCR is still greater than 1.0 at a 10% discount
rate, and as such project benefits outweigh costs.

b.

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at events – The results show that if
the percentage of visitors at events is below 30.0% the BCR is below 1.0. In this situation
the project costs outweigh the benefits.

c.

Future maintenance costs – The results infer that a +/- 20% variance in maintenance
costs does not significantly impact the BCR.

d.

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800-person conference) – If only one 400
and on 800-person conference are held per year, the BCR is reduced to 1.17. Although
project benefits still outweigh costs this is a large decrease in BCR and illustrates
importance of additional conferences to the project.

e.

Average visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed value) – Even if
average visitor spend is half of the initial assumptions, project benefits outweigh project
costs. However, the BCR is reduced from 2.31 to 1.19, indicating the importance of visitor
spend (and additional tourism spending) to the project.
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Table 4-8 Sensitivity test results
Sensitivity parameter

Discount rate

Percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents

Future maintenance costs (% of base value)

at events
Sensitivity value

3.00%

7.00%

10.00%

30.00%

50.00%

70.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$11,328,212

$9,485,457

$8,629,771

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,309,425

$9,485,457

$9,661,490

Net discounted benefits

$38,132,035

$21,868,233

$14,500,845

$7,751,093

$12,456,806

$17,162,520

$21,868,233

$21,868,233

$21,868,233

$37,206,813

$21,175,710

$13,917,373

$7,058,570

$11,764,283

$16,469,996

$21,175,710

$21,175,710

$21,175,710

$925,222

$692,523

$583,472

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$26,803,823.5

$12,382,775.4

$5,871,074.1

-$1,734,364.3

$2,971,349.0

$7,677,062.2

$12,558,808.1

$12,382,775.4

$12,206,742.7

BCR

3.37

2.31

1.68

0.82

1.31

1.81

2.35

2.31

2.26

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue

Sensitivity parameter

Conferences per year (i.e. one 400 and one 800

Average Visitor overnight spend in Wagga Wagga (% of assumed

person conference)

value)

Sensitivity value

1

2

3

50.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

Net discounted costs

$7,505,089

$8,693,310

$9,881,531

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

$9,485,457

Net discounted benefits

$8,797,804

$16,640,061

$24,482,319

$11,280,378

$17,633,091

$21,868,233

$26,103,375

$8,105,281

$15,947,538

$23,789,795

$10,587,855

$16,940,568

$21,175,710

$25,410,851

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

$692,523

NPV

$1,292,715

$7,946,751.2

$14,600,788

$1,794,920.6

$8,147,633.5

$12,382,775.4

$16,617,917.3

BCR

1.17

1.91

2.48

1.19

1.86

2.31

2.75

Value of additional tourism
Additional revenue
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Summary and Conclusion
The rapid CBA evaluated the proposed site upgrade at ACTA, incorporating Olympic Discipline
Traps, the required International standard stands and covers, a Club House/National
Administration block (with a restaurant, a 900 – seat conference facility and integrated offices),
and roads and drainage (including sealed driveway and sealed 55 space car park).
The analysis provided a net present value for the project case of $12,382,775 (at a 7 per cent
discount rate) and a BCR equal to 2.31. This indicated that the project benefits are greater than
the project costs, and that the project is economically viable at a 7 per cent discount rate, based
on the input assumptions. However, it was noted that the majority of project benefits (97%) were
derived from additional tourism-related spending, inferring that the project is underpinned, and is
contingent on, benefits to the local economy through additional spending resulting from
additional national and international visitors. The nature of this quantified benefit is contingent
with nature of the shooting sports and associated events attracting participants not only
nationally but also internationally. Furthermore: the successful hosting of medium and large
conferences would be reliant on national and international visitors to regional NSW in this
instance.
The sensitivity analysis provided insight into significant project input variables, specifically the
percentage of non-Wagga Wagga LGA residents at each event, the number of conferences per
year, and average visitor spend.
The proposed investment is justified considering:


Jobs creation: up to 91 FTE’s and 86 resident jobs;



Regional economic growth and social benefits;



Costs and quantified economic benefits;



A positive sensitivity analysis, and



International promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga, regional Australia and Australia as a
whole.
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Appendix A – Three dimensional rendering of target
shooting precinct Wagga Wagga
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Appendix B -Australian clay target Olympic
performance

During the recent Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games the Australian ACTA team had Catherine
Skinner take a Gold medal in the Women’s trap event after making the final in 6th place. This
continues Australia’s success at Olympic level joining dual Olympic gold medallist Michael
Diamond and Gold medallists Russell Mark, Adam Vella and Suzy Balogh. Adam Vella and
Desire Barnes also won bronze medals. Catherine is 24 years old and has just completed her
Degree in Chemical Engineering.

2016 Australian Gold medallist Catherine Skinner
James Willett, the number one ranked Double trap shooter from Corowa (NSW) shot an
Olympic record in making the final. At 20 years old James has a great future representing
Australia in the shooting Sport.

2016 Australian world champion James Willett
The ACTA team attended the 2016 World Down The Line Championships in Ireland, at the
completion of the event Australia had no less than three world champions.
The Open World Champions is Matt Schiller from Boorowa (NSW), Ladies World Champion,
Laura Woolley , Victoria and Veterans World Champion Daryl Stevens, Queensland.
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Australia’s World Junior Team won the 2016 Junior Teams event with our Ladies and Veterans
Teams also winning their World Teams events.
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Appendix C – Example of Event Impact Calculation
Methodology
The methodology below outlines the typical steps (with typical example screenshots) taken to
conduct the input-output analysis for the various ACTA events:
Selection of Local Government Area/Council – for the relevant region

Access the EIC – and enter the following data for each event to be analysed:


Event name



Type of event



Significance of event



Start date



Length of event (days)



Est. attendance per day



Est. average spend ($)



Event total spend ($)
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View results – The EIC takes these inputs and utilises the NIEIR modelled series data source
to produce the Event Impact Summary with the direct, industrial and consumption impact for the
following metrics:


Output ($)



Value-added ($)



Wages & salaries ($)



Full Time Employment (annual FTE)



Resident Jobs (annual FTE)

View reports – The EIC also produces a text report on each of the output metrics based on the
Event Impact Summary
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FW: SC0999-2016 ERC advice Wagga Wagga Clay Shooting.docx
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Attachments:

Enrico Sondalini <"/o=govnet/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=7c3c7d21f5e342268c610a4487d63e61-sondale">
zach bentley <zach.bentley@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>
Cabinet Unit <cabinetunit@treasury.nsw.gov.au>, Sanjiv Midha <san.midha@treasury.nsw.gov.au>,
Mark Cannon <mark.cannon@treasury.nsw.gov.au>, Josh Milner <josh.milner@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Fri, 09 Dec 2016 16:19:40 +1100
SC0999-2016 ERC advice Wagga Wagga Clay Shooting.docx (38.32 kB)

Zac
As discussed here is Draft advice.
Regards

Rick Sondalini | Executive Director
Industry and Government Services Division
52 Martin Place, Sydney (enter via 127 Phillip Street)
GPO Box 5469, Sydney NSW 2001
p: 02 9228 4649 l m: 0410 664 995
e: enrico.sondalini@treasury.nsw.gov.au | www.treasury.nsw.gov.au

From: Enrico Sondalini
Friday, 9 December 2016 12:31 PM
Sanjiv Midha
Cabinet Unit; Mark Cannon; Josh Milner
SC0999-2016 ERC advice Wagga Wagga Clay Shooting.docx
High

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Importance:

San, we have based this advice on the dra minute. The ﬁnal is being lodged now and has not changed.
Can you review and approve this as we don’t have a work ﬂow yet.
I will be at our Xmas lunch from now, but will check emails and have lap top to make changes if necessary.
Rick
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CONFIDENTIAL
SENSITIVE NSW CABINET
Treasury advice for Expenditure Review Committee on Submission SC09992016

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga
Summary of Submission: The Submission seeks funding of $5.5 million in 2016-17 to provide a
grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse/conference facility and associated infrastructure in Wagga Wagga. The total cost of the
project is $6.7 million, with ACTA committing $1.2 million to the works.
Analysis: The calculated Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31 for the project is primarily reliant upon
benefits derived from an increase in the local visitor economy. As these have been calculated
assuming benefits to the Wagga Wagga region, and not the State as a whole, Treasury is unable to
accurately assess the economic benefits arising from the project. Based on the nature of the project it
is unlikely there will be sufficient net benefit to the State to justify the additional expenditure. Should
the Government decide to support providing the $5.5 million grant, this should be made subject to
ACTA providing greater assurance on the delivery and cost of the project.
Recommendations and actions


Not Support the Recommendations in the Submission as a net benefit to the State has not been
adequately demonstrated.
Should a grant be supported it should be funded from within the Cluster and include
conditions identified in the Minute:
 Propose Recommendation i) be amended to read “Approve a grant of $5.5 million in 2016/17 to
the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse/conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga Wagga
subject to:
a. Funding being offset within the cluster
b. ACTA independently confirming, through market testing, the capital cost of the project
c. The development of a project delivery plan
d. ACTA managing and bearing the risk of the development approval process for the
upgrades to the facility
e. ACTA committing to deliver the facility by January 2018, including meeting any cost
increases above $6.7 m for the delivery of the facility
f. ACTA undertaking to meet all ongoing maintenance and operational costs and any capital
costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m
Key reasons
The economic analysis provided in the Submission is inconsistent with NSW Government
guidelines





The analysis undertaken by GHD indicates a BCR of 2.31 and a net present value of $12.4 million
for the project, with increases in the local visitor economy accounting for 97% of the forecast
benefits.
These forecast benefits are reliant upon an increase in the local visitor economy through an
increase in visitors to Wagga Wagga. As the majority of these visitors are likely to be from within
NSW, the inclusion of these benefits in the economic analysis is inconsistent with the NSW

NSW Treasury: Sensitive NSW Cabinet
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Advice on SC0999-2016

Development of Sporting Infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga


Government Guidelines for Economic Appraisal (TPP07-5). Based on this, Treasury is unable to
accurately assess the economic benefits arising from the project.
The nature of the project, with its localised benefits and limited ability to draw additional visitors
from interstate and overseas, means that a net benefit to the State from the additional $5.5 million
in expenditure is very unlikely.

Should Government decide to support providing the grant, this should be made subject to
ACTA providing greater assurance on the delivery and the cost of the project



The Submission states that the ACTA timetable precludes the development of a feasibility study,
and preliminary business case. However no justification for this has been provided.



In lieu of the project being subject to standard assurance processes, additional measures should be
put in place to provide greater assurance on the project delivery and costs.
This should include an independent verification of the capital cost of the project to achieve the
robustness required by NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business Cases (TPP08-5) as well as
ACTA agreeing to manage and bear the risk of the development approval process.



The Submission fails to adequately identify offsets as required by the ERC Terms of
Reference and the Cluster should identify offsets for the grant.



The proposed new expenditure would have an impact on the budget result. The ERC terms of
reference state that all ERC proposals must be accompanied by savings options that would fully
offset the budget and net lending impact across the budget and forward estimate years, or involve
the movement of funds between years or within a cluster so that there is no net impact across the
budget and forward estimate years. Where budget neutrality is not possible, a full explanation must
be provided in the submission. As drafted, the submission doesn’t appear to meet this
requirement.

Responsible
Director
Authorising Officer

Mark Cannon, Director, ABP, 9228 3539
(Author to insert name, position and telephone of the final Objective approver –
Confirm delegate approval in Objective Workflow)

NSW Treasury: Sensitive NSW Cabinet
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Sensitive: NSW Cabinet – ERC Treasury Advice - Wagga Wagga
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Attachments:

Bonnie Harwood-Stevenson <"/o=govnet/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=74937d1597a84743856992156a22821e-stevenb2">
zach bentley <zach.bentley@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>
Armine Nalbandian <armine.nalbandian@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>, James Livsey
<james.livsey@treasurer.nsw.gov.au>, Cabinet Unit <cabinetunit@treasury.nsw.gov.au>
Tue, 13 Dec 2016 10:56:33 +1100
SC0999-2016 ERC advice Wagga Wagga Clay Shooting (vA6118317).docx (40.02 kB)

Hi Zach,
Please see attached:

SC0999-2016 ERC advice Wagga Wagga Clay Shoo ng
For your comments ASAP - thanks!
Regards

Bonnie Harwood-Stevenson | Cabinet Unit
Executive and Ministerial Services

L29, 52 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
T: 02 9228 5160
e: bonnie.harwood-stevenson@treasury.nsw.gov.au | www.treasury.nsw.gov.au
Please send all emails to Cabinetunit@treasury.nsw.gov.au
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CONFIDENTIAL
SENSITIVE NSW CABINET
Treasury advice for Expenditure Review Committee on SC0999-2016

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga
Summary of Submission: The Submission seeks funding of $5.5 million in 2016-17 to provide a
grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse/conference facility and associated infrastructure in Wagga Wagga. The total cost of the
project is $6.7 million, with ACTA committing $1.2 million to the works.
Analysis: The calculated Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.31 for the project is primarily reliant upon
benefits derived from an increase in the local visitor economy. As these have been calculated
assuming benefits to the Wagga Wagga region, and not the State as a whole, Treasury is unable to
accurately assess the economic benefits arising from the project. Based on the nature of the project it
is unlikely there will be sufficient net benefit to the State to justify the additional expenditure. Should
the Government decide to support providing the $5.5 million grant, this should be made subject to
ACTA providing greater assurance on the delivery and cost of the project.
Recommendations and actions


Not Support the Recommendation in the Submission as a net benefit to the State has not been
adequately demonstrated.
Should a grant be supported it should be funded from within the Cluster and include
conditions identified in the Submission:
 Propose recommendation i) be amended to read “Approve a grant of $5.5 million in 2016/17
to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) for the development of a large
clubhouse/conference facility and associated infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga Wagga
subject to:
a. Funding being offset within the cluster
b. ACTA independently confirming, through market testing, the capital cost of the project
c. The development of a project delivery plan
d. ACTA managing and bearing the risk of the development approval process for the
upgrades to the facility
e. ACTA committing to deliver the facility by January 2018, including meeting any cost
increases above $6.7 m for the delivery of the facility
f. ACTA undertaking to meet all ongoing maintenance and operational costs and any capital
costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m
Key reasons
The economic analysis provided in the Submission is inconsistent with NSW Government
guidelines





The analysis undertaken by GHD indicates a BCR of 2.31 and a net present value of $12.4 million
for the project, with increases in the local visitor economy accounting for 97% of the forecast
benefits. However, the analysis is inconsistent with Treasury economic appraisal guidelines.
These forecast benefits are reliant upon an increase in the local visitor economy through an
increase in visitors to Wagga Wagga. As the majority of these visitors are likely to be from within
NSW, the inclusion of these benefits in the economic analysis is inconsistent with the NSW
Government Guidelines for Economic Appraisal (TPP07-5). Based on this, Treasury is unable to
accurately assess the economic benefits arising from the project from a State perspective.

NSW Treasury: Sensitive NSW Cabinet
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Treasury advice for Expenditure Review Committee on SC0999-2016

Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay
Target Association facility in Wagga Wagga


The nature of the project, with its localised benefits and limited ability to draw additional visitors
from interstate and overseas, means that a net benefit to the State from the additional $5.5 million
in expenditure is very unlikely. The main benefit from a state perspective would be an
international shooting event every 12 years.

Should Government decide to support providing the grant, this should be made subject to
ACTA providing greater assurance on the delivery and the cost of the project



In lieu of the project being subject to standard assurance processes, additional measures should be
put in place to provide greater assurance on the project delivery and costs.



This should include an independent verification of the capital cost of the project to achieve the
robustness required by NSW Treasury’s Guidelines for Capital Business Cases (TPP08-5) as well as
ACTA agreeing to manage and bear the risk of the development approval process.

The grant should be offset from within the cluster, consistent with the ERC terms of
reference





The ERC terms of reference state that all ERC proposals must be accompanied by savings options
that would fully offset the budget and net lending impact across the budget and forward estimate
years, or involve the movement of funds between years or within a cluster so that there is no net
impact across the budget and forward estimate years. Where budget neutrality is not possible, a full
explanation must be provided in the submission. As drafted, the Submission doesn’t meet this
requirement.
Consistent with the terms of reference, the $5.5 million grant to the ACTA should be offset from
within the Premier and Cabinet cluster to ensure there is no additional Budget impact.

Responsible
Director
Authorising Officer

Mark Cannon, Director, ABP, 9228 3539
Enrico Sondalini, Executive Director, ABP.
Sanjiv Midha, Deputy Secretary, Agency Budget and Policy.

NSW Treasury: Sensitive NSW Cabinet
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Maria Yu-Sapinoso
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

on behalf of Marc Landrigan
Tuesday, 20 December 2016 9:13 AM
Zach Bentley
Australia Clay Target Association facility in Wagga
image002.jpg; image001.png

Can you please advise of the process?

-----Original Message----From: Jim Betts [mailto:Jim.Betts@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 19 December 2016 12:31 PM
To: Doorn, Paul
Cc: Chris Hall; Marc Landrigan; Miller, Matt; Jenny Davis
Subject: Re: Australia Clay Target Association facility in Wagga
.anks Paul.
Jen - Gary Barnes agreed that we could use Stuart Webster and team to assess this proposal, and provide feedback
to the proponent where required. It could be a candidate for advance funding from the Regional Growth Etc Fund
Sent from my iPhone
> On Dec 19, 2016, at 11:39 AM, Doorn, Paul <paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au> wrote:
>
> Hi Jim

>
> Following last week's ERC discussion, I was asked by Minister Ayres' Office (see email below) to provide you with
the information the QoS has available for the Development of sporting infrastructure at the Australia Clay Target
Association facility in Wagga Wagga. Please find attached:
>
GHD's business case for the proposal

•
>·

The Australian Clay Target Association's letter to the Minister seeking support for the proposal

>

>·

ERC submission.

>
> There are no independent reviews, feedback from agencies etc on the proposal.
>
> In summary:

>
>·
the Submission seeks approval for the expenditure and appropriation of $5.Sm in 2016/17 to the Office of
Sport to provide a grant to the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA)
>
>·
ACTA is seeking funds for the development of a large clubhouse/ conference facility and associated
infrastructure at their existing facility in Wagga Wagga, NSW

>
>·
ACTA engaged GHD to prepare a business case for the facility. GHD is forecasting the new facilities making a
positive economic benefit to Wagga Wagga including

>
> o jobs creation: up to 91 FTE's and 86 resident jobs

>
1
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> o regional economic growth and social benefits
>
> o quantified economic benefits A Net Present Value of $12.4m with a Benefit Cost Ratio of 2.31 and

>
> o international promotion of the City of Wagga Wagga, regional Australia and Australia as a whole

>
>·
The estimated total capital cost of the project is $6.7m. ACTA has committed to contributing $1.2m to
delivering the new facilities
>
>·
ACTA intends to commence construction in the 2017 financial year with completion by January 2018 in time
for the World Down-The-Line clay target championships
>
>·
ACTA has verbally advised QoS that it would meet all ongoing maintenance and operational costs and any
capital costs for the facility that are greater than $5.5m
>
> The 2018 World Championships are confirmed for the Wagga Wagga facility and are not subject to the
development proceeding.
>
> I understand that there was a suggestion that the new facilities could be used for the lnvictus games. However,
shooting is not part of that event. The best contact for ACTA is their CEO, Tony Turner:

•

>
> Tony Turner
> National Executive Officer
> Australian Clay Target Association
> Ph: 6938 2121
> infoo@claytarget.com.au<mailto:infoo@claytarget.com.au> (best e-mail I
> have)

>
> Please don't hesitate to contact myself or Michael Toohey (0417 958 609
michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au<mailto:michael.toohey@sport.nsw.gov.au>) if you need further information.
>
> Regards
> Paul
>
>
>
>
> Paul Doorn I Executive Director
> Sport Infrastructure Group I Office of Sport Building B, Level 2
> 6 Figtree Drive, Sydney Olympic Park NSW 2127 Locked Bay 1422,
> Silverwater NSW 2128 • (02) 8754 7940 I• 0409 464 164 I •
> paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au<mailto:paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au>
> dsr.nsw.gov.au<http://www.dsr.nsw.gov.au/> I
> face book.com/ nswsporta ndrecreation<https://www.facebook.com/nswsporta n
> drecreation>
>
> [cid:image002.png@01D11A6D.E15B27A0]

>
>
>
> From: Miller, Matt
> Sent: Friday, 16 December 2016 1:59 PM
> To: Doorn, Paul <paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au>
> Subject: FW: Wagga clay targets

>
> Paul
2
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>
> For action please

>
> Matt Miller I Chief Executive
> Office of Sport I Department of Premier and Cabinet Level 3, 6B
> Figtree Drive, Sydney Olympic Park NSW
> 2127<x-apple-data-detectors://l/> Locked Bag 1422, Silverwater NSW
> 2128
> t: (02) 8233 1331<tel:(02)%208233%201331> I m: 0419 720
> 822<tel:0419%20720%20822> I
> e:matt.miller@sport.nsw.gov.au<mailto:matt.miller@sport.nsw.gov.au>

>
> [Description: Description: Description: Description: Description:
> Office_of_Sport_final_ two_ colour_LoRes.jpg]
>
> From: Chris Hall [mailto:Chris.Hall@minister.nsw.gov.au]
> Sent: Friday, 16 December 2016 11:52 AM
> To: Miller, Matt
> <matt.miller@sport.nsw.gov.au<mailto:matt.miller@sport.nsw.gov.au»
.ubject: Wagga clay targets
> Hi Matt

>
> The proposal for Wagga clay targets went to ERC this week. It was determined that the business case had to be
reviewed or redone (unclear which) by INSW so that it can qualify for funding from the Regional Growth Tourism
and Environment Fund.

>
> Jim Betts has asked can all the info - business case and info we have from the club - please be sent to him so this
can occur?

>
> Feel free to cc me in.

>
> Thanks

>
> Chris

•
>

> Sent with Good (www.good.com<http://www.good.com>)
>
>
-------------------------------> This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain
> privileged information or confidential information or both. If you are
> not the intended recipient please delete it and notify the sender.

>------------------------------> <image002.jpg>
> <image00l.png>
> <Australian Clay Target Assoc Revl.pdf> <Mr Stuart Ayres August
> 2016.pdf> <ERC Submission ACT Wagga Wagga.docx>
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